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Wine is a product “that comes from a place, which can be a country or a region within a country” 
(Remaud & Lockshin, 2009, p.79). Australia has been ranked as one of the major wine-producing 
countries in the world (Wine Australia, 2017). It has over 60 wine regions with each region producing 
wine with its own unique wine characteristics that are reflective of that particular region (Deegan, 
2015; Lockshin et al., 2006). Consumers often use the region of origin cue as one of the purchase 
indicators in order to determine the overall quality and characteristics of wine (Lockshin et al., 2006). 
While research has been undertaken on how consumers utilise country of origin and region of origin 
in making wine product choices, little research has been undertaken in relation to the use of regional 
branding to build a strong brand and thus develop long-term consumer-brand relationships (Lockshin, 
2013; Lockshin et al., 2006; Perrouty et al., 2006; Van Ittersum et al., 2003). In strategic brand 
management, from a consumer perspective, managing and developing brands with a view to 
developing brand equity has been explained through the consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model 
as outlined by Keller (1993, 2003). Separate components and specific conceptual links within the 
Keller’s CBBE model have been investigated in the relevant literature including: 
• The relationship between brand knowledge (brand salience) and brand perception (brand 
image) (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Esch et al., 2006) 
• The relationship between consumer brand feeling and brand resonance (Leclerc et al., 1994) 
• The relationship between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance (Lu et al., 2016). 
However, the successful validation and assessment of all the conceptual links between the branding 
components present in Keller’s CBBE framework have not been empirically tested holistically and thus 
require attention (Keller, 2016; Papu & Quester, 2017). Therefore, in this thesis, it is important to 
provide an understanding of the primary research question: 
“Through an empirical validation and assessment of Keller’s complete CBBE model, investigate how 
region of origin as a brand develops an intense and active relationship with consumers?” 
This study investigates the brand equity associated with region of origin by empirically validating and 
assessing Keller’s CBBE model in relation to the consumption of regional wine in a holistic conceptual 
model. The development of regional wine branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s CBBE model 
was based on a comprehensive literature review as shown in Chapter Two of this thesis. 
A quantitative research design approach was used in order to gather information from Australians 
(over 30 years of age) across the country who had consumed regional wine that they had purchased 
in the last three months. 
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Data for this study was gathered by an online panel provided by a market research organisation called 
“Pureprofile”. A total of three hundred and fourteen (314) responses was received from this process, 
which was classified as an acceptable data size to undergo analysis for this study. 
An Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) were undertaken as a 
basis for the subsequent development of the measurement model. The measurement model was 
tested through the Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis technique. A bootstrapping bias-
corrected 95% confidence interval procedure in SEM using AMOS 23.0 was used in order to test the 
hypotheses that are outlined as a part of this study in Chapter Two. Furthermore, in order to calculate 
the specific indirect effects (i.e. mediated) of consumer brand feeling in the direct path of consumer 
brand judgement and brand resonance in relation to branding of regional wine, SPSS Process Macro 
technique was employed. 
The results of the research show that all seven (7) hypotheses were supported. As a result, this 
research outlines two major findings: 
• Firstly, the empirical validation and assessment of all components of Keller’s CBBE model in 
relation to regional wine consumption was confirmed. In particular, this empirically explained 
the importance of mental process paths (emotional and rational) that assist in the 
development of an intense ongoing consumer-brand relationship with regard to the branding 
of regional wine. 
• Secondly, the existence of partial mediation occurring in the brand response stage of Keller’s 
CBBE model was shown, whereby consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine partially 
mediates the influence of consumer brand judgement on brand resonance. 
This research has specifically contributed at a marketing and brand management theory level with 
firstly, the improved understanding of the importance of on-going consumer-brand relationship 
through successful empirical validation and testing of two separate linear relationship paths that exist 
between the brand building components in Keller’s CBBE framework in relation to regional wine and 
secondly, outlining consumer brand feeling as a partial mediator existing between consumer brand 
judgement and brand resonance with regard to the branding of regional wine. And secondly, it has 
also provided managerial implications/recommendations for decision makers (specifically the 
marketing managers and producers/exporters) to help devise comprehensive marketing and branding 
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE THESIS 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis investigates the brand equity associated with region of origin and empirically validates and 
assesses Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) in relation to the consumption of 
regional wine in Australia. According to the definitions provided by leading dictionaries, Cambridge 
(2019), Oxford (2019) and Collins (2019), the term validate has been described as: ‘to prove that 
something is correct; demonstrate or support; and confirm’ whereas the term assess has been 
described as: ‘to evaluate or estimate the nature, ability, or quality of; to judge or decide the amount, 
value, quality, or importance of something; and to estimate the value of (something)’. In this thesis, 
where the research investigates Keller’s theoretical CBBE framework through the use of structural 
equation Modeling (SEM), it endeavours to confirm and support the accuracy of the overall CBBE 
framework, while directly assessing the relative importance of the various components that form the 
CBBE framework. 
While various researchers have investigated the separate components of Keller’s CBBE framework and 
explored specific links within the model including the relationship of brand knowledge (brand salience) 
and brand perception (brand image) (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Esch et al., 2006), the relationship 
between consumer brand feeling and brand resonance (Leclerc et al., 1994) and the relationship 
between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance (Lu et al., 2016), it is the intention of this 
thesis to provide an understanding of the following research question: 
“Through an empirical validation and assessment of Keller’s complete CBBE model, investigate how 




The outline of this chapter is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Figure 1.1: Outline of Chapter One 
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1.2 Country of origin (COO) 
Brands that are based on subjective assessments are often influenced by country of origin 
(COO)/region of origin (ROO) effects (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012; Laroche et al., 2005; Lesschaeve et 
al., 2010; Lorenz et al., 2015; Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002). The importance of country of origin 
(COO) and its effect on consumer purchase intention has been researched in-depth by researchers 
(Herz & Diamantopoulos, 2013; Kotler & Gertner, 2002; Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002). Laroche et al. 
(2005) found that, in addition to other extrinsic cues such as brand name and price, the COO or 
perceived country image of a brand becomes part of the brand’s total image that influences a 
consumers’ purchase intention. In relation to wine, it has been identified that the geographical origin 
of the grapes from which a particular wine is made is specifically associated with the COO image 
effects (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012). Laroche et al. (2005) suggested that wine consumers prefer 
purchasing brands that are produced from a country that is well-known for its wine production. 
However, it has been noted that wine consumers also utilise region of origin (ROO) information while 
purchasing wines in addition to COO (Bruwer et al., 2017; Charters & O’Neill, 2001; Rasmussen & 
Lockshin, 1999; Sharma & Peterson, 2000). 
1.3 Region of origin (ROO) 
The region of origin has been noted as a specific geographical area within a country (Lee et al., 2016; 
Van Ittersum et al., 2003). It has been recognized that a brand’s region of origin influences the 
purchase intentions of consumers (Costa et al., 2016; Steenkamp, 1990). Wine consumers utilise 
region of origin as an intrinsic cue in order to predict the quality and characteristics of the wine 
(Bruwer et al., 2017; Lockshin et al., 2006; Lockshin & Spawton, 2001). Orth et al. (2005) and 
Rasmussen and Lockshin (1999) noted that consumers often prefer to purchase wine that is produced 
from a well-known region with characteristics that they are aware of. The reason behind this is derived 
from the assumption that a well-known region adds value to the overall wine brand thereby creating 
a positive image in the consumers’ mind. Therefore, it is concluded that, although regions are local 
subsets within an overall country, they play an important role in influencing consumer purchase 
intention. 
1.4 Wine 
Wine plays a significant role in the economy of a number of countries including Argentina, Australia, 
Chile, France, Italy, New Zealand, South Africa, Spain and the United States. In particular, wine 
production is an important activity in the economic landscape of Australia. According to Wine Australia 
(2017), the production of wine is showing a recent positive trend with exports increasing by 15 percent 
to 2.56 billion litres. In addition to this, the per capita consumption of Australian wine in Australia has 
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also increased to 29.6 litres per annum in 2017, which is 1.4 per cent higher than in 2016. The 2017 
winegrape crush at 1.93 million tonnes is 5 percent higher than the final crush figures of 1.84 million 
tonnes in 2016. Furthermore, Wine Australia (2018) highlighted that Australia, the fifth largest wine 
producer in the world, saw annual wine production increase to 1.29 billion litres and exports grow by 
20 percent to 2.76 billion litres from YE June 2017 until YE June 2018. The value of exports also reached 
a record of $2.65 billion from June 2017 until June 2018. These figures provide insights that a 
substantial amount of wine continues to be produced and consumed in and exported from Australia. 
In accordance with this, there are many Australian wine brands available to purchase by consumers, 
many of which are promoted as regional wine brands. For example, it is noted that wine brands such 
as Penfolds ‘Grange Shiraz’ and Rockford ‘Basket Press Shiraz’ from the Barossa Valley, and Wynns 
‘John Riddoch Cabernet Sauvignon’ from the Coonawarra region, are well known by Australian 
consumers because of their quality and strong regional image. This has been developed through 
aggressive promotion undertaken through various channels. Whereas, some brands from lesser 
known regions, such as Shiraz from Granite Hills, Macedon Ranges Victoria, which are high quality 
products that have achieved high recognition in terms of medals and awards, struggle to develop their 
awareness within the Australian market. This is because consumers are not as familiar with the 
regional characteristics, as less effort has been put into regional brand promotion here. The wine 
market today includes a wide range of brands and marketers are focusing on understanding the impact 
and influence of country of origin (COO), region of origin (ROO), and branding on consumer purchase 
intention when purchasing wine (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012). 
1.4.1 Regional wine branding 
Australia has more than 60 designated wine regions across the country (Deegan, 2015). The major 
wine states in Australia by volume are South Australia, New South Wales, Victoria and Western 
Australia (Wine Australia, 2018). Australia has developed a worldwide reputation for its award-
winning wines and almost every region has its own unique characteristics, which attract consumers 
from various parts of the world (Deegan, 2015; Lockshin et al., 2006). According to Wine Australia 
(2018), the top three red varieties by volume that have been sold in Australia were Shiraz, Cabernet 
Sauvignon and Merlot produced from Barossa Valley and Coonawarra regions, which together 
accounting for 84 per cent of total sales. In the wine literature, it is noted that the consumers’ decision 
to purchase and consume wine has been associated with many variables (Bruwer et al., 2017; Dodd 
et al., 2005). These include product involvement (high versus low), demographic characteristics, 
experience and the influence of intrinsic and extrinsic cues such as price, variety, style, brand name, 
region of origin, label/package etc. (Bruwer et al., 2017; Dodd et al., 2005; Lockshin et al., 2006). 
Researchers have commented upon the benefits of regional branding (Bruwer & Johnson, 2010; 
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Bruwer et al., 2017; Charters & Spielmann, 2014); however, the need for regional branding in order to 
build a strong brand and thus develop a long-term consumer-brand relationship is somewhat under-
researched (Lockshin, 2013). Therefore, it is important to understand the descriptive nature of 
consumer behaviour and how consumers think, feel and react to regional wine consumption. This will 
assist the decision-makers, specifically the marketing managers, producers and exporters to devise 
appropriate marketing and branding strategies. 
1.5 Consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) 
In the branding literature, it has been highlighted that brand knowledge contributes to the 
development of brand equity (Hoeffler & Keller, 2002; Keller, 1993, 2003; Romaniuk et al., 2004). 
However, in strategic brand management, from a consumer perspective, one way of managing brands 
has been conceptualised through the consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model developed by Keller 
(1993, 2003). The CBBE model is focused on the basic understanding of the differential effect that 
brand knowledge has on consumer response to the marketing of a brand (Keller, 2003). He noted 
(2003) that the power of the brand lies in the minds of consumers and with the CBBE model, marketers 
are able to understand how consumers think, feel and react towards a brand over time. The six main 
components of the CBBE framework include brand salience/awareness, brand performance, brand 
imagery/image, consumer brand judgement, consumer brand feeling and brand resonance (Keller, 
1993, 2003, 2016). He further highlighted that the left-hand side path of the CBBE model is regarded 
as the rational path (also known as the rational route) whereas the right-hand side path is called the 
emotional path (the emotional route) (Keller, 1993, 2003, 2016). These routes are outlined in Figure 
1.2 below. 
Figure 1.2: Keller (2016, p.4) Consumer-based brand equity model outlining the rational 




It has been noted that a brand only achieves a strong relationship with its consumers if consumers 
progress through the components of both the rational and emotional paths (Keller, 2016). In order for 
this to happen, firstly a brand needs to develop its own identity and meaning with consumers, which 
in the CBBE model has been subsumed within the foundation component known as brand 
salience/awareness (Keller, 2016). 
1.6 Components of the consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) linked to wine 
1.6.1 Brand salience/awareness (foundation component) 
Brand salience/awareness has been conceptualised as the extent to which a brand is recalled under a 
variety of situations (Batra & Keller, 2016; Kim et al., 2016; Swaminathan, 2016; Vieceli & Shaw, 2010). 
With regard to wine, consumers rely on labels, medals and awards, vintage and any advertising and 
promotions associated with regional wine (Bruwer, 2014). These factors act as a source through which 
consumers can obtain information about the wine and the region where it is produced thereby making 
the region and the wine brand salient in their minds (Bruwer, 2014; Lockshin & Spawton, 2001).  
Bruwer et al. (2017) and Dodd (1995) also noted that wine tourism, as a part of regional wine 
promotion, can also influence consumers’ decision to purchase (or not purchase) a particular wine 
brand. Moreover, it has been substantiated that a region’s own identity also adds value to the brand 
(Bruwer et al., 2017). For instance, as a region the Barossa Valley has firmly established itself as a 
major red wine producer in Australia thereby developing a strong regional identity. Consumers are 
often dependent on strong regional identities in order to develop an awareness of the region and its 
wine types (Atkin et al., 2007; Bottomley & Doyle, 2006; Ivinski, 2000). Keller (2013) further stressed 
that a brand with a stronger level of awareness in the market often performs stronger in terms of 
achieving greater market share as compared to its competitors. 
1.6.2 Rational Path 
1.6.2.1 Brand performance 
Keller (2003) highlighted that brand salience links directly to brand performance as consumers 
progress along the rational path of the CBBE framework towards brand resonance (as shown in Figure 
1.2 page 17). According to Ailawadi et al. (2003) and Keller (2003) brand performance explains the 
overall success of the brand and how it has met the needs and wants of customers. Lee et al. (2010) 
and Subramanium et al. (2014) noted that price is one of the integral extrinsic cues that reflects the 
performance and quality of the brand. Those consumers who perceive the brand to be of suitable 
quality at its price level are more likely to purchase and consume the brand. In the wine literature, 
price has been one of the fundamental extrinsic cues, which assists in predicting the quality of a wine 
(Bruwer et al., 2017; Charters et al., 2017). The strength/performance of a wine brand is often 
reflected by the amount of money, a consumer is willing to pay in order to purchase the brand 
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(Farquhar, 1994). Although wine consumption is often occasion specific, researchers have noted that 
consumers are often willing to pay a premium price for a wine that is purchased for a special occasion 
(Thrane, 2004).  Grunert et al. (2015) highlighted the importance of perceived quality, in general, as 
another factor that impacts the performance of wine thereby influencing consumer purchase 
intentions. A brand may also be evaluated as excellent or adequate on the basis of its intrinsic features 
which predict the quality of the wine (Delbridge & Bernard, 1998). In relation to wine, Grunert (1996) 
emphasized that consumers evaluate the performance of wine on the basis of taste. Taste has been 
classified as an intrinsic cue that reflects the quality of wine as emphasised by several researchers. It 
often influences future consumer purchase intentions (Dodds et al., 1991; Kardes et al., 2004). This is 
in addition to forming opinions/rational decisions about the price and perceived quality of a brand, 
which then influences future purchase intention (Keller, 2003; Pan & Lehmann, 1993). 
1.6.2.2 Consumer brand judgement 
Consumer brand judgement, another component of the rational path in Keller’s CBBE framework that 
links with brand performance (as shown in Figure 1.2) is described as the consumers’ opinions or 
responses towards a particular brand based on quality, credibility, consideration and superiority 
(Keller, 2003, 2013). Thogersen et al. (2017) proposed that opinions about a brand are derived from 
either country or region of origin or from past consumption experiences. Consumers evaluate brands 
in a positive manner if they originate from a well-known region or country (Thogersen et al., 2017). In 
relation to wine, consumers make inferences about the quality of wine from an expert reference group 
combined with their own brand opinion in order to assist them in future purchase decisions (Batra et 
al., 2014). It has also been noted that consumers often purchase wine at different price points, which 
could be generally regarded as low, medium and high price points (Bruwer et al., 2017). Specific 
intrinsic cues, including taste, will assist the consumers in making a judgement with regard to the 
suitability of the quality of the wine which is associated with a particular price point. Also, consumers 
rely on ROO information during consumption occasions when making a judgment about a particular 
regional wine brand as it further enhances their confidence in their decision-making capabilities 
(Lockshin et al., 2017; Verdonk et al., 2017). 
1.6.3 Emotional Path 
1.6.3.1 Brand Image 
Gurhan-Canli et al. (2016) and Keller (2013) noted that perceptions of a brand are often developed 
during the information gathering stage (thereby assisting in developing awareness of the brand). 
Keller (2013) has conceptualised this as the brand image, a component of the emotional path in 
Keller’s CBBE framework that links with brand salience (as shown in Figure 1.2).  Schivinski and 
Dabrowski (2016) highlighted that consumers’ perceptions of a brand influence future purchase 
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intentions. Keller (2016) and Grewal et al. (1998) noted that the stronger the brand image of a brand 
is, the higher the chance that the brand’s features will be recognized by consumers during purchase 
situations resulting in an increased likelihood of developing purchase intentions. In relation to wine, 
consumers’ subjective and objective wine knowledge assist in the development of the brand’s image 
(Hall, 2016). Bruwer et al. (2017) noted that consumers’ knowledge in terms of wine is specifically 
developed from extrinsic cues (price, label and bottle shape) and intrinsic cues (ROO, vintage/age and 
taste).  Keller (2013) found that consumers develop emotional responses towards a brand that are 
built from perceptions, which they accumulate during the information gathering stage. 
1.6.3.2  Consumer brand feeling 
Another component, which represents the emotional path of Keller’s CBBE framework and thus having 
a link with brand image (as shown in Figure 1.2) is termed consumer brand feeling (Keller, 2003, 2013). 
Keller (2003) described consumer brand feeling as the consumers’ reactions towards the brand. These 
reactions can be positive or negative in nature and are often developed from either past consumption 
experience or through perceptions developed in the emotional path through the brand salience and 
the brand image development phases. In relation to wine, consumer reactions may be derived from 
post-consumption experience, which further predicts their purchase intentions (Lockshin et al., 2006). 
Bruwer et al. (2017) noted that most consumers’ positive affective (emotional) response towards a 
particular wine brand is based on the assessment of a wine’s intrinsic features comprising of the region 
of origin (ROO), taste and grape variety. Specifically, based on taste, which reflects the quality of the 
wine, a consumer decides if they want to repurchase the same brand in the future (Bruwer et al., 
2017). This supports the claim of others who have suggested that consumers who express a positive 
affective (emotional) response towards a regional wine brand are more likely to repurchase the same 
brand in the future (Bruwer & Buller, 2013; Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006; Simon & Sullivan, 1993). 
1.6.4 Brand resonance (Pinnacle Component) 
Consumers often develop a strong brand relationship, where they express strong positive opinions 
and possess inherent positive feelings towards a brand (Keller, 2013; Pham et al., 2013; Rathnayake, 
2008).  Carroll and Ahuvia (2006) highlighted that consumers who develop a strong relationship with 
a brand are more willing to repurchase and recommend the brand to other people. Keller (2003) has 
described this profound relationship as brand resonance, the pinnacle component of the CBBE model 
that links with consumer brand judgement and consumer brand feeling (as shown in Figure 1.2 page 
17) reflecting the connection of the two routes (rational and emotional) in Keller’s CBBE framework. 
Keller (2013) and Whanpark et al. (2010) described brand resonance in terms of the intensity or depth 
of the psychological bond that consumers have with a brand. With regard to wine, it has been 
illustrated that consumers are dependent on their level of salience/awareness of the wine’s intrinsic 
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and extrinsic features and also on their past consumption experiences, which impacts the consumer 
as they progress through the emotional and rational routes in order for the brand to become resonant 
in their minds (Bruwer et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2001; Mitchell & Hall, 2004, 2006).  This 
loyalty/resonance significantly enhances future purchase intentions. 
Apart from understanding the above linear conceptual links that exist in Keller’s CBBE framework, in 
regard to the rational and emotional routes, it is noted that the CBBE literature is yet to investigate 
the mediation process that may occur in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE framework, which 
links consumers’ brand judgement and consumers’ brand feeling. For wine brands, researchers have 
noted that consumers’ emotional feelings towards a brand are also derived from opinions that they 
develop in relation to a wine’s intrinsic characteristics (Bruwer et al., 2017; Chocarro & Cortinas, 2013; 
Neuninger et al., 2017). Bruwer et al. (2017) emphasized that consumers’ emotional feelings mediate 
the relationship between consumers’ formed opinions and the extent to which they are attached and 
trust the brand for further use, thereby reinforcing their future purchase intention. Therefore, this 
relationship will be examined in detail in this thesis. 
1.7 Research gap and research questions with hypotheses 
It is evident that the brand building components of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model assist 
in managing and developing consumer brand relationships, thereby reflecting overall brand equity. As 
outlined in the introduction (Section 1.1) of this chapter, the CBBE literature has investigated the 
separate components of Keller’s CBBE framework exploring the specific links within the model 
including the relationship of brand knowledge (brand salience) and brand perception (brand image) 
(Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Esch et al., 2006), the relationship between consumer brand feeling 
and brand resonance (Leclerc et al., 1994) and the relationship between consumer brand judgement 
and brand resonance (Lu et al., 2016).  However, the successful validation and assessment of all of the 
conceptual links between the branding components present in Keller’s CBBE framework has not been 
empirically tested and therefore requires attention (Keller, 2016; Papu & Quester, 2017).  As a result, 
it has prompted this researcher’s motivation towards a holistic empirical understanding of the 
consumers’ utilisation of both mental process paths (rational and emotional paths in Keller’s CBBE 
framework) as expressed in the Australian regional wine purchase context. 
This thesis has a focus on understanding how regional wine as a brand develops an intense and active 
relationship with consumers in Australia, by empirically validating and assessing all components of 
Keller’s CBBE framework. In order to undertake this study, a detailed literature review was 
undertaken, which assisted in the development of research questions and hypotheses to be 




Overall research question: Through an empirical validation and assessment of Keller’s complete CBBE 
model, investigate how region of origin as a brand develops an intense and active relationship with 
consumers? 
RQ1) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand performance? 
H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
regional wine brand performance. 
RQ2) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand image? 
H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
regional wine brand image. 
RQ3) Does regional wine brand performance influence consumer regional wine brand judgement? 
H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and 
consumer regional wine brand judgement. 
RQ4) Does regional wine brand image influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer 
regional wine brand feeling. 
RQ5) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
RQ6) Does consumer regional wine brand feeling influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
RQ7) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H7) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling. 
H7a) Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer regional 
wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance. 
In order to investigate the research questions along with their hypotheses, a conceptual model 
outlining the relationships of the constructs, reflecting the importance of brand equity associated with 
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region of origin through the empirical validation and assessment of Keller’s CBBE model in relation to 
regional wine consumption was developed, this is shown in Figure 1.3. 
Figure 1.3: Conceptual Model to be investigated for this study including seven (7) 
hypotheses 
 
1.8 Research methodology approach 
In order to answer the research questions, this study adopted a three-stage research design approach 
including a literature review, a pilot study and a quantitative study. To test the hypothesized 
relationships between the regional wine branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s CBBE model, 
the conceptual model (Figure 1.3 page 17) was examined and tested quantitatively. A survey 
instrument was developed in order to obtain the primary data set required to test the model utilising 
SPSS 23.0 and AMOS 23.0 statistical software packages. 
The pilot study provided a general overview of the effectiveness of the research instrument, which 
had a particular focus on wine factors reflecting the constructs associated with Keller’s CBBE model. 
The final data collection was based on an online panel survey administered to a representative 
convenience sample of respondents over the age of 30 years across all major cities of Australia, who 
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had consumed regional wine in the last three months that they had purchased. In total, 314 acceptable 
responses to the survey instrument were obtained. 
The dataset, after appropriate treatment, was used to undertake the Exploratory and Confirmatory 
factor analysis, followed by Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique. This process allowed the 
testing of the conceptual model (Figure 1.3 page 23) developed from the literature following the 
structure of Keller’s CBBE framework, with a view to accepting or rejecting the series of seven (7) main 
hypotheses. 
1.9 Contributions of the research 
1.9.1 Theoretical contribution 
This study investigates the importance of region of origin (ROO) as a brand element; there are 
currently no studies to the researcher’s knowledge that have empirically validated and assessed all of 
the conceptual links of Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine consumption. Furthermore, 
this study investigates the interaction that exists between the regional wine branding components in 
the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine consumption. Therefore, 
this research contributes to marketing knowledge in the following ways: 
• At a marketing theory level by validating the two separate linear relationship paths that exist 
between the brand building components in Keller’s CBBE model simultaneously. Together 
these paths empirically explain the mental process paths (rational and emotional) that assist 
in the development of an intense ongoing consumer-brand relationship. In this study, the 
model is empirically tested with regard to the role of branding of regional wine. 
• At a brand management theory level by investigating at the brand response stage of Keller’s 
CBBE model and testing the interaction between the rational and emotional paths to assess 
whether an emotional path component ‘consumer brand feeling’ acts as a partial mediator 
between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance. In this study, the model is tested 
with regard to the role of branding of regional wine. 
• At an applied marketing research level, by providing an understanding of the importance of 
region of origin as a brand element, its role in the consumer behaviour associated with the 
purchase and consumption of regional wine is evaluated. 
1.9.2  Managerial implications 
By examining the relationship between the constructs that forms the emotional and rational paths of 
Keller’s CBBE model, this study will help decision makers (specifically the marketing managers and 
producers/exporters) to devise comprehensive marketing and branding strategies that establish the 
breadth and depth of brand awareness/salience, thereby creating strong, unique and favourable 
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brand associations, eliciting positive, accessible brand responses and forging intense, active brand 
relationships for brands that are based on subjective assessments of wine brands by Australian 
consumers. A detailed discussion of these implications is outlined in Chapter Eight of this thesis. 
1.10 Chapter conclusion and design of the thesis 
This research aims to enhance the understanding of the importance of region of origin as a brand 
element and how it develops an intense and active relationship with consumers by empirically 
validating and assessing the interaction between the components of Keller’s CBBE model in relation 
to regional wine consumption. There are currently no studies to the researcher’s knowledge that have 
investigated this phenomenon in a holistic manner. By answering this question, the proposed study 
will advance marketing and brand management theory thereby contributing to a more integrated and 
holistic understanding of the descriptive nature of consumer behaviour in regard to regional wine 
consumption in Australia. 
The design of the thesis is outlined below: 
• Chapter Two examines the literature for country of origin, region of origin, background to 
wine and the wine industry in Australia, branding and Keller’s consumer-based brand equity 
model in relation to regional wine and its influence on the consumer purchase intention along 
with the development of research questions, hypotheses and the conceptual framework. 
• Chapter Three presents an overview of the methodology including explanations in relation to 
the development of the quantitative survey instrument, sampling strategy, survey 
administration and data analysis strategy that effectively answers the research questions and 
hypotheses as developed in Chapter Two. 
• Chapter Four presents an analysis of the survey data, a process that involved the 
establishment of the data set, checking the data to ensure its integrity for use in further 
analysis. In addition, this chapter outlines the methods which were utilised to establish the 
reliability and validity of the research instrument. 
• Chapter Five outlines the investigation in terms of arriving at the measurement model starting 
with the Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) followed by the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) 
in order to define relationships between the observed variables and the latent constructs as 
adapted from Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine. 
• Chapter Six details the process of testing of the measurement model in terms of a structural 
equation model (SEM) in order to set the basis for rejecting or accepting the hypotheses as 
developed in Chapter Two. This chapter also outlines the step by step mediation analysis as a 
result of the direct/indirect relationships that are suggested in Chapter Two. 
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• Chapter Seven explains the findings and provides a discussion of the results in order to provide 
insights into the results for the research questions and hypotheses as outlined in Chapter Six. 
• Chapter Eight highlights the overall conclusion of the study followed by the theoretical and 
managerial contribution and concludes with recommendations for future research. 
• The outline of the thesis is shown in Figure 1.4. 
Figure 1.4: Outline of the thesis 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
2 CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
2.1 Introduction 
The focus of this thesis as identified in the introduction is to empirically validate and assess Keller’s 
consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model in order to understand the overall phenomenon of how 
region of origin as a brand develops an intense and active relationship with consumers with regard to 
regional wine consumption. Therefore, this chapter examines the literature in the area of branding 
and regional wine marketing by undertaking a detailed investigation on a variety of related constructs 
including: country of origin, region of origin, factors influencing consumer wine purchase and the 
importance of regional wine branding along with identifying the components of branding in relation 
to regional wine through the theory of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model. The 
review also identifies the constructs and important variables that influence regional wine choice and 
more specifically highlights the gaps in understanding the influence of regional wine branding in 
regional wine purchase. The identified gaps in knowledge then provide the platform for developing 
the research questions and hypotheses relevant to this study. The outline of this chapter is shown in 
Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1: Outline of Chapter Two 
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2.2 Country of origin (COO) 
The concept of country of origin (COO) has been described as the country that produces or is identified 
with the product, generally indicated by ‘made in’ or ‘product of’ (Brodie & Benson-Rea, 2016; Kotler 
& Gertner, 2002; Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002). Laroche et al. (2005) identified it as an extrinsic cue 
of a product’s total image that consumers use while forming consumption preferences and making 
purchase choices. This general term is a well-known concept in social sciences and has been widely 
used for more than 100 years (Herz & Diamantopolous, 2017; Phau, 2014). 
Studies regarding influences of ‘made in’ cues that result in preference formation date back to the 
1960s when marketing scholars first considered the role of national stereotypes in product evaluations 
and by the end of the twentieth century, over 750 COO studies had been published (Papadopoulos & 
Heslop, 2002). Since then, this notion of the country of origin effect has gained additional attention 
from international marketing scholars with well over 1600 published works discussing COO issues 
(Herz & Diamantopolous, 2017). Usunier (2006) noted that articles have been published across a 
diverse set of countries of origin, product categories and types of consumers surveyed (in term of 
demographics and nationality). According to Tan and Farley (1987) country of origin is probably the 
most researched international aspect of consumer behaviour. Chiou (2003) referred to the country of 
origin as the COO effect and further explained it as the degree to which consumers perceived products 
or brands originated from a particular country. Laroche et al. (2005) also suggested that COO effects 
relate to the extent to which the origin of a particular product influenced its evaluation. 
Researchers have found that country of origin can influence consumers’ evaluative judgement of the 
product (Bilkey & Nes, 1982; Liefeld, 1993; Peterson & Jolibert, 1995; Thogersen et al., 2017; Verlegh 
& Steenkamp, 1999). Furthermore Bandyopadhyay (2001) and Paswan and Sharma (2004) argued that 
if consumers have a positive attitude towards a country in general then they usually have a positive 
attitude toward products (in terms of quality, value and image) from the country as well. Additionally, 
findings from the COO research also highlighted the importance of country of origin as it assists 
customers in simplifying the information processing complexity. This is because customers use a 
product’s country of origin as a surrogate for product quality (Chand & Tung, 2011; Laroche et al., 
2005; Magnusson et al., 2011; Papadopoulos & Heslop, 2002; Phau, 2014). Therefore, it is concluded 
that the concept of country of origin can play an important role when making judgements about a 
product’s quality. 
With regard to developing international marketing strategies, country of origin (COO) has been an 
important area of study (Sun et al., 2016). Some claim that it is so important that it should constitute 
the fifth element of the marketing mix along with the product, price, promotion and place (Al-Sulanti 
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& Baker, 1998; Pisarodi & Parameswaran, 2015). However, while the importance of COO is evident, it 
could be argued that the country of origin is already subsumed within the concept of place. 
However, some researchers disagree upon the level of importance of the COO cue (Jaffe & Nebenzahl, 
2001; Pharr, 2005; Usunier, 2006). Traditionally, in the literature it was assumed that a brand could 
be exclusively associated with one country, however in the global marketplace, many organisations 
are located in multiple countries, therefore, it may no longer be easy to justify in which particular 
country an organisation produces its product (Chao, 1998). For instance, Jaffe and Nebenzahl (2001) 
explained that the GM car may be designed in Italy but has the engine and transmission components 
produced in Japan while its final assembled occurs in Mexico. In consumer behaviour terms, 
consumers may sometimes use other informational cues including a product’s brand name as a 
surrogate for the country of origin information regardless of where the brand is actually made (Brodie 
& Benson-Rea, 2016; Chao, 1993; Thakor & Lavack, 2003). 
According to Fong et al. (2014), Pharr (2005) and Usunier (2006), the influence of COO information on 
consumers’ product evaluation is becoming more complex in an increasingly global environment. The 
research on COO has originated from single cue studies (focusing on a single country) to multi-layered 
country image studies that analyse why certain preferences for the country of origin (COO) occur. 
With the growing number of studies, researchers are now recognizing that, without considering a 
consumer’s national and cultural background, COO research cannot explain the formation of COO 
related consumer’s attitudes and the resulting behaviour (Dinnie, 2015; Pharr, 2005). Pharr (2005) 
suggested that COO’s influence is subject to a number of culturally-derived antecedents and is also 
moderated by product and consumer factors. For example, according to Zolfagharian et al. (2014), 
culturally derived antecedents include a sourcing-country’s level of economic development, consumer 
ethnocentrism (Ors et al., 2016; Wong et al., 2008) and  cultural orientation dimensions of 
individualism/collectivism (Gürhan-Canli & Maheswaran, 2000). Importantly, Phau and Chao (2008) 
reinforced that, future COO research efforts need to move beyond empirical COO effect testing 
towards a greater emphasis on theory development and theory testing. 
In relation to a specific product category including wine, which is the focus of this research, country 
of origin (COO) effects has played an important role in determining the quality of wine thereby 
affecting the consumer purchase intention (Bruwer, 2014; Williamson et al., 2016). Bruwer and 
Lesschaeve (2012) also suggested that, wine as a product is specifically associated with COO image 
effects because of the geographical origin of the grapes from where the wine originates. Wine 
consumers are often aware of the difference in the character, quality and type of wine from different 
countries, such as wine from France, Chile, South Africa or Australia (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012). 
Back and Parks (2003) and Laroche et al. (2005) highlighted that for wine products, consumers tend 
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to choose those products that are produced from a country associated with consistently positive 
attitudes and reviews. Additionally, it has been suggested that a positive COO image increases the 
likelihood of purchase and can generate overall brand loyalty (Laroche et al., 2005); this is in addition 
to COO contributing to a brand’s image (Moisescu, 2009; Oliver, 1980). Therefore, it is apparent in 
wine literature that the concept of COO has been utilised as an important variable in understanding 
wine consumption. 
The literature has highlighted the importance of country or place of origin in the purchase process. 
This thesis has a particular focus on how important the place of origin of wine as a brand is in the 
purchase process and regional wine purchase behaviour in Australia specifically. The influence of 
region on consumer choice is similar to that of the country of origin and represents a subset of the 
country of origin influence (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012; Williamson et al., 2016). While the relevance 
of the country of origin construct is clearly reflected when consumers outside the country purchase a 
product, the focus on a particular region within a country can provide enhanced insights into the 
product purchase, including red wine from Bordeaux in France, or a sparkling wine from Champagne 
in France or a good solid cabernet sauvignon from the Coonawarra in Australia (Laroche et al., 2005). 
The influence of region is also evident when consumers purchase within a country.  An Australian may 
choose to buy a red wine from the Barossa Valley, Margaret River or many other regions within 
Australia because of their perception of the particular characteristics and quality associated with the 
region. 
Therefore, from the preceding discussion, it is important to understand the influence of region or 
place of origin in detail and how it plays an important role in building consumer purchase intention 
towards a brand (including wine)., This is discussed extensively in the following section. 
 
2.3  Region of origin (ROO) 
As noted previously, this thesis focuses on the branding and consumer behaviour associated with the 
purchase of regional wine and, as the prior section illustrated, the importance of country of origin. It 
was noted that the influence of region on consumers’ behaviour is similar to that of country of origin 
and as such, may represent a subset of country of origin influence (Williamson et al., 2016). The 
importance of region of origin is covered in detail in this section. 
With increasing competition in the domestic and international market, a growing number of 
companies are seeking strategies in order to distinguish their product from their competitors’ 
products. One of the strategies, as suggested by Van Ittersum et al. (2003), is to develop regional 
variants of products in order to create a unique identity for the product. Schooler (1965) was among 
the first researchers to study the concept of the region of origin. Godey et al. (2012), Lee et al. (2016) 
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and Van Ittersum et al., (2003) described the concept as a geographical area within a country. Luceri 
et al. (2016) and Skuras and Vakrou (2002) expanded this definition from the consumers’ perspective 
and inferred that a region of origin should be considered not only from a product’s physical attributes 
perspective but also from the place of purchase and communicated heritage. This indicated that 
consumers perceived regional authenticity in relation to tradition. Van Ittersum et al. (2003) also 
conceptualised it as a set of strengths and weaknesses linked to the region of origin that add or detract 
value from the product for consumers. Kapferer (1992) suggested that by using a region of origin 
marketers are able to exploit the associations that consumers have with a particular area and provide 
their product with an advantageous image. As regions are much more homogenous in terms of human 
and natural environmental factors than countries they usually provide a more consistent image 
(Kapferer, 1992). 
According to Van Ittersum et al. (2003) components comprising of product preference, product 
attribute perception, product-specific regional image and attitude towards the region of origin that 
contribute to the overall formation of a product’s image also influence overall product evaluation by 
consumers. Several scholars have shown evaluations of the region of origin that tend to be product 
specific (Costa et al., 2016; Gaedeke, 1973; Halfhill, 1980; Pereira et al., 2005; Wall et al., 1991). Chao 
(1998), Chattalas et al. (2008), Erickson et al. (1984) and Zhang and Merunka (2015) asserted that 
region of origin can exhibit a positive influence on the evaluation of one product and at the same time 
exert a very weak or even negative influence on evaluations of other products. Katsumata & Song 
(2016), Laroche et al. (2005) and Wang and Lamb (1983) suggested that researchers are focusing more 
on the region of origin construct when researching the effect of place on product evaluation. 
Steenkamp (1990) explained that a product’s region or place of origin can have an influence on the 
product attribute perceptions and preference. Steenkamp (1990) described this influence with three 
main elements identified as; i) cues (regional label), ii) the true state of an attribute (e.g. unhealthy) 
and iii) the perceived or inferred state of an attribute. As consumers are not able to observe the true 
state of the attributes, they make inferences based on present cues. Since the product attribute 
perception determines product evaluation, the effect is also referred to as the ’indirect’ effect of a 
product’s region of origin on product evaluation (Steenkamp, 1990). In order to infer the true state of 
regional product attributes, consumers utilise the image, they already have of the product’s region or 
place of origin. Pucci et al. (2014), Van Ittersum et al. (2003) and Verlegh and Steenkamp (1999) noted 
that the role of regional image factors in the evaluation process has received little attention in the 
marketing literature to date. In branding literature, the influence of region of origin as a part of brand 
feeling and brand loyalty has not been researched in detail (Charters & Spielmann, 2014; Halkias et 
al., 2016; Laroche et al., 2005; Steenkamp, 1990; Veloutsou & Moutinho, 2009). Feldmann and Hamm 
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(2015) and Sheth et al. (1999) elaborated that, an attitude is based on various factors relating to beliefs 
and experiences (past behaviour), the attitude towards the region of origin is assumed to influence 
product preferences both directly and indirectly through product attribute perception (Hong & Wyer, 
1990; Kapferer, 1992) and product-specific regional image. Feldmann and Hamm (2015) and 
Obermiller and Spangenberg (1989) emphasized that a direct influence on preference is primarily due 
to the affective feeling that a consumer holds towards a particular region of origin, which may result 
in the formation of an emotional response thereby by-passing their purely cognitive inferential 
evaluation. They also highlighted that both affective and cognitive factors may be involved as far as 
the indirect influence of attitude towards the region of origin is concerned. Therefore, it is apparent 
that consumers’ cognitive and affective attitudes can certainly influence consumers’ evaluation of a 
particular region of origin. 
The influence of region of origin has also been studied while investigating the perceived quality of 
olive oil and cheese products (Dekhili et al., 2011; Dekhili & D’Hauteville, 2009; Menapace et al., 2011). 
The image of an olive oil and cheese producing region has a significant effect on the consumers’ 
perceived quality of an olive oil and cheese (Dekhili & D’Hauteville, 2009). Similarly, Cacchiarelli et al. 
(2016) and Menapace et al. (2011) found that consumers are willing to pay more for olive oil and 
cheese products from well-known regions in Canada. Therefore, it is apparent that a region of origin 
is a differentiating factor that creates subsets within the country of origin when analysing the purchase 
of other agricultural products apart from wine. 
An important factor for the success of regional products is the match between the product and the 
region of origin as perceived by consumers. It has been assumed that a product matches a region if 
the regional image positively influences the evaluation of the product by consumers (Kapferer, 1992). 
Based on a meta-analysis, Verlegh and Steenkamp (1999) concluded that, although a region of origin 
can have a large effect on product evaluation, the processes behind this effect are not well 
understood. Lorenz et al. (2015) and Obermiller and Spangenberg (1989) proposed a three-level 
process cognitive, affective and normative, that may cause a place or region of origin to influence 
product evaluation and buying behaviour. 
a. Cognitive processes: The term cognitive has been conceptualised as the beliefs or thoughts an 
individual has about a particular object (for example a product’s region of origin) (Fishbein & Ajzen, 
1975) and relates directly to whether something is true or false (Baker et al., 2004). It has been 
assumed that a product’s attribute perception based on the region of origin may indirectly influence 
consumers’ preferences (Van Ittersum et al., 2003). For instance, studies by Baker et al. (2004) and 
Hempel (2016) recognized that German consumers are connected to and dependent on regional 
product attributes and their characteristics including freshness, good taste, transparency prior to their 
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purchase of regional products. Since, the region of origin represents a credence attribute, which 
consumers cannot verify, the positive cognitive perception of the region of origin depends on the 
credibility of communicating the features of region of origin, if a product is perceived as an authentic 
regional product by consumers it achieves credibility (Van Ittersum et al., 2003). Morris and Kirwan 
(2011) found that a regional product is perceived as highly authentic when a stated region of origin 
matches  consumers’ perception of regional products in the following ways: a) it is associated with 
natural landscapes and rural settings; b) consumers have positive images about the production in the 
region; c) consumers are aware of the environmental and social impacts associated with the product’s 
production and relate them to the region; and d) consumers think of situations in which the product 
is used relating to the region, including traditional cuisine. For products like wine, consumers are often 
interested in purchasing wine from those regions that have succeeded in developing an overall 
positive image in terms of quality. This is substantiated in the literature which shows a region that has 
a sound communication strategy can influence consumer purchase intention and thereby contribute 
to the overall wine brand awareness (Charters & O’Neill, 2001; Luceri et al., 2016). This thesis will 
investigate the cognitive process of wine consumers in relation to their preferred wine region. 
Therefore, it is suggested the consumers’ cognitive view in relation to a particular wine region will 
influence their purchase intention. 
b. Affective processes: Affect reflects the way people feel about the attitude object and how this 
relates to a person’s feeling, evaluation and emotion towards the object (Baker et al., 2004). Besides 
indirect cognitive evaluation, a region-of-origin statement is found to significantly change a 
consumers’ image of a product and their stated willingness to buy the respective good directly through 
emotional-associative effects (Carlsson & Nilsson, 2017). In comparison to cognitive processes, it has 
been suggested that affect has the potential to override any (indirect) attribute-based evaluation 
(Obermiller & Spangenberg, 1989). Accordingly, affective attitudes of liking and disliking a specific 
region are regarded as essential for explaining consumer responses to regionally marketed products 
(Von Alvensleben, 2001). For example, empirical findings have shown that German consumers have 
the most positive image of their home region followed by well-known holiday destinations (Henseleit 
et al., 2007). With regard to products including wine, it has been found that consumers’ affective 
attitude towards a wine region reflects the extent to which the particular region has created close 
bonds with the consumer; this  can make consumers more committed to purchasing wine produced 
from vineyards in that region (Sharma & Patterson, 2000; Velikova et al., 2016; Zeithaml et al., 2001). 
Within Australia, regions like the Barossa Valley, Margaret River and Coonawarra are well-known for 
their red wine production and many consumers in Australia are aware of the regional characteristics 
of those regions and express positive emotions when purchasing red wine that is produced there 
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(Velikova et al., 2016). Therefore, it is concluded that consumers’ affective feelings can influence the 
purchase intentions of consumers in regard to regional wine. 
c. Normative processes: The normative term has been described as the preference for locally or 
regionally produced products as a means to support and differentiation of one’s home region from 
foreign regions (Bolliger, 2011; Van Ittersum et al., 2007). The normative preference for regional 
products is based on the concept of ethnocentrism, which implies that one tends to judge people or 
products originating from other regions by the standards and practices of one’s own culture or ethnic 
group, this leads to an inherent feeling of superiority (Fischer & Zeugner-Roth, 2016; Frewer et al., 
2011; Lorenz et al., 2015). Fong et al. (2014) and Van Ittersum et al. (2007) explained that consumers’ 
sense of belonging to a specific region normally enhances their intention to purchase regional 
products from their local region. In wine studies, with regard to region of origin, consumers in Australia 
often use region of origin as an intrinsic cue while determining the quality of a regional wine (Bruwer 
et al., 2017). According to Bruwer et al. (2017), Quester and Smart (1998) and Rasmussen and Lockshin 
(1999) for products including wine, consumers’ normative thinking is often reflected in their cognitive 
behaviour where they prefer wines that are produced from regions with reputed heritage. For 
instance, consumers in Australia do prefer purchasing wines, which are produced from regions that 
they are fully aware of (Bruwer et al., 2017; Lockshin & Hall, 2003). 
In this thesis, normative thinking is measured through the cognitive process, since wine is being 
investigated as the context of the study and it is clear that normative thinking will influence 
consumers’ purchase intention associated with regional wine. 
Furthermore, the concept of regional branding and its role in developing consumer purchase intention 
has also been considered by researchers as a potential extrinsic cue (Bruwer et al., 2017; Banović et 
al., 2010; Grunert, 1997). Marketers utilise region of origin as a branding tool in order to increase the 
overall brand equity of a particular wine region (Brochado et al., 2015; Bruwer & Johnson, 2010; 
Lockshin & Hall, 2003). Gomez et al. (2015) and Morgan and Rego (2009) found that, a regional 
branded wine product may influence consumers’ perceptions and attitudes and even their purchase 
intentions. Therefore, there is a need to investigate how the branding of regional wine products 
influences that purchase intentions. This is dealt with in detail in the following Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2. 
Firstly, they will cover the early history of wine and secondly, focus on regional wine along with the 
explanation of branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model in 





2.4.1 Early history 
This thesis has an underlying focus on wine consumption so it is valuable to have a brief understanding 
of the historical development of wine production and grape cultivation. 
Grape cultivation is noted to be as old as civilisation itself (Groves et al., 2000). The wine trade has 
been recognized as one of the earliest commodities to enter world trade (Lockshin & Spawton, 2001). 
Hieroglyphics from the 4th, 17th and 18th dynasties of Egypt included details of grapes and wine 
production in order to promote the importance of wine cultivation to the rest of the world. Wine was 
a regular commodity among the Greeks during Homer’s time (Lockshin & Spawton, 2001). The 
European history of wine is known to have started with the Phoenicians who carried the grape into 
France about 600BC followed by the Romans who planted the grapes in the Rhine Valley not later than 
the 2nd century AD (Terral et al., 2009). According to Anderson et al. (2002), man liked the effects, if 
not the taste of fermented fruit and used the fruit to develop purposeful production processes. Phillips 
(2001) suggested that preliterate societies were responsible for the production of wine and their 
importance was evident in the multiplicity of customs and regulations that developed around its 
production and uses. Wine became central in most of the valued personal, religious and social 
ceremonies in various societies. 
Unwin (1999) noted that the surviving records of the ancient Greek and Roman culture signalled the 
common and copious use of wine by the gods as well as by the people of all classes, especially by the 
worshipers of Dionysus or Bacchus, the wine god. Bode (1992) found that the earliest reference in the 
Bible had traces giving an indication of the presence of wine regarded as a blessing. England in the 
18th century experienced restaurants emerging as social instruments that became fashionable places 
where men took women to show off their clothes along and consume quality food and wine (Barr, 
1995). As a result, this trend increased the level of knowledge of wine among rich population segments 
and this slowly started to expand into other parts of the world. 
According to Mason (2010), the first vines were brought to Australia in one of the ships of the First 
Fleet in 1788 and thereafter wine-grape growing, and winemaking ventures were established in 
various parts of the colony. By the mid-1920s, the annual production of wine increased to some 90,000 
litres (Mason, 2010). Australian Wine and Brandy Corporation (AWBC) (2003) identified that, due to 
the increase in European settlement, planting and propagation of the vine spread rapidly over many 
parts of the Australian continent. Anderson and Berger (1999) explained that, in the 1960s, the 
Australian wine industry was particularly focused on fortified wine styles comprising of port and 
sherry, however, an increase in the consumption of table wines was recorded later due to the rapid 
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influx of migrants from continental Europe, who bought with them their well-established wine culture 
thus leading to changes in the Australian lifestyle preferences towards greater consumption of wine. 
Around the 1840s, the South Australian wine industry expanded into the Southern Vales, the Clare 
Valley and the Barossa Valley (Foster et al., 2003). During the 1980s, the Riverland region emerged as 
the largest producer of wine led mainly by the Italian immigrants (Mason, 2010). In Victoria, viticulture 
also began in the 1840s close to Melbourne in the Yarra Valley and Geelong districts. The discovery of 
gold in 1851 triggered a period of expansion and viticulture soon extended over much of the centre 
and the northeast part of the state (Visitvictoria, 2017). Western Australian also experienced a growth 
in wine grapes when the English botanist, Thomas Waters planted vine cuttings from South Africa in 
the Swan Valley region in 1829 (AWBC, 2003). According to Fosters et al. (2003), the first exports of 
wine started after 1840 when the first silver medal was won by Gregory Blaxland for successfully 
shipping around 136 litres of wine to London (AWBC, 2003). This marked the beginning of exports of 
Australian wine to other countries. Mason (2010) highlighted that domestic markets were the hub for 
Australian wine to be sold in the 1990s with exports accounting for only a small proportion of the total 
production. As stated in the introduction Australian wine is now a major commodity in national and 
international markets. 
2.4.2 Regional wine 
Australia has more than 60 designated wine regions across the country and has developed a 
worldwide reputation for its award-winning wines (Deegan, 2015). Almost every region has its own 
unique characteristics that attract wine consumers nationally and globally (Lockshin et al., 2017). 
Figure 2.2 identifies some of the major wine regions in Australia. According to Rasmussen and Lockshin 
(2013) and Verdonk et al. (2015), the introduction of geographical indicators (registered names for 
specific regions of origin, for example, the Barossa Valley region of South Australia) has spurred on 
the use of a region of origin as a branding tool. A number of wine researchers have commented on 
the benefits of regional branding (Bruwer & Johnson, 2010; Bruwer et al., 2017; Charters & Spielmann, 
2014; Lockshin & Spawton, 2001), however, regional branding of wines in order to build strong brands 





Figure 2.2: Different wine regions in Australia (realaustraliatravel, 2014) 
 
2.5  Brands and wine branding 
2.5.1  What are brands? 
The concept of brand has been described as a name, term, sign, symbol or design or combination of 
various intangible elements, which are intended to identify the goods or services of one seller as 
distinct from those of other sellers i.e. competitors (Aaker, 1991,2012; Alba et al., 1991; Brown, 2016; 
Clifton, 2009; Dibb & Simkin, 1997; Keller & Lehmann, 2006; Kotler & Gertner, 2002). Ambler and 
Styles (1997), Ambler (1997), Brodie et al. (2017) and Wood (2000) conceptualised ‘brand’ as the 
promise of a bundle of attributes that someone buys, and which provides satisfaction. The attributes 
may be real or illusionary, rational or emotional, tangible or intangible. Perzynska (2013) elaborated 
that, a brand can be a bundle of functional and emotional values that communicate and influence 
emotions. From a customer perspective, Kapferer (2012) highlighted brand as the total accumulation 
of one’s experiences which is developed at all points of contact with the consumer. Batra et al. (2014) 
noted that a brand is no longer just the interface between the company and its customer; it is, in fact, 
the organisational image which is being projected to the consumers. Keller and Lehman (2006) 
identified that brands perform several valuable functions. At the basic level, they serve as markers for 
the offering of a firm. For customers, brands can simplify choice, promise a particular quality level, 
reduce risk and develop trust. They reflect the complete experience that customers have with 
products and also play a major role in determining the effectiveness of marketing efforts like 
advertising and channel placement thus providing value for the consumer (Batra et al., 2014; 
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Bottomley & Doyle, 1996; Carnevale et al., 2014; Dall’Olmo Riley & De Chernatony, 2000; Round & 
Roper, 2015; Sherrington, 2003; Wood, 2000). For organisations, brands are an asset in the financial 
sense (Keller & Lehmann, 2006) and the value accrued by its benefits is often called brand equity, a 
point  asserted by various authors including Alwi et al. (2016), Alba et al. (1991) and Krishnan and 
Hartline (2001). 
Brands have also been viewed as a relationship partner by researchers (Aaker et al., 2004; Aaker, 1997; 
Brown & Duguid, 1991; Fournier & Alvarez, 2011). Fournier (1998), Hinde and Tajfel (1979) and 
Ramaseshan and Stein (2014) asserted that, for a relationship to exist, interdependence between the 
partners must be evident and the partners must collectively affect, define and redefine the 
relationship they possess in relation to the brand. Brands should be animated, humanized or somehow 
personalised in order to cater to the needs of customers (Brown & Duguid, 1991). 
Moreover, literature has highlighted that, the formation of a brand takes time to be effective and 
researchers have stressed that a strong brand identity needs to resonate well with the customer 
thereby differentiating itself from its competitors (Aaker, 2012; Aaker & Joachimsthaler, 2000; Batra 
et al., 2014; Diallo et al., 2014; De Chernatony & Dall’Olmo Riley, 1998; Ghodeshwar, 2008; He et al., 
2016; Keller, 1993, 2016; Nandan, 2005; Saleem et al., 2015). Dion and Mazzalovo (2016) and 
Srivastava and Bhatnagar (2010) explained that brands evoke associations that an organisation gives 
or intends to give to the customer. However, Biel (1992), Batey (2015) and Danciu (2010) suggested 
that the identity of the brand should not be related to strategy; its main goal is to produce sales. This 
highlights that brands create financial value if there is a positive association. Keller (1998) noted that 
elements comprising of memorability, meaningfulness and likability form a positive aggressive 
strategy for marketers in order to develop a strong identity of brands leading to higher brand equity. 
Aaker (2006), Ferguson et al. (2016), O’Cass and Grace (2004) and Mann and Kaur (2013) proposed 
the dimensions of a brand as product/personality dimensions (attributes of the product), organisation 
dimensions (commitment of an organisation towards consumers) and symbolic dimensions (how the 
attributes are perceived in consumer’s mind) These develop a bond between the customer and the 
brand itself. Aaker et al. (2004), Aaker (2012) and Keller (2009) suggested that a brand with strong 
personality dimensions often ends up developing a positive image in the mind of consumers. 
Therefore, it is concluded that personality dimensions of a brand should be strong and distinctive in 
order to gain the attention of customers. 
In this thesis, where wine is studied from a region of origin perspective, it is important to note that 
memorability, meaningfulness and likability are reflected through wines extrinsic features 
(medals/awards, labelling and region’s own strong identity) that are measured in order to develop a 
salient brand. This, in turn,  influences the overall brand equity of a particular region and its wine type. 
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In measuring dimensions of the brand this thesis will focus specifically on product, personality and 
symbolic dimensions as these are measured by specific branding components of Keller’s consumer-
based brand equity (CBBE) model. For example, symbolic dimensions can be reflected through the 
customer’s perception of the brand or region (brand image component of Keller’s CBBE model) and 
product and personality dimensions can be reflected by consumers’ awareness of the wine brand or 
region (brand salience/awareness component of Keller’s CBBE model). 
Brand researchers have also developed several conceptualisations of brands and how brands affect 
consumer behaviour (Degeratu et al., 2000; Ha & Perks, 2005; Keller, 2016). Models including Keller’s 
consumer-based brand equity model are inclined towards how consumers perceive and evaluate 
brands by investigating certain knowledge structures including brand salience, brand performance, 
brand image, consumer brand judgement, consumer brand feeling and brand resonance (Keller, 1993, 
2001, 2003, 2016; Keller & Lehmann, 2006). Since the proposed study for this thesis utilises Keller’s 
consumer-based brand equity model, the model is illustrated in detail in the next subsection. 
2.5.2 Introduction to Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) 
Brand management is an important component of marketing strategy. In order to explain the 
consumer-based brand equity model, Keller (1993) described the concept of brand knowledge as the 
amount of information stored in the memory of each consumer. Furthermore, he suggested that 
marketers should have a broad knowledge of products and their features in order to induce sales (Dahl 
& Johnson, 2015; Keller, 1993). From the consumer’s perspective, Keller (2003a) conceptualised brand 
knowledge as the cognitive representation of the brand. In branding literature, brand knowledge is 
often described in terms of two components: brand awareness and brand image (Keller, 1993). 
Furthermore, there have been multiple dimensions of brand knowledge as suggested by brand 
researchers including “i) Awareness (category identification and needs satisfied by the brand), ii) 
Attributes (descriptive features that characterise the brand name product either intrinsically or 
extrinsically, iii) Benefits (personal value and meaning the consumer attaches to the brand’s product 
attribute (e.g., functional, symbolic or experiential consequences from the brand’s purchase or 
consumption of the brand), iv) Images (visual information, either concrete or abstract in nature), v) 
Thoughts (personal cognitive responses to any brand related information), vi) Feelings (personal 
affective responses to any brand related information), vii) Attitudes (summary judgement and overall 
evaluation of any brand related information) and viii) Experiences (purchase and consumption 
behaviours and other brand related episodes)”(Keller, 2003a, p. 596). It has been noted that 
information produced from these dimensions forms a major portion of the consumer’s memory and, 
depending upon situations, influence consumers’ response during purchase (Dahl & Johnson, 2015; 
Keller, 2003). Therefore, it is concluded that, in order to manage brands and promote its success, 
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brand knowledge can be regarded as an important source that leads to brand equity. In this thesis, 
brand knowledge is reflected through the descriptive extrinsic features that measure brand 
salience/awareness of a particular wine brand comprising of labels, medals/awards, the age of wine 
(year/vintage) and advertising or promotions of regional wine. These attributes are generally the 
sources through which consumers gather information about the wine brand and the region from 
which it is produced (Lockshin et al., 2006). 
In strategic brand management, managing brands involves the design and implementation of 
marketing programmes and activities in order to build, measure and manage overall brand equity. The 
process consists of a series of steps starting with identifying and establishing brand positioning and 
values and ending in growing and sustaining a product’s brand equity (Keller, 1993). Although Aaker 
(1996) simply described the concept of brand equity as the value added to a product by the virtue of 
its name, other researchers conceptualised the concept of brand equity as the totality of all different 
values consumers attach to a brand name before purchasing (Farquhar, 1990; Keller, 2016; Keller et 
al., 2011; Nicolino, 2000; Wood, 2000). Aaker (1996) also categorised brand equity into five major 
asset categories: brand name awareness, perceived quality, brand association, brand loyalty and other 
proprietary brand assets. Keller (2001, 2003, 2016) further proposed the conceptual model of 
customer-based brand equity (CBBE) (Figure 2.3) in order to highlight the differential effect that brand 
knowledge has on consumer response to the marketing of that brand. He outlined that, the CBBE 
model represents the branding stages and building blocks to profile how consumers form relationships 
with a particular brand (Keller, 2016). The basic premise of the CBBE concept is that “the power of the 
brand lies in what customers have learned, felt, seen and heard about the brand as a result of their 
experiences over time” (Keller, 2013, p.69). From a marketer’s perspective researchers have stressed 
that to build and maintain a strong brand, organisations need to ensure that customers have the right 
type of products and services supported by accompanying marketing programs so that the desired 
thoughts, feelings, images, beliefs, perceptions, opinions and experiences become linked to the brand 
(Hoeffler & Keller, 2002; Keller, 2001, 2013, 2016; Ramaswamy & Ozcan, 2016). Furthermore, Keller 
(2016) and Ojasalo et al. (2008) highlighted how consumers tend to react more favourably and are 
less sensitive to price changes when brands have a CBBE whereas, the brands that have negative CBBE 
will react less favourably towards any marketing activity promoting that brand. In addition to this, 
Keller (2001, 2003, 2016) developed the six main components of the consumer-based brand equity 
model in order to highlight how the positioning of the brand affects what consumers think, feel and 
do and the degree to which they resonate or connect with a brand. He further highlighted that the 
left side is conceptualised as the ‘rational path’ and the right side is known as the ‘emotional path’. 
The components of the model are dealt with in detail in the following subsections. 
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Figure 2.3: Keller (2016, p.4) Consumer-based brand equity model 
 
2.5.2.1 Components of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) 
Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model is comprised of six components known as brand salience, 
brand performance, brand image, consumer judgements, consumer feelings and brand resonance 
(Keller, 2001, 2003, 2016; Keller & Lehmann, 2006; Srivastava & Bhatnagar, 2010). These components 
will be discussed in detail in the following subsections. 
2.5.2.1.1 Brand salience/awareness 
Brand salience forms the foundation of the model where a brand needs to develop its own identity 
and meaning with consumers. Agarwal and Rao (1996) noted that brand salience has often been 
replaced with brand awareness as it refers to how easy it is for consumers to remember the brand. 
Ehrenberg et al. (2002) described it as the degree of awareness of a brand in a product category in 
order to remain in one’s consideration set. Romaniuk et al. (2004) found that, a salient brand creates 
the opportunity of being recalled as compared to other competing brands; a critical factor for  
consumer purchasing decisions. Keller (2016) added that brand salience is often conceptualised in 
terms of breadth and depth of brand awareness. Furthermore, it depends on the extent to which the 
brand is easily thought of by consumers in situations when consumers are exposed to a particular 
brand (Keller, 2016). Gurhan-Canli et al. (2016) and Keller (2013) further suggested that brand 
awareness is certainly higher in situations where customers are in a comfortable position to recall and 
recognize a preferred brand and are confident the particular brand satisfies their needs and wants. 
Vieceli and Shaw (2010) summarized numerous definitions of brand salience from the fields of 
psychology, advertising and politics and classified them under the themes of prominence, accessibility, 
associations, order and familiarity (refer Table 2.1) and concluded that, a salient brand should be 
accessible and should have a large number of brand associations as compared to other brands in the 
category. The more familiar the brand is the greater the likelihood of the brand name being recalled 
(Keller, 2001, 2003, 2016). The table below is based on Vieceli and Shaw (2010) classifications and has 
been adapted to include more recent applications. 
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Table 2.1: Brand salience 
DEFINITION REFERENCE 
PROMINENCE  
Brand salience is the prominence or level of activation of 
a brand in the memory 
Alba & Chattopadhyay (1986); Boerman 
et al. (2014); North et al. (2016); Reed 
(2004); Stepchenkova & Li (2014); 
Vanderlans et al. (2008); Vieceli & Sharp 
(2012); Yang et al. (2007). 
Salience is seen to be prominence Billings et al. (1998); Johnstone & Dodd 
(2000); Johar & Pham (2000); Keller 
(1993); Osborne (2016); Park et al. 
(2013); Whanpark et al. (2010); Van 
Reijmersdal et al. (2012). 
Salience is conceptualised as the top-of mind awareness Bianchi et al. (2014); Keller (2016); 
Karlan et al. (2016); Laurent et al. 
(1995); Mariconda & Lurati (2014); 
Miller & Berry (1998); Nedungadi & 
Hutchinson (1985); Romaniuk et al. 
(2004); Sutherland & Galloway (1981); 
Vaughan et al. (2016). 
Salience is the forefront of conscious thought that is 
prompted by the immediate situation in which 
consumers find themselves. It is composed of natural 
prominence and comparative distinctiveness 
Blaszka (2014); Ehrenberg et al. (1997); 
Grier & Deshpande (2001); Higgins 
(1996); Kim et al. (2016); Lee et al. 
(2015); Malik & Sudhakar (2014); Sharp 
(2010); Sullivan et al. (2015). 
Salience is defined as the extent to which a particular 
brand can stand out visually from its competitors. 
Clement et al. (2015); Gross (2015); 
Hogstrom et al. (2015); Kapferer (2012); 
Mosley (2014); Muhonen et al. (2017); 
Satomura et al. (2014); Van der Lans et 
al. (2008). 
The salience of a brand usually depends both on 
prominence (quality of its attributes) and distinctiveness 
(uniqueness of attributes and monopoly of the 
taxonomic level of inclusiveness). 
Balmer (2013); Cattaneo & Guerini 
(2012); Guido (2001); Higgins, (1996); 
Johar & Pham (2000); Kabir (2013); 
Vieceli & Shaw (2010). 
ACCESSIBILITY  
Salience refers to the accessibility of information that is 
the extent of developing awareness as all information is 
available in memory. In short, it refers to the information 
which is accessible. 
He et al. (2016); Kalafatis et al. (2016); 
Leavitt (2001); Li & He (2013); Mathur et 
al. (2012); Kipnis et al. (2013); Tsai et al. 
(2011). 
Cognitive psychologists defined salience as the 
accessibility or ease of activation of certain memory 
content. 
Borella et al. (2009); Guck & Indurkhya 
(2001); Kliegel et al. (2008); Kneer & 
Rieger (2016); Nedungadi (1990); Wyer 





Brand salience is the presence of richness of memory 
traces that result in the brand coming to mind in relevant 
purchase choice situations.  
Bridges et al. (2000); Chakravarti et al. 
(1990); John et al. (2006); Mathur et al. 
(2012); Pike & Page (2014); Pike & 
Mason (2011); Romaniuk et al. (2004); 
Romanuik & Nenycz-Thiel (2013); Smith 
(2011); Swaminathan (2016); Thakor & 
Lavack (2003). 
Brand salience is the common factor in how many people 
are aware of the brand (by any measure), having it in 
their consideration sets, regard it as value-for-money, 
buying it, or using it or so on. 
Batra & Keller (2016); Ehrenberg et al. 
(1997); Keller (2016); Leavitt (2013); 
Manzini & Mariotti (2014); Pancras 
(2011); Romaniuk (2013). 
ORDER  
Salience or presence is the degree to which a given brand 
comes to the consumer’s mind in the context of a 
particular purchase occasion or consumption occasion, 
and entering the consumer’s evoked set 
Batra et al. (2014); Ferguson et al. 
(2017); Huang et al. (2015); Keller 
(2012); Moran (1990); Trembath et al. 
(2011); Turley & Leblanc (1993). 
Brand Salience is the propensity of the brand to be 
noticed, or thought of, in buying situations. 
Azar (2015); De Vries et al. (2012); 
Gordon & Chapman (2014); Iyer et al. 
(2016); Nenycz-Thiel & Romaniuk 
(2014); Romaniuk et al. (2004); Swoboda 
et al. (2012); Vieira (2014). 
Brand Salience can also be referred to as the order to 
which brands come to their mind. It is not what 
consumers think about the brand but it’s which ones 
they think about. 
Florek (2015); Japutra et al. (2014); Lee 
et al. (2014); Malik & Sudhakar (2014); 
Markus & Fallmyr (2015); Miller & Berry 
(1998); Phau et al. (2014); Stepchenkova 
& Li (2014). 
FAMILIARITY  
Salience concerns the familiarity of the brand in one’s 
mind and all of the memory structures that allow the 
brand to come forward for the wide range of recall cues 
that can occur in purchase occasions. 
It has also been defined as the totality of awareness + 
memory traces+ familiarity+ assurance. 
Ambler et al. (2004); Baumeister et al. 
(2015); Ehrenberg et al. (2002); Florek 
(2015); Harris & Blair (2012); Huang et 
al. (2014); Johnstone & Dodd (2000); 
Kristensen et al. (2014); Owen et al. 
(2013); Pike & Bianchi (2016); Pauwels 
et al. (2016); Qin et al. (2014); Samu & 
Wymer (2014). 
Salience is also the familiarity relative to other brands in 
the consideration set. 
Ambler (2003); Batra & Keller (2016); 
Chakravarti (2013); Cobb-Walgren et al. 
(1995); Ehrenberg et al. (1997); Hem et 
al. (2014); Hermann et al. (2014); Huang 
et al. (2015); Huang & Cai (2015) 
Kapferer (2012); Kardes et al. (1993); 
Krishanan et al. (2013); Michell et al. 




Therefore, in relation to this thesis, it is evident that the concept of brand salience/awareness can be 
defined as the extent to which a brand is recalled in a consumer’s consideration set under a variety of 
situations via a variety of stimuli. In particular, it encompasses the mediums/elements through which 
a consumer develops awareness about the brand as illustrated in Table 2.1. With regard to consumer 
products including regional wine, it is the combination of components comprising both intrinsic and 
extrinsic features, including labelling, medals/awards, age of wine, shape of the bottle/design and 
advertising and promotion of regional wine (Atkin et al., 2017; Lockshin et al., 2017; Lockshin et al., 
2006; Perrouty et al., 2006), which assists in developing a regional brand identity generally. These 
increase the prominence, accessibility, association and the level of familiarity of the brand thereby 
helping the brand in becoming salient in the consumer’s’ mind. These elements are dealt with in detail 
in the next section. 
 Developing regional wine brand salience/awareness 
Researchers often noted that the intrinsic and extrinsic components, as discussed before, also add 
value for consumers and represents a significant choice criterion, for which consumers are often ready 
to pay a premium for (Gergaud, 1998; Ling & Lockshin, 2003; Lockshin et al., 2017; María Angulo et 
al., 2000; Nerlove, 1995; Sánchez & Gil, 1998; Schamel, 2009; Schamel & Anderson, 2003; Tustin & 
Lockshin, 2001). 
The importance of each of the components is detailed within each of the subsections below. 
a) Product labelling 
Several researchers have suggested product labelling influences consumer purchase intention of wine 
thereby developing the overall salience/awareness for the respective brand (Barber et al., 2008; Batt 
& Dean, 2000; Bloch et al., 2003; Bottomley & Doyle, 2006; Fotopoulous et al., 2003; Ivinski, 2000; 
Jennings & Wood, 1994; Kotler & Rath, 1984; Rochhi & Stefani, 2006; Sogari et al., 2016). Customers 
pay attention to labels during their information gathering stage and based on their level of 
awareness/salience they decide which wine brand to buy (George, 2005). Apart from the design of 
the label itself, which may increase or decrease the likelihood of purchase, the label also provides 
important information about the intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of the wine (Lockshin et al., 2006; 
Lockshin & Spawton, 2002). Therefore, it is concluded that labels are likely to act as indicators in 
developing the overall awareness/salience of wine. 
b) Medals/Awards 
According to Atkin et al. (2007), labels with medals, reflecting the quality of the wine, are an important 
extrinsic cue that helps in generating awareness/salience of a wine brand. These cues are used during 
the second stage of the consumer buying process known as information search. During their visit to a 
retail store, customers may look for gold and silver medals as a cue for developing awareness/salience 
when determining the reliability and quality of the wine (Orth, 2002). Previous research 
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conceptualised awards as ‘certification marks’ that reflect a high level of recognition and are perceived 
or known to be utilised as an important source of product-related information (Laric & Sarel, 1981; 
Lockshin et al., 2006; Orth & Krška, 2001; Teuber, 2010). Therefore, it is concluded that medals and 
awards will often act as an important extrinsic cue when developing overall awareness/salience of a 
wine brand. 
c) Age of wine (year/vintage) 
It has been highlighted in the literature that, customers utilise year/vintage of wine as another feature 
through which they can develop awareness about a particular wine brand (Bruwer & Johnson, 2010; 
Gil & Sanchez, 1997; Lockshin et al., 2006; Orth & Krska, 2001). Batt and Dean (2000), Dinca et al. 
(2016) and Rasmussen and Lockshin (1999) have all suggested that vintages of wine do differ based 
on regions, climate and the type of grape that is grown in the particular region; for instance, with 
regard to the cooler climate in the Barossa Valley, the region is well known for its black grape 
production thereby developing some of the best Shirazes in Australia. Post-consumption 
consideration of wine enables consumers to know more about the wine and vintages based on taste 
and to gather more information about the nature of the wine (Gillespie, 2005; Neuninger et al., 2017). 
According to AWBC (2003) and Bruwer at al., (2017) the importance of vintage or age of the wine is 
often related to consumer demographics. A study in the US segmented the US population into four 
groups based on wine consumption levels, these being: core drinkers, marginal drinkers, non-adapters 
and non-drinkers. These levels were further broken down on the basis of age, ethnicity and other 
segmentation variables including income and educational level (Penn, 2006). Penn (2006) found that 
core consumers are the segment who consume wine at least once a week and are more educated and 
utilised updated information when buying new brands of wine. Marginal drinkers, however, 
consumed less wine – drinking it about once or twice a month or at least once a quarter. Non-adopters 
viewed wine as secondary and often argued about the taste, which they didn’t like. People in this 
category are usually from the younger generation who preferred an alcoholic beverage other than 
wine. In their case, buying vintage wine or new wine is more dependent upon the consumption 
occasion or situation. Bruwer and Huang (2012) and Gillespie (2005) also developed a segmentation 
profile of wine consumers who were described as Traditionalists, Baby Boomers, Gen Xers and 
Millennials. They concluded that Baby Boomers are the segment which focuses on high wine 
consumption and prefers following new brands entering the market as compared to Traditionalists, 
Millennials and Gen Xers. Baber et al. (2008) argued that apart from Baby Boomers, Millennials 
(consumers under 30 years) are more likely to purchase new or old wines depending upon individual 
tastes as they are more influenced by information relating to food and wine pairing. Thach and Olsen 
(2006) suggested that the Millennials group like the taste of old wine rather than more recent vintages. 
In addition, they also associate old wine consumption with “social events” preferring innovative 
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packaging and labelling. Bernabeu et al. (2012) and Martinez-Carrasco et al. (2005) suggested that 
Millennials do value their money by paying more attention to the information about the type of wine 
and its age. Rodriguez et al. (2009) also suggested that occasion-based consumption was important 
for this group. 
As a result, it is concluded that the age of wine/vintage plays an important role in wine purchasing and 
its importance may vary according to the demographic characteristics of consumers as different 
demographic segments have different buying behaviour based on vintages and associated it with 
differences in perceived quality. 
d) Shape of the bottle/design 
For some time now consumer perception of quality based on the shape of wine bottles has been an 
area of research (Barber et al., 2008; Jennings & Wood, 1994; Rocchi & Stefani, 2006). The design and 
shape of a bottle can reflect information about a wine region, which subsequently helps consumers in 
developing a higher level of brand salience/awareness about the particular wine brand (Lockshin et 
al., 2017). Barber et al. (2008) noted that the shapes of bottles are often associated with different 
visual approaches or styles and act as a marketing strategy approach for many wine marketers in order 
to ensure that consumers can recall and recognize the wine brand through tangible cues. According 
to Jennings and Wood (1994), for wine brands the design and shape of a bottle provide a means of 
capturing consumers’ tastes and needs. However,  Lockshin and Rhodus (1993) argued that perceived 
quality is not reflected in the shape or design of bottle as quality is determined by the level of 
satisfaction a consumer has when consuming the product, although,  more recently Barber et al. 
(2006) found that the design and shape of bottle are significant factors for different age and gender 
groups. Fotopoulos et al. (2003), Ivinski (2000) and Nesselhauf et al. (2016) suggested that wine 
companies are developing some wines with modern, innovative and distinctive designs in order to 
attract the consumer market while still having a product for those that prefer a more traditional form 
of packaging. Lianne (2005) commented that the female market has emerged as a niche segment for 
wine companies and there is an industry-wide belief that women are disproportionately attracted by 
wine bottle shapes and design compared to men. They can easily recall brands with attractive designs 
when they are exposed to them while visiting wineries or purchasing at the store. In addition, they 
pay attention to different designs, shapes and labels when purchasing wine for the different 
consumption occasions. Therefore, it is concluded that the shape of bottles/ designs plays an 
important role in developing brand salience/awareness of regional wine and assists them in their 
decision-making process. 
e) Advertising and promotion of regional wine 
Advertising and promotion of wine can be an important extrinsic cue through which consumers can 
be informed about a certain wine brand and its region (Charters & O’Neill, 2001). It has been suggested 
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that advertising contributes directly to the development of overall brand salience/awareness of a wine 
brand (Brochado et al., 2015; Nowak et al., 2006; Reuter, 2009). In order to increase the overall brand 
awareness/salience, many wine brands are being advertised in wine magazines and on various online 
platforms including Facebook and Twitter, knowing that consumers rely on these platforms for 
information gathering (Szolnoki et al., 2014; Yuan & Jang, 2007). Apart from advertising, it has also 
been noted that, in Australia various regions, like Margaret River in Western Australia and the Barossa 
Valley in South Australia in particular, are regarded as significant wine tourism regions (Charters et al., 
2017; Johnson & Bruwer, 2007; Pratt, 2014). Hall and Macionis (1998) conceptualised wine tourism as 
the visitation to vineyards, wineries, wine festivals and wine shows for which wine tasting and/or 
experiencing the attributes of a grape-wine region are the prime motivating factor for visitors. Bruwer 
et al. (2018), Chen et al. (2016) and Dodd (1995) suggested that, wine tourism focuses on the cellar 
door concept which included factors including accessibility, promotion, reputation and importantly 
the quality of the service experiences during the promotions in order to develop the 
salience/awareness and thoughts related to wine purchase. Carlsen and Boksberger (2015) and 
Lockshin et al. (2006) recognized that consumers, when looking at the region during wine promotion 
events often link the name of that region with specific regional attributes which leads to the formation 
of regional images in the consumer’s mind thereby leading to activations and increasing overall brand 
salience/awareness attached to the region itself. Chen at al., (2016) and Dodd (1995) agreed that, 
within the wine promotion spectrum, the friendliness, courteousness and knowledge of the wine 
personal at the cellar door influences consumers’ decision to purchase or not to purchase wine at the 
winery. Therefore, it is concluded that advertising and promotion of a wine region associated with 
wine tourism plays an important role in developing the overall awareness/salience of the wine brand 
and may subsequently influence their wine purchase intention (Bruwer et al., 2017; Mitchell & Hall, 
2006; O'Neill et al., 2002). 
f) Regional brand identity 
In wine studies, the concept of regional brand identity has been an area of research which has been 
associated with the development of brand salience/awareness (Verlegh & Steenkamp, 1999). 
Geographical identity can send strong signals of positive traits to consumers as they gather more 
information about specific wine regions (Lorenz et al., 2015; Obermiller & Spangenberg, 1989). For 
instance, many regions including Bordeaux, Champagne, Islay, Parma and Tuscany are identified with 
excellence and quality. These regions are often recognized as knowledge centres where wine 
producers share information with consumers and experts and contribute to building its reputation for 
excellence and quality and increasing consumers’ knowledge and awareness of the region (Beebe et 
al., 2013). Similarly, in Australia, the Barossa Valley region has developed its identity as the largest red 
wine producing area as compared to other red wine producing regions (Lockshin et al., 2006). In 
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relation to consumers, it has been noted that a consumers’ affective attitude towards a region with 
strong regional identity reflects the extent to which a particular region has created close emotional 
bonds with the consumer, thereby making consumers more aware of the wine characteristics of the 
region (Verlegh & Steenkamp, 1999). Barber et al. (2008), Charters and O’Neill (2001) and Ginon et al. 
(2014) highlighted that from a cognitive point of view and apart from consumers’ affective attitudes, 
, the consumer’s view of a well-communicated wine region also influences their consumer purchase 
intention and contributes to overall wine brand salience/awareness. Therefore, it is concluded that, 
regional brand identity is also an important cue in the development of wine brand salience/awareness. 
The components: product labelling, medals and awards, age of wine (year/vintage), shape of 
bottle/design, advertising and promotions of regional wine and the importance of regional brand 
identity as mentioned in the preceding discussion can be visualised in a conceptual diagram as shown 
in Figure 2.4 as various measures of regional wine brand salience/awareness. 




Some researchers have identified that the overall success of a salient wine brand can be derived from 
the extent to which it induces sales growth, generates profitability and captures higher market share 
(Ehrenberg et al., 2004; Prasad & Dev, 2000; Romaniuk et al., 2004). O’Cass and Viet Ngo (2007) 
suggested that these indicators help to explain brand performance. The concept of brand performance 
will be dealt with in detail in the next section. 
2.5.2.1.2 Brand performance 
Another component of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model is known as the brand 
performance, which some researchers have viewed as an intangible asset (Ailawadi et al., 2003; Keller, 
2003). It has been described as the overall success of the brand and its strength in the market as 
compared to its various competitors (Ambler, 1995; Barber & Taylor, 2013; Felício et al., 2014). It is 
determined by the extent to which an organisation has fulfilled the needs of the customers and 
managed to attain its goals (Chirani et al., 2012). Keller (2013, p.112) explained that “brand 
performance focuses on how well (does) the brand rates on objective assessments of quality, which 
also covers the extent to which the brand satisfies utilitarian and economic needs and wants in the 
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salience/awareness will rely on performance and how well the brand is doing financially in the market. 
Buil et al. (2008), Boo et al. (2009), Keller (1993, 2016), Pappu et al. (2006) and Simon and Sullivan 
(1993) found that, brand performance and equity are often conceptualised as having similar meanings 
where both terms are referred to as the differences in the consumer’s response between two identical 
offerings (one with a brand name and another with an unbranded name). From a consumer’s point of 
view, Murthi and Srinivasan (1999) described brand performance as the total value of a consumer’s 
attitude towards a particular brand. Keller (2003, 2016) retitled total value as synergy value and 
classified attributes of brand performance into product and non-product attributes. The physical 
composition of the product is considered as a product related attribute whereas appearance, price, 
user profile and imagery are considered as non-product attributes (Keller, 2003, 2016).  
According to Noone and McGuire (2016) and Tellis and Gaeth (1990), price is one of the non-product 
attributes and is defined as the “amount of money given for a product (p.38)”. They further suggested 
that a higher price increases the purchase probability and therefore reflects an overall strong brand 
performance. Researchers identified two roles of price operating both as a negative and positive 
construct, negative roles were categorised as value consciousness and price consciousness whereas 
the price-quality schema and price sensitivity were regarded as positive roles (Lichtenstein et al., 
1993). Monroe and Krishnan (1985) and Nath et al. (2016) suggested that consumers in the high price 
schema are more likely to rely on a well-known brand without actually looking at the price. Apart from 
price, the concept of quality has been regarded as another important factor influencing consumer 
purchase behaviour thereby contributing to the development of brand performance (Hauk, 1991; 
Zeithaml, 1988; Zhuang et al., 2014). According to Delbridge and Bernard (1998), the term has been 
best summarized by the words -- excellence and superiority. Generally, these terms are used by 
marketers in order to separate a product from its competitors. Pettigrew and Charters (2006) argued 
that a product may be deemed excellent based on quality but the judgement should be independent 
when buying products of any class or type. Subramaniam et al. (2014) noted that the quality of a brand 
adds value to consumer purchase evaluation. In addition to this, consumers who perceive a brand to 
be high quality are more likely to purchase the brand as compared to other competing brands and are 
ready to pay a premium price in order to acquire the brand (Lee et al., 2010) Therefore, it is concluded 
that price and quality are important attributes that not only influence the overall purchase intention 
of consumers but also determine the extent to which, a brand is performing in the market. 
The importance of price and quality are dealt with in detail in the sections below. 
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 Developing regional wine brand performance 
In many wine studies the development of brand equity across wineries and the maintenance of brand 
performance has been investigated by researchers (Farquhar, 1994; Lockshin et al., 2006; Simon & 
Sullivan, 1993). 
a) Price 
In the wine literature, generally price is an integral cue to predict the quality of any wine when there 
are few other cues available except for region, labels, medals and awards and age/vintage and there 
is some degree of risk associated in making a wrong choice (Ashton, 2014; Charters et al., 2017; 
Lockshin et al., 2006). Bruwer et al. (2017) and Farquhar (1994) found that price is one of the major 
extrinsic cues in determining the quality of a wine, which influences the overall brand performance. 
They further explained that the performance of wine brands in the wine sector is often determined 
by the extent to which consumers are willing to pay a premium price for a particular quality of product. 
Thrane (2004) noted that, low price wines may be satisfactory for normal home consumption whereas 
higher priced wines reflecting higher performance in terms of quality are generally consumed or 
purchased for an occasion like a guest invitation or a special occasion. Dodd et al. (2005), Givon (1984), 
Lynch and Ariely (2000) and Olsen et al. (2015) suggested that consumers look for variety seeking 
where they want to experiment with different wine products in order to satisfy their desire for a 
particular variety of wine style. In the case of wine, consumers often desire to indulge themselves by 
buying a brand that is outside their normal price range. The research of Johnson and Fornell (1991) 
concluded that consumers often have a high level of purchase at midrange price points as compared 
to purchase at high price points. With regard to region, it has been noted that, wines produced from 
a well-known region are regarded as reputable and are often priced higher as compared to smaller 
not so well-known regions as consumers are willing to pay more in order to purchase wine from a 
known reputable region (Lockshin et al., 2006; Skuras & Vakrou, 2002; Sun et al., 2016). Therefore, it 
is concluded that the price level or range is a strong indicator of regional wine brand performance. 
b) Perceived Quality 
In consumer behaviour studies researchers have often debated about how quality should be 
measured and whether it should be just the difference between customer perception and customer 
expectation or simply the perceived level of quality (Cronin & Taylor, 1992; Parasuraman et al., 1993; 
Parasuraman et al., 1994; Teas, 1993). According to Acebron and Dopio (2000), consumers form 
opinions of quality before and after the purchase and for them perceived quality is the ability of a 
product to meet their needs or wants. Consumers rely on both intrinsic and extrinsic cues in order to 
assess quality (Bredahl, 2004). According to Grunert et al. (2015) and Kardes et al. (1994) intrinsic cues 
are the inherent product attributes of the product itself whereas the extrinsic cues can be altered 
without even changing the objective attributes of the product; these includes price or retail 
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distributor. Grunert (1996) proposed that perceived quality depends upon the product’s intrinsic 
(region, taste, grape variety, soil) and extrinsic (brand name, price, advertisement, labelling) cues. 
Zeithaml (1988) noted that these cues are identified as attributes and have given rise to two different 
forms of research starting with one assuming that perceived quality is based on one or more extrinsic 
attributes and another based on the perception of quality based on intrinsic attributes. Olshavsky 
(1985) and Steenkamp (1990) developed measures relating to the perception of quality by integrating 
aspects relating to preference formation and perceptions of quality. They concluded that perceived 
quality is subsumed within overall judgments of quality during consumer purchase behaviour. 
Therefore, it is concluded that during consumer purchase judgements based on perceived quality are 
often influenced by a product’s intrinsic and extrinsic features thereby determining the performance 
of a brand. 
In some situations, understanding of intrinsic product attributes is dependent upon extrinsic cues if 
consumers believe extrinsic cues to be more credible and reliable than their own judgement 
(Srinivasan et al., 2004; Wansink et al., 2000; Wilson & Brekke, 1994). Extrinsic cues comprising of 
brand name, price, retail outlet, country of origin and region of origin can create high levels of 
emotional appeal (Dodds et al., 1991; Kardes et al., 2004; Keller, 2009). For example, a study by Wilson 
and Brekke (1994) noted that those consumers who are suffering from low time availability use 
cognitive shortcuts and place more emphasis on extrinsic cues in their product buying process. This 
highlights that wine consumers are generally less skilled at evaluating intrinsic cues compared to 
extrinsic ones. Researchers have also identified that consumers differ in their need for cognition and 
degree of ambivalence (non-attitude) towards product evaluation. Their findings highlighted how 
consumers having a low need for cognition and a higher need of ambivalence tend to rely more on 
cognitive shortcuts as they are not motivated to understand intrinsic cues in order to make a purchase 
decision (Bredahl, 2004; Olsen, 2002; Petty et al., 2009; Sohlberg, 2015; Zhang, 1996). Similarly, Kardes 
et al. (2004), Kuusela et al. (1998), Maheswaran (1994), Maheswaran et al. (1996) and Veale and 
Quester (2009) agreed that, consumers possessing a low level of knowledge relevant to the product 
category or individual product are more susceptible to the influence of extrinsic cues and therefore 
are more likely to ignore the intrinsic ones. This provides some clarity to the understanding of why 
wine consumers rely heavily on extrinsic cues, given that balancing these cues can expedite the 
process of decision making. 
In wine studies, Pettigrew and Charters (2006) and Danner et al. (2016) examined the relationship 
between product involvement of wine consumers and their engagement with wine quality. They 
concluded that there appears to be a connection between the involvement level of consumers and 
perceived wine quality. They further noted that high involvement consumers are inclined more 
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towards the conceptualisation of wine quality as objective, whereas low involvement consumers tend 
to be more subjective (rely more on personal experiences). It was also observed from this study that 
low involved consumers are often more focused towards the sensory dimensions of wine quality 
(taste, flavour or smoothness) while high involved consumers used more of their own personal 
cognitive dimensions including interest or complexity (Danner et al., 2016; Pettigrew & Charters, 
2006). While Johnson and Bruwer (2007) found consumers rely more on extrinsic cues including the 
brand name or country of origin when assessing product quality in order to gain a positive perceived 
image. Researchers gave importance to the region of origin effects in wine purchasing and established 
that wine produced from a reliable region is judged high in perceived quality (Bruwer et al., 2017; 
Balestrini & Gamble, 2006; Perrouty et al., 2006). It is concluded that intrinsic and extrinsic features 
are often used to determine the quality of the wine. 
The components ( price and perceived quality) that determine the performance of wine, as mentioned 
in the preceding discussion, can be visualised in the conceptual diagram shown in Figure 2.5 as 
measures of regional wine brand performance. 




The concept of developing and maintaining a strong brand image has been discussed in the branding 
and advertising literature by several researchers (Biel, 1992; Gwinner & Eaton, 1999; Keller, 1993, 
2003, 2016; Kumaravel & Kandasamy, 2012). Moreover, special attention has been given in wine 
studies to the attributes which form a wine’s brand image (Bruwer & Lesschaeve, 2012; Bruwer et al., 
2017; Johnson & Bruwer, 2007; Nowak et al., 2006). This will be dealt with in detail in the next 
subsection. 
2.5.2.1.3 Brand image 
Brand image is also a key construct of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model and it has been 
described as the overall image that a brand leaves in the mind of consumer (Biel, 1992; Kumaravel & 
Kandasamy, 2012; Shu et al., 2013). Bhat and Reddy (1998) supported the idea that the brand image 
is often utilised as an information prompt. Patterson (1999) suggested that the image of the brand 
can be based on direct personal experiences as well as through promotions or even through observing 
consumer’s frequency of utilising the brand. Keller (2013) noted that brand image is dependent upon 
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psychological or social needs. He further highlighted that brand image is often conceptualised as the 
way consumers think about a brand abstractly, rather than what they think the brand does and 
therefore, it refers more closely to the intangible aspects of the brand. Keller (1993, 2003, 2016) 
further asserted that brand awareness leads to the formation of brand image as consumers can form 
imagery associations directly from their own experiences or indirectly from information that they have 
gathered about the brand during the stages of developing awareness. Dick and Basu (1994), Koh and 
Fang (2012) and Schivinski and Dabrowski (2016) supported that conclusion noting that these 
consumer perceptions of the image have a positive impact on consumer purchase intentions. Keller 
(2013), Grewal et al. (1998) and Lin et al. (2007) recognized that the stronger the image of a brand 
the higher the chance that product quality will be recognized by consumers as it develops strong, 
favourable and unique associations (three elements of brand associations) and leads to stronger 
purchase intention. 
 Developing regional wine brand image 
Developing and maintaining wine brand image is important for wine producers and marketers. Bruwer 
et al. (2017) and Vaudour (2002) conceptualised wine brand image as a rich amalgam of characteristics 
including the region’s environmental properties. Alant and Bruwer (2004, p.22) understood it as the 
“held perceptions (or) beliefs about a bounded wine area space that is usually holistic and multi-
dimensional in nature, the elements of which are glued together by inter-related winescape elements 
and/or the people and natural and physical attractions within it”. Bruwer et al. (2011) suggested that 
consumers held perceptions or beliefs about a wine brand and the region where it is produced, which 
depends upon the level/type of wine knowledge a consumer has attained during pre-and post-
purchase. Dodd et al. (2005) conceptualised the type of knowledge as subjective and objective and 
concluded it to be the major drivers of wine brand image. 
The importance of subjective and objective wine knowledge is dealt with in detail in the sections 
below. 
a) The knowledge of wine consumers (subjective and objective wine knowledge) 
Consumers’ subjective and objective wine knowledge or aspects of regionality have been reflected in 
the overall wine brand image (Bianchi et al., 2014; Hall, 2016). Dodd et al. (2005, p.14) defined 
subjective wine knowledge as “…the individual’s perception of how much they think they know about 
a particular product and objective wine knowledge like the amount and type of information that 
consumers have stored in their memory for a product”. Some researchers have also suggested that 
most purchases are initiated when consumers are dependent on their own subjective wine knowledge 
in order to avoid post-purchase cognitive dissonance (Bruwer et al., 2011, 2017; Schiffman et al., 
2008). Schiffman et al. (2008) referred to the way extrinsic cues, which are used to predict the quality 
of a wine brand, also help in the overall formation of subjective wine knowledge. Lockshin and Hall 
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(2003) also found these extrinsic cues contribute to initiating a decision during the wine purchase 
process. Rowe and Barnes (1998) argued that, apart from extrinsic cues, intrinsic cues also increase 
the overall positioning and image of the wine brand. Intrinsic cues develop the overall consumers’ 
objective wine knowledge and consumers having a higher level of objective wine knowledge often 
depend upon these cues as compared to extrinsic cues (Phau & Suntornnond, 2006). Schaefer (1997) 
highlighted that consumers possessing a higher level of objective wine knowledge rely more on COO 
and ROO cues in order to develop a positive perception of a wine brand. Schaefer (1997) also 
illustrated that this reliance on ROO and COO cues by consumers enables wine producers to adopt 
several product differentiation strategies in order to develop a positive image in the minds of the 
consumers. Therefore, it is concluded that consumers have different amounts/types of wine 
knowledge (subjective or objective), which contribute to the overall image of a wine brand and 
enhances the consumer purchase intention. 
Furthermore, it has also been noted that consumers who are familiar with wine brands and their 
characteristics are more open to subjective judgements thereby helping the wineries in understanding 
the needs of the target market better (Dawson, 2012; Hong et al., 2002; Kotabe et al., 2005; Miyazaki 
et al., 2005; Olson, 1977; Paswan & Ganesh, 2003). These consumers utilise other extrinsic cues 
including brand names along with relying on integral intrinsic cues comprising of COO and ROO effects 
(Bruwer et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2002; McCutcheon et al., 2009). Bruwer et al. (2017) and Pecotich 
and Rosenthal (2001) suggested that strong familiarity with wine brands overcomes the COO and ROO 
effects especially when a brand is strongly associated with its country and regional name in the 
consumers’ mind. In addition to this, Lockshin and Hall (2003) detailed that, the reason behind 
consumers overcoming the COO and ROO effect is because they use prior knowledge gathering 
sources (knowledge gained from vineyard visitation, books, advertisements and from wine 
spokespersons) as a means of retrieving information about a particular wine brand name. Ahmed and 
d’Astous (2004), Han (1989), Johnson and Bruwer (2007) and Paul (2016) supported that conclusion, 
in order to develop a strong positive image in the consumers’ mind, the brand name of a wine product 
is an important powerful cue to activate associations that consumers feel towards the wine brand 
itself. Therefore, it is concluded that consumers’ familiarity with wine brands are often dependent on 
each consumer’s own subjective and objective knowledge. 
The knowledge of wine consumers (subjective and objective), which determines the brand image of 
wine as mentioned in the preceding discussion, can be visualised in a conceptual diagram as shown in 









From the preceding three Sections (2.5.2.1.1.1, 2.5.2.1.2.1 and 2.5.2.1.3.1), the importance and 
composition of the constructs associated with brand salience/awareness, brand performance and 
brand image have been identified in accordance with Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model 
(Keller, 2003; Keller & Lehmann, 2006) with direct reference to the branding of regional wine. From 
this the following research questions and hypotheses have been devised and will be investigated in 
this study as highlighted in Figure 2.7. 
 
RQ1) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand performance? 
H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
regional wine brand performance. 
 
RQ2) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand image? 
H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and brand 
performance and brand image 
 
Keller (2003) highlighted that consumers form judgements based on different brand performance and 
imagery associations with respect to a brand. Within wine studies, researchers have identified that 
consumers’ judgement about wine brands influences the purchase intention (Pan & Lehmann, 1993; 
Verlegh & Steenkamp, 1999). Although consumers’ subjective and objective knowledge forms the 
overall image of the wine brand, wineries and marketers lay extra importance on the post-purchase 
consumption experiences that consumers have with wine in order to develop a competitive edge 
(Lockshin et al., 2006). The concept of consumer brand judgement and attributes that reflect wine 
brand judgement will be dealt with in detail in the next section. 
2.5.2.1.4 Consumer brand judgement 
The concept of consumer brand judgement has been conceptualised as the value a consumer believes 
a brand has on the perceptual attributes of the given product category (Kim et al., 2014; Pan & 
Lehmann, 1993). These are the subjective judgements which give the perceived positions of the brand 
in the perceptual product attribute space where these forms of perceptual attributes are abstract in 
nature and are perceived differently by different consumers during the purchase behaviour process 
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(Kim et al., 2014; Pan & Lehmann, 1993). Keller (2013) noted that consumers form judgements about 
the quality, credibility, consideration and superiority with respect to a brand. According to Lee and 
Youn (2009) and Upshaw (1984), while making a judgement or opinion about a brand a consumer 
encodes information about the object, integrates that information with previously stored knowledge 
and then finally arrives at some conclusion. These conclusions are known to be subjective and occur 
through the process of learning, including comparing the brands in a set or analysing the brand’s 
physical attributes. Some studies have concluded that aspects related to a brand’s country of origin 
and region of origin can influence the consumers’ evaluative judgement of the product (Peterson & 
Jolibert, 1995; Pharr, 2005; Srinivasan et al., 2004; Thogersen et al., 2017; Verlegh & Steenkamp, 
1999). Consumers evaluate more positively those products which are originated or made in countries 
or regions that have a positive image or perception (Thogersen et al., 2017). Aaker (1997) found that 
normally loyal customers express honest judgements about a particular brand once consumption is 
over And Rathnayake (2008 concluded that a judgement about a brand often influences the 
consumers’ future purchase intention. 
 Developing consumer regional wine brand judgement 
The understanding of the importance of wine brand judgement in consumer purchase intention has 
been a topic of research for some researchers where expert reference groups and consumers’ own 
brand opinion are used to form the basis of that wine-brand judgement (Lockshin et al., 2006; Pan & 
Lehmann, 1993). 
a) Expert reference group 
Researchers have suggested that, apart from COO and ROO information, consumers also rely on other 
extrinsic cues including wine experts’ opinions while purchasing a wine brand (Chocarro & Cortiñas, 
2013; Fuhrman et al., 2001; Gershoff et al., 2001; Holbrook, 1999; Mueller et al., 2010). However, 
Barnett and Breakwell (2003) found that the more complex the opinion or judgement for a wine brand 
the less likely it is to be believed among the target consumers. Fitzsimons and Lehmann (2004) noted 
that the presence of other extrinsic cues including awards also influences the overall judgement of a 
particular wine brand. Atkin et al. (2007) found information on awards by wine experts provide a 
perception of the quality of a wine brand and consumers utilise this cue during the second stage of 
the consumer buying process (information search) in order to form an overall opinion of a wine brand. 
Neuninger et al. (2017) and Orth (2002) added that, when purchasing a wine brand in retail stores, the 
information about awards enables buyers to determine the overall reliability and performance of that 
brand thus making their purchase easier. Swaminathan (2003), King and Balasubramanian (1994) and 
Verdonk et al. (2017) found that consumers also consider other users’ recommendations and reviews 
as it helps them in their purchase decision process. It is concluded that wine critics comments, wine 
awards and users’ recommendations that are part of an expert reference group provide avenues 
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through which consumers can form opinions/judgements about a wine brand before making a 
purchase. 
b) Consumers’ own brand opinion 
It has also been postulated that consumers’ own brand opinion based on the type of knowledge 
(subjective and objective) have also contributed to the overall formation of opinions/judgements, thus 
leading to a constructive judgement about a particular wine brand (Batra et al., 2014). Brucks (1985), 
Barber and Taylor (2013), Dodd et al. (2005) and Ratchford et al. (2001) explained that consumers 
draw opinions from two types of knowledge known as objective and subjective knowledge. In the case 
of wine products or brands, knowledge gained is mainly subjective (at the consumers’ perceived level) 
and enables consumers to make a satisfying purchase decision (Ratchford et al., 2001). These 
consumers do not need to ask sales personnel about the wine brand. Instead, they feel confident using 
impersonal sources and their existing knowledge before forming an opinion and deciding on a wine 
brand purchase (Barber & Taylor, 2013; Bruwer et al., 2017; Dodd et al., 2005; Quester & Smart, 1996, 
1998). Bruwer et al. (2017) highlighted that consumers often purchase wine at different price points, 
which could be generally regarded as low, medium and high price points. Specific intrinsic cues 
including taste assists consumers in making a judgement with regard to the suitability of the quality 
of the wine which is associated with a particular price point. It is concluded that consumers’ product 
knowledge especially subjective knowledge plays an important role in the formation of any wine brand 
judgement. 
The components, expert reference group and consumers’ own brand opinion, which determines 
consumer regional wine brand judgement can be visualised in a conceptual diagram as shown in Figure 
2.8 as measures of consumer regional wine brand judgement. 








Some researchers have established that consumers that are loyal to a wine brand express honest 
judgement because they carry positive inherent feelings towards that respective wine brand 
(Rathnayake, 2008). Carlsen and Boksberger (2015), Caroll and Ahuvia (2006) and Nowak and 
Washburn (2002) explained that, based on the existing wine literature, consumers judge a wine based 
on past consumption experiences classified as good or bad. They also articulated how consumers’ 
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wine brand to other people. Studies have explained that consumers’ affective feelings have influenced 
consumer purchase intentions and therefore reflects the nature of attachment that consumers have 
towards a brand post-purchase (Bianchi et al., 2014). The importance of consumer affective feelings 
and how it contributes to the development of wine brand feeling is discussed in detail in the following 
Section. 
2.5.2.1.5  Consumer brand feeling 
Consumer brand feeling has been conceptualised as the extent to which consumers attach or direct 
their emotions or love towards a brand (Albert & Florence, 2010; Grisaffe, 2014; Pham et al., 2013; 
Rathnayake, 2008). Rathnayake (2008) suggested that consumers have relationships with a brand and 
therefore this notion has often been conceptualised as a brand relationship. Keller (2003, 2013) 
highlighted brand feelings as the customer’s emotional responses and reactions towards the brand. 
He identified six types of responses and classified them as warmth, fun, excitement, security, social 
approval and self-respect. Caroll and Ahuvia (2006) identified that consumers who express a positive 
relationship towards a brand are more willing to repurchase and recommend the brand to other 
people. Celsi and Olson (1988) and Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) found that consumers’ affective 
response towards a particular brand after post-consumption determines the extent to which they 
express their emotions towards the brand in a certain product category. These researchers have 
explained that consumers’ affective responses directly influence consumer purchase intention. Loyal 
customers think about positively about repurchasing the brand as they develop a psychological bond 
between themselves and the product (Bianchi et al., 2014). 
 Developing consumer regional wine brand feeling 
The concept of developing and maintaining consumer regional wine brand feeling has been an 
important area of research (Albert & Florence, 2010; Pham et al., 2013; Rathnayake, 2008; Sogari et 
al., 2016). The reason behind investigating this construct is because it aims at keeping any wine brand 
at the top of the consumers mind where consumers start to differentiate between which brands are 
favourable or unfavourable thereby leading to an increased likelihood of purchase those preferred 
(Grisaffe, 2014; Pham et al., 2013). Rathnayake (2008) suggested that consumers develop emotional 
ties during the contact process with a wine brand and also after consumption of the brand because 
that enables them to decide whether they want to purchase that brand again or not. In addition, he 
asserted researchers have identified that a factor like consumers’ affective response towards a wine 
brand is considered a key important antecedent that contributes to the overall formation of emotional 
ties or attachment between consumers and the wine brand (Ball et al., 2004; Bianchi et al., 2012; 
Carlsen & Boksberger, 2015; Celsi & Olson, 1988; Goodman, 2009). 
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a) Consumers’ affective response towards a regional wine brand 
In consumer behaviour and wine studies, several researchers have noted the importance of affective 
response and how it contributes to the development of regional wine brand feeling (Batra & Ray, 
1986; Espejel & Fandos, 2009; Minton et al., 2017; Westbrook, 1987; Yuan & Jang, 2007). Harmon-
Jones et al. (2013) described affect as a psychological construct encompassing individual experiences 
of emotion resulting from interaction with stimuli. In short, it relates to consumers’ post-consumption 
emotions that often influence their future purchase intention (Law et al., 2012). Chaudhuri and 
Holbrook (2001) suggested that in order to predict the future consumer purchase intention brand 
affect should be identified  as it describes the potential in a brand to elicit a positive emotional 
response in the average consumer following usage. Holbrook and Hirschman (1982) highlighted that 
affective response can include a range of emotions including like, dislike, love, hate, pride, anger, lust 
and guilt that all can influence a consumers’ future purchase intention. With respect to wine, which is 
considered as hedonic, it has been found that consumers’ positive affective response towards a 
particular wine brand post-consumption is based on its intrinsic quality factors including taste, region 
of origin, grape variety etc. (Bruwer et al., 2017; Johnson & Bruwer, 2004; Lockshin et al., 2006).  
Rasmussen and Lockshin (1999) also noted that, apart from intrinsic qualities, consumers’ affective 
emotions towards future purchase intention are based on the wines’ extrinsic quality attributes that 
include packaging/labelling, medals/awards, shape of the bottle etc. A consumer may find a particular 
wine brand as likeable and pleasing by looking at the packaging and shape of the bottle and can decide 
to purchase it again for a special occasion such as gifting to someone for a wedding/graduation 
ceremony (Balestrini & Gamble, 2006; Lockshin & Hall, 2003; Lockshin et al., 2006). Therefore, it is 
concluded that consumer affective responses to a wine brand with regional attributes impacts the 
future consumer purchase intention. 
The components: Consumers’ affective response towards a regional wine brand that determines wine 
brand feeling can be visualised in a conceptual diagram 9 as a measure of consumer regional wine 
brand feeling as shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2.9: Components contributing to the formation of consumer regional wine brand 
feeling 
 
In summary, a relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand 
performance and regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand image (as shown 
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Lehmann (2006), as a part of the brand equity model, a relationship exists between brand 
performance and consumer brand judgement and brand image and consumer brand feeling. Since the 
study has focussed on regional wine and adapted Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model, Figure 
2.10 builds upon Figure 2.7 and illustrates how the third and fourth research questions along with 
their specific hypotheses extend those presented earlier. 
RQ3) Does regional wine brand performance influence consumer regional wine brand judgement? 
H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and 
consumer regional wine brand judgement. 
RQ4) Does regional wine brand image influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer 









2.5.2.1.6 Brand resonance 
Researchers have analysed the dimensions of loyalty (one component leading to the formation of wine 
brand resonance) in relation to wine and have classified loyalty into situational loyalty (Dubois & 
Laurent, 1999; Oliver, 1999), price sensitivity (resisting to competing offers) (Ganesh et al., 2000; 
Hozier & Stem, 1985; Zeithaml et al., 2001), propensity to be loyal (Mellens et al., 1995) and attitudinal 
loyalty (Bowen & Chen, 2001). According to Bowen and Chen (2001), Butcher et al. (2001), Guest 
(1994) and Pritchard et al. (1999) the measures of attitudinal loyalty include preference, intention to 
repurchase and commitment. These measures are used to predict consumer intention towards the 
purchase of wine brands (Hall & Lockshin, 2000; Schaufele & Hamm, 2018). Bloermer et al. (1999), 
Ganesh et al. (2000) and Zeithaml et al. (2001) suggested that, word of mouth or the extent to which 
consumers inform friends and family has also contributed to the development of overall wine brand 
loyalty thereby developing the brand resonance of a wine brand. While word of mouth has been used 
as a measure of attitudinal loyalty, it also results in developing an intention to repurchase as asserted 
by Macintosh and Lockshin (1997) and Mittal et al. (1999). 
The concept of brand resonance has been explained as a profound relationship derived from loyalty, 
attachment and an enduring sense of communal kinship or affiliation (Keller, 2001). This relationship 
is so strong and unique that members of that brand community are willing to make investments of 
their personal resources in order to remain connected with the brand (Keller, 2001). Huang et al. 
(2015) highlighted that brand resonance represents the highest level in the hierarchal consumer-
based brand equity model. Keller (2013, p.120) noted resonance is characterised in terms of “intensity 
or depth of the psychological bond that consumers have with the brand as well as the level of active 
engagement engendered by this loyalty (e.g. repeat purchase rates and the extent to which consumers 
seek out brand information, events and other loyal consumers)”. Dibb and Simkin (2008) replaced the 
resonance concept with brand relationship and suggested that the main intention of developing a 
brand relationship is to gain a greater proportion of existing customer purchases over a prolonged 
period of time. In contrast, Whanpark et al. (2010) found that with brand resonance consumers 
expressed a high degree of loyalty to the brand in order to generate avenues of interaction with the 
brand followed by a sharing of their own experiences with others. Keller (2009) suggested that the 
brand’s attributes should lead to a link with activation in the consumers’ mind before deciding on any 
purchase. Keller (2013) and Oliver (1999) went on to propose four components that comprised the 
brand resonance concept as behavioural loyalty, attitudinal attachment, a sense of community and 
active engagement. However, Brakus et al. (2009) noted that brand experience based on past 
behaviour and brand satisfaction are also treated as other components that lead to developing brand 
resonance. Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) suggested that trust drives loyalty as it develops avenues 
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to create and exchange truly valued relationships. In addition, Bruwer et al. (2002) suggested that 
trust is only relevant in situations of uncertainty where there is a greater or lesser difference between 
the brands. Trust reduces the uncertainty in an environment where consumers feel especially 
vulnerable because they know that they can rely on a trusted brand. The concept of resonance has 
been applied to many different brands and industries in a geographical or regional context including 
Malaysian banks (Aziz & Yasin, 2010; Chomvilailuk & Butcher, 2010), the Indian consumer durable 
sector (Kakati & Choudhury, 2013), business to business trade waste management in Australia (Kuhn 
et al., 2008), Taiwanese sport retailers -- Nike and Adidas (Huang et al., 2014) as well as with wine as 
discussed in detail in the following section (Montella, 2017). 
 Developing regional wine brand resonance 
The concept of developing and maintaining wine brand resonance with consumers has been an 
important area of study for wine researchers (Dodd et al., 2005; Hall & Lockshin, 2000; Montella, 
2017). 
a) Preference for a regional wine 
Wine studies have illustrated that consumers’ preference towards a particular regional wine has 
contributed to the development of overall wine brand resonance (Lockshin & Spawton, 2001). Brand 
preference in wine literature has been described as the relative preference for choosing and using a 
wine brand by the consumer-based on existing and past knowledge (Yoo & Donthu, 2001). Several 
researchers have also  identified that consumers are dependent on their own brand salience/level of 
awareness about wine types and their regions and the type of wine knowledge collected (both 
subjective and objective) in order to finalise their decision when choosing their preferred wine (Barber 
et al., 2008; Bruwer et al., 2017; Mitchell & Hall, 2004, 2006). O’Mahony et al. (2006) and Corkingdale 
and Welsh (2003), highlighted that consumers often form their wine preference based on winery visits 
or attending a winery tasting room or even visiting wine retail stores. O’Mahony et al. (2006) noted, 
when a visitor attends a winery or store there is a powerful opportunity to create not only awareness 
but also familiarity and affection, thereby enabling the consumer to finalise their wine preference 
while deciding on a purchase. According to Mitchell and Hall (2006), Nowak and Newton (2006), 
O’Mahony et al. (2006), O’Neill and Charters (2000) and O’Neill et al. (2002), consumers who possess 
low subjective wine knowledge often follow word of mouth recommendations from repeat vineyard 
visitors or retail store purchasers in order to finalise their wine preference. Alant and Bruwer (2004) 
and Dodd (1999) supported these by showing repeat purchasers of wine are very important as they 
express a high rate of satisfaction which plays an important role in word of mouth promotions. They 
also highlighted that the purchase intentions for their preferred wine are higher for repeat visitors 
compared to first-timers. Therefore, it is concluded that consumer wine preference for a regional wine 
(based on past and existing knowledge) leads to an indication of consumer future purchase intentions. 
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b) Trust and experience 
Wine researchers have emphasized the importance of positive past experiences (past behaviour) and 
wine brand trust, which both contribute to the development of resonance thereby leading to loyalty 
towards the brand (Mitchell & Hall, 2006; O’ Mahony et al., 2006). Mitchell and Hall (2006) found that 
trust develops from positive past experience based on behaviour when the consumer is satisfied with 
the consumption of a wine brand. Doney and Cannon (1997) and Fournier (1998) suggested that for 
wine consumers trust plays a very important role in building and maintaining both attitudinal and 
behavioural loyalty thus reflecting the overall wine brand resonance. However, Bruwer et al. (2002) 
showed trust is only relevant in situations of uncertainty where consumers feel vulnerable (i.e. when 
there is greater rather than lesser differences among brands).Since the wine purchasing process is 
regarded as complex with high levels of associated risk it is expected that trust and commitment are 
very important in order to develop resonance. For instance, there is a high level of risk attached to 
consumers who purchase an expensive bottle of wine unless the brand is a trusted one (Albert & 
Merunka, 2013). Yang and Wang (2010) highlighted that wine brands that stimulate deep commitment 
or love from their customers are more likely to achieve brand resonance resulting in loyalty and 
therefore gaining a competitive advantage over other wine brands. Bruwer et al. (2017) and Chaudhuri 
and Holbrook (2001) identified that consumers with a high level of wine knowledge are more likely to 
possess greater levels of trust in order to be more loyal towards the brand. Eisingerich and Bell (2007) 
suggested that consumers possessing varying degrees of skills, knowledge and experience based on 
past behaviour will have different expectations and different assessments of a brand. In relation to 
wine, consumers’ knowledge about a wine brand increases the probability of customer satisfaction as 
they perceive the brand as being reliable, consistent and competent. As a result, this belief enables 
consumers to develop a long-term relationship with the brand establishing a high level of brand 
resonance (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Guo & Meng, 2008). Dodd (1995) found that another 
important factor, apart from the trust, is the wine brand experience. Brakus et al. (2009, p.55) 
conceptualised wine brand experience as “sensations, feelings, cognitions and behavioural responses 
evoked by brand-related stimuli that are a part of a brand’s design and identity, packaging, 
communications and environments where the consumer has been exposed to the brand”. Garbarino 
and Johnson (1999) claimed that loyalty develops from past experiences (past behaviour) and prior 
interactions as a result of experiential learning. Ha and Perks (2005) also explained how wine 
consumers without past experience are more likely to follow extrinsic cues to assess quality because 
of a lack of intrinsic brand information in their memory in order to be loyal towards the particular 
brand. Consumers with increased familiarity with a wine brand based on past experience are able to 
assess brand’s quality based on their own knowledge, which can even result in recommending the 
brand to their friends and relatives (Ha & Perks, 2005). Bianchi et al. (2014) found that wine brand 
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satisfaction leading to wine brand loyalty is influenced by the consumers’ evaluation of any direct (e.g. 
trial and usage) and indirect (e.g. advertising and word of mouth) contact with the wine brand because 
it generates associations, thoughts and inferences that are more self-relevant and certain. It has been 
noted by Dick and Basu (1994) that wine brands that make consumers happy are more likely to 
encourage greater purchase and attitudinal brand loyalty. Reichheld and Schefter (2000) added that 
loyal customers are more profitable for an organisation as they are less price sensitive and tend to 
spend more. Therefore, it is concluded that brand trust and brand experience based on past behaviour 
for brands including wine have a significant role in the development of overall wine brand resonance. 
The components of the construct which include preference for a regional wine and trust and 
experience that contribute to the development of wine brand resonance can be visualised in a 
conceptual diagram as shown in Figure 2.11 as measures of regional wine brand resonance. 








Similarly, in addition with Figure 2.10, according to Keller (2003, 2016) and Keller and Lehmann (2006), 
as a part of the brand equity model, there is a relationship between consumer brand judgement and 
brand resonance and consumer brand feeling and brand resonance, which predicts the overall brand 
equity and consumer regional wine purchase intention. Since the study has focussed on regional wine 
and adapted Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model, Figure 2.12 proposes the following fifth, 
sixth research questions along with the associated hypotheses that will be investigated as a part of 
this study. 
RQ5) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
RQ6) Does consumer regional wine brand feeling influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
Keller (2013) has noted that consumer brand judgement and consumer brand feelings represent the 
brand response stage of the consumer-based brand equity model. It has been shown that consumers 
often provide opinions that are based on perceived information that has been developed during the 
information gathering stage or from past consumption experience (Kim et al., 2014). In addition to 
REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND RESONANCE 
PREFERENCE FOR A REGIONAL WINE 
+ 
TRUST AND EXPERIENCE 
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this, it has also been explained that consumers’ feelings are characterized by the extent to which a 
consumer expresses an emotional response towards a brand, post-consumption (Caroll & Ahuvia, 
2006). While the CBBE literature has not investigated the relationship of consumer brand judgement 
and consumer brand feeling, other studies have shown that there is a relationship which exists 
between consumer brand judgement and consumer brand feeling in the context of luxury brand 
purchase intention (Lee et al., 2018), automobile purchases (Oliver, 1993) and online purchasing (Kim 
& Lennon, 2013). Moreover, in wine literature it has been identified that consumers often utilise their 
own perceived knowledge about the wines’ region of origin and its quality characteristics in order to 
form opinions about a preferred wine (Barber & Taylor, 2013). Bruwer et al. (2017), Chocarro and 
Cortinas (2013) and Neuninger et al. (2017) all noted that consumers’ affective emotions towards a 
preferred wine brand post-consumption are often developed from the wines’ intrinsic qualities 
comprising of taste, region or origin, grape variety etc. Therefore, this leads to the formation of the 
seventh question along with the hypotheses that will be investigated as a part of this study. 
RQ7) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H7) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling. 
It has also been noted that the mediating effect of consumer brand feeling between consumer brand 
judgement and brand resonance has yet to be investigated in the CBBE literature (Keller, 2009; Keller, 
2013), although this effect has been tested in other contexts such as phone usage (Ebrahim et al., 
2016), hotel booking (Wang et al., 2015) and in the fast food restaurant industry (Yan et al., 2018). In 
addition, in wine literature, researchers have posited that consumers’ affective emotions that develop 
post-consumption towards a wine mediate the relationship between the opinions and the extent to 
which the consumer is attached and trusts the brand for future use (Bruwer et al., 2017; Carlsen & 
Boksberger, 2015). Therefore, this leads to the formation of the sub-hypothesis of H7 that will be 
investigated as a part of this study. 
H7a) Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer regional 





2.6  Literature review summary 
The review of the literature has provided a summary of a variety of constructs including country of 
origin, region of origin, factors influencing consumer wine purchase and the importance of regional 
wine branding along with the proposal for measuring the components of branding in relation to 
regional wine through the theory of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model. In particular, it has 
highlighted the key research that has formed the basis of the theoretical and conceptual development 
by various researchers on the topic over a broad span of time. Initially, the review focused on providing 
an overview of the importance of country of origin (COO) and its influence on product purchase. In 
addition, it also introduced the concept of region of origin (ROO) branding and its influence on 
consumer product preferences and purchase. As wine is investigated as the basis of this study, the 
review covered wines’ early history and also focussed on the need for regional wine branding and its 
potential influence on consumer product purchase in order to develop loyal customers. It has also 
been determined from the literature that, apart from COO, ROO and branding, wineries focus on a 
variety of factors including a product’s intrinsic and extrinsic features, advertising and promotion of 
wine, consumers’ subjective and objective knowledge of wine and the past experiences as customers 
that reinforce consumer purchase intention. However, the understanding of how the region of origin 
as a brand develops an intense and active relationship with consumers, thus increasing the consumer 
purchase intentions, as seen through the lens of Keller’s CBBE model has not been fully explored in 
the literature. Furthermore, wine is a significant component in the economy of Australia, with 
potential for growth both nationally and internationally. Therefore, understanding the influence of 
region of origin as a brand and its effect on consumer purchase intention in relation to regional wine 
consumption will be a worthwhile contribution to research as it will provide a deeper understanding 
for marketers to develop strategies that will target consumers’ needs and wants from both a 
theoretical and practical perspective. 
Overall it can be summarized that in this thesis, the concept of country of origin/region of origin with 
a focus on regional wine, utilising the components of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model to 
investigate their role in strengthening wine consumer purchase intention will be investigated. A study 
of the interaction of these components in a holistic manner for validating and assessing Keller’s CBBE 
model has not been undertaken previously, and therefore allows this thesis to make both a theoretical 
and practical contribution (see Full Conceptual Model in Figure 2.12) through the analysis of the 




Figure 2-12: Relationship between regional wine brand constructs in full conceptual model 
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RQ1) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand performance? 
H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
regional wine brand performance. 
RQ2) Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence regional wine brand image? 
H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and 
regional wine brand image. 
RQ3) Does regional wine brand performance influence consumer regional wine brand judgement? 
H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and 
consumer regional wine brand judgement. 
RQ4) Does regional wine brand image influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer 
regional wine brand feeling. 
RQ5) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
RQ6) Does consumer regional wine brand feeling influence regional wine brand resonance? 
H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and 
regional wine brand resonance. 
RQ7) Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence consumer regional wine brand feeling? 
H7) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling. 
H7a) Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer regional 
wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance. 
Taking this literature into account as a background for the study, these research questions and 
hypotheses have been developed to guide and focus this research. The following chapter (Chapter 
Three) will outline the methodology used in order to assess these hypotheses as well as describing the 





3 CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
As summarised in Chapter One, a three-stage research design approach has been adopted in this 
study, consisting of a literature review, a pilot study and a quantitative study. Chapter Two presented 
the review of the literature followed by the research questions and accompanying hypotheses. This 
chapter will present an outline of the research philosophy and justification for the research paradigm 
along with the methodology for the quantitative research stage and the analysis of the research will 
be presented in the following Chapters Four, Five and Six. 
The pilot study involved obtaining a general overview of the effectiveness of the research instrument 
from respondents, which had a particular focus on wine factors reflecting the constructs associated 
with Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model. The quantitative research involved surveying 
participants online utilising an online panel data provided by a market research organisation. The 
purpose of the quantitative research was to collect primary data to validate and assess Keller’s CBBE 
model, and to test the research hypotheses to understand the overall phenomenon of how region of 
origin of a brand relates to consumers’ regional wine consumption. 
Figure 3.1: Outline of Chapter Three 
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Figure 3.1 (Page 71) illustrates the outline of this chapter. It begins by describing the theoretical issues 
in the researcher’s choice of research paradigm along with the justification of the philosophical 
grounding for the research undertaken, followed by the importance and rationale for using 
quantitative research in this study. Secondly, it will outline in detail, the research design covering the 
survey design and administration and sampling strategy adopted for this research study. 
 
3.2 Research philosophy (justification for the research paradigm) 
Academic research is essentially concerned with exploring and understanding social phenomena 
which are academic in nature, mainly pertaining to formalized and/or spontaneously occurring social-
cultural and psychological processes (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Dash, 1999; Johnson & Onwuegnuzie, 
2004). It deals with academic theoretical questions which are often developed from different 
conceptions and interpretations of social reality. Since these questions are differential in nature, 
various paradigms have been developed, which determine the criteria according to which a researcher 
should select and define problems for inquiry. 
The concept of the paradigm has been described as an integrated cluster of substantive concepts, 
variables and problems attached with corresponding methodological approaches and tools (Bryman 
& Bell, 2015). In educational and social research, according to Mackenzie and Knipe (2006), the term 
paradigm has been used to describe a researcher’s worldview. This worldview is the “perspective, or 
thinking, or school of thought, or set of shared beliefs, that informs the meaning or interpretation of 
research data (Kivunja & Kuyini, 2017, p.26)”. Therefore, in abstract explanation, it is the conceptual 
lens through which a researcher examines the methodological aspects of their research project to 
determine the research methods that will be used and how the data will be analysed (Kivunja & Kuyini, 
2017). 
According to Lincoln and Guba (1989) a paradigm consists of four fundamental beliefs that are 
classified as: epistemology, ontology, methodology and axiology. It is suggested that researchers 
should have a firm understanding of these elements because they contain the basic assumptions, 
beliefs, norms and values, which each paradigm holds as its perspective (Neuman, 2011). Wahyuni 
(2012) highlighted that the main philosophical concepts used to distinguish the existing research 
paradigms, which researchers most often utilise in social science research, are ontology and 
epistemology. The reason behind this is because they relate to the nature of knowledge and the 
development of that knowledge (Wahyuni, 2012).  According to Wand and Weber (1993, p.220), the 
concept of ontology has been defined as the “branch of philosophy that is concerned with articulating 
the nature and structure of the world” whereas epistemology refers to the nature of the relationship 
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between the “researcher and what is known, how do we know what we know and what counts as 
knowledge respectively” (Hirschheim et al., 1995, p.20).  Antwi and Hamza (2015) highlighted that 
ontology has two broad contrasting positions, objectivism and constructionism, whereas 
epistemological has positivism and interpretivism-constructivism as its two main contrasting 
positions. They (2012) also outlined four research paradigms within the four fundamental beliefs and 
classified them as positivism, post-positivism, interpretivism and pragmatism. The positivism 
paradigm has been adopted for this research because of its focus on obtaining law-like generalizations 
(termed as nomothetic) and conducting value-free research when measuring various social 
phenomenon. 
Creswell (2009) noted that epistemologically, positivists believe that they advocate a specific scientific 
approach by developing numeric measures to generate acceptable knowledge. They even highlighted 
that it commences with the test of theory in the form of hypotheses and involves statistical tests in 
their research analysis process. Overall, according to them, their common belief is the existence of a 
“universal generalization that can be applied across contexts, which is described as naïve realism” 
(Creswell, 2009, p.20).  According to Ulin et al. (2012), the positivist’s paradigm also focuses on the 
goal of developing the best objective methods that are the closest approximation of reality. They 
further commented that researchers who follow this perspective favour quantitative methodology 
where they outline how variables interact and cause outcomes. Multivariate analysis and techniques 
for statistical prediction are among the important tools for this type of research. Furthermore, they 
added that this process maintains a reliable base of knowledge, which is based on direct observation 
or manipulation of natural phenomena, through empirical means (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Ulin et al., 
2012). This research study seeks to validate and assess if the proposed regional wine branding 
constructs, which are adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE), are useful in 
predicting and explaining a facet of consumer behaviour. Specifically testing the relationships in the 
model, while validating and assessing it overall, in relation to regional wine and explaining how it can 
explain consumer regional wine purchase intention. Therefore, it is concluded that this approach to 
research reflects a positivist research paradigm. 
Johnson and Christensen (2012) found that empiricists often argue that the only way to find out about 
the world around them is by observation, experiment and experience. They noted that through the 
process of thinking and reasoning, rationalists believe that it is possible to develop an understanding 
of the research, without actually observing a phenomenon. Heit and Rotello (2010) identified two 
main types of reasoning: deductive and inductive. They defined deductive as the process of drawing 
conclusions about something on the basis of prior knowledge that is known to be true, whereas 
inductive refers to drawing conclusions about something on the balance of probability that a 
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statement is true, based on what has previously occurred (Heit & Rotello, 2010).  Crowther and 
Lancaster (2008) highlighted that as a general rule, positivist studies usually adopt a deductive 
approach and inductive approach is used with a phenomenological philosophy. The current research 
study adopts a deductive approach following the quantitative phase of data gathering to formally test 
hypothesized relations between regional wine branding constructs and their influence on consumer 
regional wine purchase intention. 
Overall, from the preceding discussion, it is concluded that, a positivist research paradigm with a 
deductive approach is appropriate for this study because it can provide logical reasoning for 
addressing the research problem. 
3.3 Quantitative research, rationale and objectives 
Quantitative research is described as an objective measurement, expressed by numerical data that is 
analysed by mathematical methods, specifically statistics (Barnham, 2015; Malhotra & Birks, 2007; 
Pruzan, 2016; Yilmaz, 2013).  Quantitative research measures experiences which are linked together 
by counting observed incidences of connection and further analysing the connections using statistics 
(Barnham, 2010).  Yilmaz (2013) suggested that quantitative research is a type of empirical research, 
or testing of a theory, which consists of variables that are measured in numbers and analysis using 
statistics; here the theory clarifies and predicts the nature of the study of interest. Through this type 
of research, causal relationships between isolated variables are established in the measurement and 
analysis phase (Yilmaz, 2013). General conclusions from quantitative research are presented based on 
the validation or falsification of the hypotheses through empirical testing (Hyde, 2000; Halldorsson & 
Arlbjorn, 2005).  Popular methodologies that are frequently used in quantitative research are surveys 
and experiments, utilising predetermined instruments in data collection that produce precise 
statistical data. Therefore, this research has an emphasis on quantification in the collection and 
analysis of data (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Pruzan, 2016). 
In this study the quantitative research initially focussed on empirical testing of the validity and 
reliability of the key constructs adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model 
investigated. In particular, the degree of association between the items and constructs as the basis for 
supporting or rejecting the seven hypotheses outlined in Chapter Two was investigated. 
The rationale behind the research that leads to the formation of the research instrument was noted 
by Herz and Diamantopolous (2017), Lockshin et al. (2006), Perrouty et al. (2006) and Van Ittersum et 
al. (2003). They typically suggest that consumers utilise country of origin and region of origin in making 
product choices. However, little research has been undertaken in relation to the need for regional 
wine branding in order to build a strong brand and thus develop a long-term consumer-brand 
relationship. Charter and Spielmann (2014) and Lockshin et al. (2006) also highlighted that consumers 
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have used the region of origin as an indicator for overall quality and characteristics of wine. One way 
of managing and developing overall brand equity has been through the consumer-based brand equity 
model as proposed by Keller (2003). Other researchers have investigated the separate components of 
Keller’s CBBE framework including the exploration of specific links within the model comprising (i) the 
relationship of brand knowledge (brand salience) and brand perception (brand image) (Chaudhuri & 
Holbrook, 2001; Esch et al., 2006), (ii) the relationship between consumer brand feeling and brand 
resonance (Leclerc et al., 1994), and (iii) the relationship between consumer brand judgement and 
brand resonance (Lu et al., 2016).  However, the focus on the successful validation and assessment of 
all of the conceptual links between all of the components (brand salience/awareness, brand 
performance, brand image, consumer brand judgment, consumer brand feeling and brand resonance) 
present in Keller’s consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model has not been conclusively tested in a 
holistic empirical manner (Keller, 2016; Papu & Quester, 2017). Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to 
investigate the brand equity associated with region of origin by empirically validating and assessing 
Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) in relation to consumption of regional wine. 
In order to achieve the outcomes for this study, the detailed outline of the research design covering 
the nature of the research and the development of the survey research instrument is dealt with in 
detail in the following section and subsections. 
3.4 Research design 
The research design is conceptualised as a comprehensive outline used to guide the implementation 
of research to achieve its objectives (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015).  According to 
Kumar et al. (2002), a strong research design should contain a research approach (including its 
rationale, data collection and survey design method), constructs, and items for measurement and 
projected data analysis. The following subsection will outline these components in detail. 
3.4.1 Research approach 
Research designs have been classified into three main categories: exploratory, descriptive and causal 
(Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015; Kumar et al., 2002).  Kumar et al. (2002, p.69) suggested that these 
categories “differ significantly in terms of research purpose, research questions, precision of the 
hypotheses and data collection method”. Bernard (2012) and Gana and Thomas (2016) noted that the 
exploratory approach typically occurs when the subject of the study itself is relatively new and there 
is insufficient prior knowledge about the research subject on which to build. Therefore, this approach 
is generally beneficial when the researcher attempts to break general, vague problem statements into 
smaller, more precise subproblem statements in the form of specific hypotheses (Iacobucci & 
Churchill, 2015). Exploratory research methods are often unstructured, flexible and qualitative in 
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nature, but they can provide an indication of the answers and suggest which subsequent research 
methods could offer definitive answers (Neuman, 2011, 2013). 
Descriptive research presents a picture of the specific details of a situation, social setting or 
relationship at a given point in time and is usually conclusive in nature (Hair et al., 2014; Nardi, 2018; 
Neuman, 2011, 2013). Descriptive researchers use surveys, field research, content analysis and 
observation techniques in order to understand the situation or relationship (Nardi, 2018; Neuman, 
2011, 2013; Ping, 2004).  Iacobucci and Churchill (2015) asserted that, in comparison to exploratory 
research, descriptive studies assume substantial prior knowledge about the phenomenon under 
investigation and is guided into a specific direction by one or more specified hypotheses. 
The third type of research approach according to Neuman (2011, 2013) and VanderWeele (2016) is 
casual research which is designed to collect raw data and create data structures and information that 
allows researchers to model cause and effect relationships between two or more variables. This 
research is more appropriate when the research objectives, including the need to understand which 
independent variables cause the dependent phenomenon, are defined in the research problem 
(Neuman, 2011, 2013).  Malhotra (2018) suggested that causal research allows the researcher to gain 
the highest level of understanding in the research process and is often considered more powerful than 
exploratory or descriptive research. Hair et al. (2014) noted that determination of whether the 
research design should be causal in nature is based on the combination of three factors: 1) The nature 
of the initial decision problem, 2) the set of predefined information research questions and 3) the 
expressed research objectives. 
This study was classified as descriptive research because the overall aim of this research was to 
validate and assess the interaction of the branding constructs of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity 
model (i.e. the independent variables) with level of resonance/consumer purchase intention towards 
regional wine (i.e. the dependent variable). 
3.4.2 Data collection method 
Descriptive research describes the market and consumer characteristics by answering who, what, 
when, where and why of a situation (Malhotra et al., 2008). It is pre-planned and structured and based 
on a large representative sample (Wilson et al., 2010). 
The descriptive method as proposed for this thesis was based on a consumer survey because of four 
main reasons: 
• Surveys are appropriate for research questions about self-reported beliefs or behaviours 
(Neuman, 2011, 2013). 
• Surveys can be designed to capture a wide variety of information on diverse topics and 
subjects (Neuman, 2011, 2013). 
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• The survey method is relatively simple to administer (Malhotra, 2018). 
• Much of the past research associated with wine purchase intention has employed survey 
methodology in order to collect data (Balestrini & Gamble, 2006; Lockshin et al., 2006; Nowak 
et al., 2006; Orth et al., 2005; Rasmussen & Lockshin, 1999). 
A self-administered questionnaire was used to collect data for this thesis. Nardi (2018, p.265) defined 
a self-administered questionnaire as “a data collection technique in which the respondent reads the 
survey question and records his or her response without the presence of a trained interviewer”. The 
strategy behind utilising a self-administered survey is based on the following advantages: 
• They are cost effective and allow a wide geographical coverage (Neuman, 2011, 2013). 
• They can be used quickly and economically in comparison to other methods such as personal 
or telephone interview (Zikmund et al., 2017). 
Nevertheless, it was acknowledged that there are some disadvantages such as a low response rate 
(Neuman, 2011, 2013), which is partly offset as a large representative sample can be collected as it 
generates a lot more responses. Goritz (2004) supported the use of online panels in order to gather a 
larger sample which was utilised as the proposed methodology for data collection for this study. 
Baltagi and Bresson (2015, p.29-30) defined an online panel as “a pool of registered persons who have 
agreed to take part in online studies on a regular basis”. It makes use of the web survey technique to 
survey previously recruited respondents who are willing to participate in surveys (Callegaro, 2014; 
Goritz, 2004; Loosveldt & Sonck, 2008; Vocino et al., 2015). In order to encourage panelists to 
participate in the surveys, a prepaid incentive was included for respondents to take part in the survey 
(Goritz, 2004). The reasons behind utilising an online panel for this study was because: 
• It increased the ability to generate the quality of responses as respondents were recruited and 
managed by the panel (Duffy et al., 2005; Goritz, 2004). 
• It reduced the cost associated with locating appropriate respondents and ensuring their 
immediate availability (Baltagi & Bresson, 2015; Goritz, 2004) 
• It is increasingly being used in academic research (Couper, 2000; Goritz, 2004; Vocino et al., 
2015) including wine research (Balestrini & Gamble, 2006; Lockshin et al., 2006; Nowak et al., 
2006; Olsen et al., 2015; Orth et al., 2005; Rasmussen & Lockshin, 1999). 
Pedersen and Nielsen (2016) noted that one of the disadvantages that exist in online panels was the 
presence of bias that may exist due to limited internet coverage and self-selection in the recruitment 
phase of new panel members. Hair et al. (2014) argued that, apart from bias, another drawback to 
online panels was that the qualified members may not be representative of the population at large. 
Therefore, during the data collection, the researcher was cautious when assessing the degree of 
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generalisability of the resulting sample data from the online provider (Couper, 2000; Pederson & 
Nielsen, 2016). 
For this research study, prior to the main data collection through the online panel data, a pilot test 
was conducted. Twenty on-campus working professionals at Deakin University who regularly consume 
regional wine were enlisted to participate in the study. The aim of the pilot test was essentially to alert 
the researcher to any potential problems associated with the questionnaire (Baltagi & Bresson, 2015; 
Ping, 2004; Zikmund et al., 2017).  The sample consisted of eleven males and nine females and all 
participants were at least 30 years of age and had consumed regional wine in the last three months, 
which they had purchased personally. Comprehension and validity of the instrument were tested 
during the pilot study. 
Respondents in the pilot study were asked to comment on the length of the questionnaire, the 
comprehensibility of the language used and the logical flow of the questionnaire and questions. 
Respondents from the pre-test indicated that the questions reflecting the branding constructs as 
adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model were clearer when a detailed instruction 
was provided with the question. However, the length of the questionnaire was a concern for some of 
the respondents who participated in the pilot testing. Also, some respondents pointed out that they 
were not sure about their responses to the questions related to wine tourism as it consisted of wine 
regions that they had never visited. These factors were considered by the researcher and the 
questionnaire was adapted accordingly and as a result, uncertain and not visited options were 
included for those particular questions in order to maintain the logical consistency of the 
questionnaire. Valuable insights into the questionnaire structure and content were obtained from the 
pilot study, which greatly improved the questionnaire and quality of the data collected. 
Prior to the data collection, there were some research ethical considerations which the researcher 
considered in relation to the data collection, and handling. As it was a requirement by the University 
that all researchers have to strictly observe ethical matters when dealing with human research 
(Australian National Statement of Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans, 2007), specialized 
training on research ethics was declared compulsory for researchers. The researcher attended several 
training sessions conducted by the university ethics committee and passed their special ethics and 
training quiz (minimum pass rate was 90%). Following an application this research was approved to 
be a viable research project and was given the project approval number 2015-028 issued by the 
Faculty’s Human Ethics Advisory Committee signifying that it complies with the Australian National 
Statement of Ethical Conduct in Research involving Humans (2007). 
In order to obtain a representative sample, the data for the study were gathered from the online panel 
provided by a market research organisation called “Pureprofile” (refer Appendix C).  The respondents 
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were asked to join the panel on a voluntary basis and were given the option that they could withdraw 
from the research process at any time. The questionnaire was administered to a sample of 
respondents who were at least 30 years of age and had consumed regional wine in the last three 
months, which they had previously purchased. In total, 314 acceptable responses were obtained, 
which was considered as a reasonable sample size for this study. 
3.4.3 Survey design 
The proposed questionnaire administered for this study consisted of a series of screening questions 
in order to identify the age, awareness, use, knowledge and expertise of respondents in regard to 
regional wine (refer Appendix B).  The series of questions relating to the assessment of wine 
knowledge levels were developed based on published wine scales. While no suitable generic measures 
were available, the basic definitions of each of the components of Keller’s CBBE model have been 
modified and adapted by various researchers in order to suit specific product contexts. Therefore, 
items that had been used in the literature to measure wine characteristics that adequately 
represented each of Keller’s CBBE constructs were used in this study. 
The following list highlights the sources that were used as a basis to develop the relevant constructs 
and questions for this study: 
1) Questions measuring regional wine brand salience/awareness were adapted from Bloch 
(1981), Bruwer and Buller (2013), Bruwer and Li (2007), Easingwood et al. (2011), Lastovicka 
and Gardener (1978) and McCutcheon et al. (2009). 
2) Questions measuring regional wine brand performance were adapted from Atkin and Newton 
(2012), Remaud and Lockshin (2009) and Shim and Genrt (1996). 
3) Questions measuring regional wine brand image were adapted from Barber et al. (2008), 
Donthu and Gilliland (1996), Hollebeek et al. (2007), Lastovicka and Gardener (1978), Lockshin 
et al. (2006), Shim & Genrt (1996), Vieceli (2014) and Van Trijp et al. (1996). 
4)  Questions measuring consumer regional wine brand judgement were adapted from 
Easingwood et al. (2011), Shim and Genrt (1996) and Van Trijp et al. (1996). 
5) Questions measuring consumer regional wine brand feeling were adapted from Vieceli (2014). 
6) Questions measuring regional wine brand resonance were adapted from Chaudhuri & 
Holbrook (2001), Easingwood et al. (2011), Hollebeek et al. (2007), Kapferer and Laurent 
(1985), Lastovicka and Gardner (1978), Lockshin et al. (2006), Mittal and Lee (1989), 
Michaelidou and Dibb (2006), Putrevu and Lord (1994) and Van Trijip et al. (1996). 
Based on the results of the pilot test (as discussed in Section 3.4.2), the questionnaire was amended, 
and the following were some key criteria used in the development of the questionnaire: 
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• At the beginning of each page there was a heading to describe the nature of each question in 
that particular section of the questionnaire, so that the questionnaire flowed smoothly and 
logically from one topic to the next (Zikmund et al., 2017). Also, a statement indicating the 
conclusion of the survey and a thank-you note was provided. 
• The questions in the questionnaire were designed using a page layout where each question 
appeared page by page making it easier for respondents to follow (Iacobucci & Churchill, 
2015). 
• Most of the questions were designed in segments of information categories for the 
convenience of the respondents. Consequentially, items reflecting specific branding 
constructs from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model were grouped appropriately 
(Iacobucci & Churchill, 2015). 
3.4.3.1 Survey administration 
3.4.3.1.1 Scale 
The proposed questions in the questionnaire, administered for this study, reflecting the various items 
that form the respective branding constructs from CBBE, consisted of a series of eleven-point scales 
where respondents rate each question from zero (strongly disagree) to ten (strongly agree).  Malhotra 
(2018) and Keene (2017) highlighted that this scale allows the respondent to specify neutrality as well 
as extremes of agreement to a particular statement. They even noted that with various styles of 
semantic differential scale they are often represented in five or seven intervals. However, Bernstein 
(2017) and Dawes (2008) recommended that for web-based surveys, an eleven-point scale allows the 
respondent to go through the questions quickly and gives them the flexibility to provide different 
opinions and provide varied responses in regard to the questions as asked by the researcher. The 
questions asked for this study indicated the level of agreement of respondents towards the regional 
wine branding constructs. An example is provided below: 
“Please indicate the level of agreement you have with each statement regarding the purchase of 
regional wine. Rate on a scale of 0-10 (0= strongly disagree and 10= strongly agree) indicating your 
responses in the table given below” 
Apart from questions reflecting the various branding constructs, the questionnaire also covered a 
range of topics including the importance of factors associated with wine quality and knowledge about 
the region of origin. 
3.4.4 Constructs and items for measurement 
This section explains the various constructs and items that were used to investigate the research 
questions associated with this study. The constructs and items chosen were drawn from previous 
studies and were adapted in order to meet the requirements of this study. The proposed questions in 
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the questionnaire aimed at assessing the constructs associated with the conceptual model that had 
been developed (refer Figure 2.12). 
A summary of questions for each construct is provided and items forming the basis of questions used 
to measure the constructs are presented in Table 3.7 (Page 87). 
3.4.4.1 Regional wine brand salience/awareness 
The questions measuring regional wine brand salience/awareness aimed at assessing respondent’s 
level of salience/awareness of regional wine brands. It has been explained in detail in Chapter Two 
(refer Section 2.5.2.1.1.1) that consumers are dependent on wines’ intrinsic and extrinsic features 
comprising of product labelling, medals and awards, age of the wine (year/vintage), advertising and 
promotion of regional wine in order to develop an awareness of the wine brand and the region where 
it is produced. In particular, these are the elements that increase the prominence, accessibility and 
the level of familiarity of the brand, thereby enabling the brand to become salient in the minds of 
consumers (Keller, 2016; Vieceli & Shaw, 2010). The questions reflecting these components were 
adapted from Bloch (1981), Bruwer and Buller (2013), Bruwer and Li (2007), Easingwood et al. (2011), 
Lastovicka and Gardener (1978) and McCutcheon et al. (2009) and were measured with an eleven-
point semantic differential type of scale with “strongly disagree and strongly agree” as anchors at 
either end of the scale. The adapted twenty-four questions used to measure this construct are 




Table 3.1: Adapted questions representing regional wine brand awareness/awareness 
• I often read wine magazines and publications (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 2013). 
• I regularly attend wine tasting festivals and events (McCutcheon et al., 2009). 
• Wine is a product which I can talk about for a long time (Easingwood et al., 2011; Lastovicka & Gardener, 
1978).  
• How important is the label when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the advice from salesperson when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 
2009)? 
• I often match my food and wine (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 2013). 
• How important is the region itself when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• I buy my wine from wine specialty stores (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 2013; Easingwood et al., 2011). 
• How important is advertising when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• I think it is a good idea to own a premium wine tasting glass (Bruwer & Li, 2007; Easingwood et al., 2011). 
• I drink more cask wine than bottled wine (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 2013). 
• I am willing to spend over $60 on a bottle of wine (Bloch, 1981; McCutcheon et al., 2009). 
• How important is the alcohol content when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important are medals and awards when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the advice from wine experts when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et 
al., 2009)? 
• How important is the grape variety when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the shape of bottle or design when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 
2009)? 
• How important is the likely consumption occasion when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et 
al., 2009)? 
• How important is the wine style when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the brand when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the age of wine (year) when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is the vintage when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is personal experience when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
• How important is country when purchasing wine from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 
3.4.4.2 Regional wine brand performance 
Consumers purchase wine at different price points, which generally regarded as low, medium and high 
price points (Bruwer et al., 2017). Different price points reflect the nature of the relative performance 
of the wine (Noone & McGuire, 2016; Nath et al., 2016). Keller (2016) found that consumers often 
form attitudes about non-product attributes. Price is considered as one of the non-product attributes 
and reflects the performance of a particular brand in the market (Keller, 2016). The questions 
measuring regional wine brand performance focused on measuring the respondents’ attitude towards 
a wine’s performance in terms of price (refer Section 2.5.2.1.2.1) of the regional wine before deciding 
on a purchase. The questions were adapted from Atkin and Newton (2012), Remaud and Lockshin 
(2009) and Shim and Genrt (1996) covering the aspects of the importance of price in purchasing 
regional wine brands and were measured on an eleven-point scale with “strongly disagree and 
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strongly agree” as anchors at either end of the scale. The adapted eleven questions that are used to 
measure this construct are presented below (Table 3.2). 
Table 3.2: Adapted questions representing regional wine brand performance 
• I buy as much as possible at a sale price when it comes to regional wine purchase (Atkin and Newton, 
2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• The lower regional wines are usually my choice (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 
2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to find the best value for money (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I usually watch advertisements for announcements of sales for regional wine (Atkin and Newton, 
2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I check the prices even for inexpensive regional wine items (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and 
Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to regional wine purchase (Atkin and Newton, 
2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I buy the lowest price of regional wine that I think will suit my needs (Atkin and Newton, 2012; 
Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• When it comes to choosing my most recent regional wine product, I rely heavily on price (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I will shop at more than one store to get the advantage of the low price before purchasing any 
regional wine (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• I compare the price of at least a few regional wines before I choose one (Atkin and Newton, 2012; 
Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
• It is important for me to get the best price for regional wines (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and 
Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 
3.4.4.3 Regional wine brand image 
Keller (2016) explained that brand image reflects the perceptions that consumers have towards a 
brand. It is often representative of the intrinsic and extrinsic attributes, associated with the brand, 
that consumers gather during the information gathering (salience) phase. Schivinski and Dabrowski 
(2016) noted that perception in relation to price and quality often impacts consumer purchase 
intentions. The questions measuring regional wine brand image assessed the respondents’ 
perceptions about regional wine brands and respondents’ level of knowledge about wine regions, 
wine types and brands in general, as it has been highlighted that consumers’ subjective and objective 
regional wine knowledge contributes to the development of regional wine brand image (refer Section 
2.5.2.1.3.1). The questions reflecting these components were adapted from Barber et al. (2008), 
Donthu and Gilliland (1996), Hollebeek et al. (2007), Lastovicka and Gardener (1978), Lockshin et al. 
(2006), Shim & Genrt (1996), Vieceli (2014) and Van Trijp et al. (1996) and were measured on an 
eleven-point scale with “strongly disagree to strongly agree” as anchors at either end of the scale. The 




Table 3.3: Adapted questions representing regional wine brand image 
• I choose my wine carefully (Hollebeek et al., 2007; Lockshin et al., 2006; Vieceli, 2014).  
• I am confident in my ability to select a wine (Barber et al., 2008; Vieceli, 2014).  
• The wine I buy is important to me (Hollebeek et al., 2007; Lockshin et al., 2006; Vieceli, 2014).  
• I understand wine well enough to evaluate the brand (Lastovicka & Gardener, 1978; Vieceli, 2014).  
• I have a preference for one or more wine brands (Lastovicka & Gardener, 1978; Vieceli, 2014). 
• All regional wine brands are about the same (Donthu & Gilliland, 1996; Shim & Genrt, 1996; 
Vieceli, 2014).  
• The more expensive regional wine is usually my choice (Donthu & Gilliland, 1996; Shim & Genrt, 
1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
• The higher the price of a regional wine, the better its quality and taste (Donthu & Gilliland, 1996; 
Shim & Genrt, 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
• I need a lot more information about a regional wine brand before I would decide to buy it (Vieceli, 
2014). 
• I know what regional wines look like (VanTrijip et al., 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
• I can recognize regional wine among competing brands (VanTrijip et al., 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
• I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save time shopping around (Vieceli, 2014). 
3.4.4.4 Consumer regional wine brand judgement 
Keller (2013) proposed that consumers form judgements with regard to the price, quality, credibility 
and superiority of a brand and that these opinions often influence consumer purchase intentions. The 
questions measuring regional wine brand judgement focused on the extent to which consumers 
evaluate the effectiveness of purchase and consumption decisions.  
Table 3.4: Adapted questions representing consumer regional wine brand judgement 
• A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine region (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• The average level of quality across my preferred region has been noted to be consistently high 
(Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular wine style in this region 
(Easingwood et al., 2011). 
• The wine style from this region has been well known among consumers for some time (Easingwood 
et al., 2011).  
• My preferred wine style has been produced in the region for some years (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• My preferred wine style is from a region which has a well-defined taste profile (Easingwood et al., 
2011). 
• The style of my preferred regional wine is distinctive (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• My preferred region is well known for its unique wine style (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• The style of my preferred wine has a potential for getting stored for a longer period of time in 
order to improve its taste (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• There are few other regions existing in other parts of Australia producing a similar type of wine like 
my preferred wine region does (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
• Only one or two notable wine styles are produced in my preferred wine region (Easingwood et al., 
2011).  
• The money saved by finding low prices is usually not worth the time and effort (Atkin and Newton, 
2012; Shim & Genrt, 1996). 
• I would never shop at more than one store to find lower prices (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Shim & 
Genrt, 1996). 
• The time it takes to find lower prices is usually not worth the effort (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Shim 
& Genrt, 1996). 
• Differences among the regional wine brands are hard to judge (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Van Trijip 
et al., 1996). 
• The best brands among the regional wines are hard to judge (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Van Trijip et 
al., 1996).  
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It has been highlighted in the literature review (refer Section 2.5.2.1.4.1) that wine consumers form 
judgements about a wine brand and its region of production by following expert reference groups and 
from their own existing brand opinion. 
The questions reflecting these components were adapted from Atkin and Newton (2012), Easingwood 
et al. (2011), Shim and Genrt (1996) and Van Trijp et al. (1996) and were measured on an eleven-point 
scale with “strongly disagree and strongly agree” as anchors at either end of the scale. The sixteen 
adapted questions that are used to measure this construct are presented above in Table 3.4 (Page 84). 
3.4.4.5 Consumer regional wine brand feeling 
Keller (2013) described brand feelings as the consumers’ responses and reactions towards the brand. 
Bianchi et al. (2014) noted consumers’ reactions are a part of affective feelings that influence 
consumer purchase intentions. Lockshin and Spawton (2001) suggested that consumers’ affective 
responses towards a brand reflect the level to which a consumer expresses their emotions and 
attachment towards a wine brand from a particular region, thereby explaining the concept of 
consumer regional wine brand feeling (refer Section 2.5.2.1.5.1). The questions measuring regional 
wine brand feeling reflect this inner feeling, which is experienced after consumption of a regional 
wine. Therefore, in order to measure the construct, the questions that reflect consumers’ affective 
response to a brand were adapted from Vieceli (2014) and were asked in an eleven-point rating scale 
with “strongly disagree and strongly agree” as anchors at either end of the scale. The eleven adapted 
questions that are used to measure this construct are presented below (Table 3.5). 
Table 3.5: Adapted questions representing consumer regional wine brand feeling 
• Regional wine brands are likeable and pleasing (Vieceli, 2014).  
• Regional wine brands product claims are believable (Vieceli, 2014).  
• I know I can count regional wine brands being there in the future (Vieceli, 2014).  
• Regional wine brands give me what I want, which saves me time and effort trying to do better 
(Vieceli, 2014).  
• Regional wine brands don’t pretend to be something they are not (Vieceli, 2014).  
• If another brand is not different in any way, I prefer to buy a regional wine brand (Vieceli, 2014). 
• Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my preferred regional wine brand, I would 
prefer to buy my preferred regional wine brand (Vieceli, 2014). 
• I consider myself to be highly loyal to regional wine brands (Vieceli, 2014). 
• I am more likely to purchase a wine from a region that I have visited (Vieceli, 2014). 
• You can trust regional wine brands (Vieceli, 2014). 
• I prefer to buy a regional brand of wine (Vieceli, 2014). 
3.4.4.6 Regional wine brand resonance 
Keller (2013) noted that resonance is characterized in terms of intensity or depth (how active is the 
relationship) of the psychological bond that consumers have with the brand. Whanpark et al. (2010) 
suggested that, with stronger brand resonance, consumers express a higher level of trust (developed 
from past experiences) and attitudinal attachment. The questions measuring regional wine brand 
resonance reflected the consumers preference for a regional wine, their level of trust towards a 
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regional wine and finally their preference based on experience (past behaviour) that they possess 
while consuming or purchasing a regional wine. It has been explained in the literature (Section 
2.5.2.1.6.1) that these factors have contributed to the formation of overall regional wine brand 
resonance. The questions reflecting these components were adapted from Chaudhuri & Holbrook 
(2001), Easingwood et al. (2011), Hollebeek et al. (2007), Kapferer and Laurent (1985), Lastovicka and 
Gardner (1978), Lockshin et al. (2006), Mittal and Lee (1989), Michaelidou and Dibb (2006), Putrevu 
and Lord (1994) and Van Trijip et al. (1996) and were measured on an eleven-point scale. The nine 
adapted questions that are used to measure this construct are presented below (Table 3.6). 
Table 3.6: Adapted questions representing regional wine brand resonance 
• I have a strong interest in regional wine (Easingwood et al., 2011; Hollebeek et al., 2007; Kapferer & 
Laurent, 1985; Lockshin et al., 2006; Mittal & Lee, 1989). 
• Drinking regional wine is an important part of my lifestyle (Easingwood et al., 2011; Hollebeek et al., 
2007; Van Trijip et al., 1996).  
• Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure (Easingwood et al., 2011; Kapferer & Laurent, 1985; 
Michaelidou and Dibb, 2006).  
• I enjoy visiting wineries (Easingwood et al., 2011; Michaelidou and Dibb, 2006). 
• I definitely have a liking for regional wine (Easingwood et al., 2011; Lastovicka & Gardner, 1978). 
• I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in most wine retailers (Easingwood et al., 
2011; Shim & Genrt, 1996).  
• For most type of wine, there are certain brands of regional wines for which I have a definite preference 
(Easingwood et al., 2011; Putrevu & Lord, 1994).  
• I will consume certain brands of regional wine, not others (Putrevu & Lord, 1994).  
• For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine (Easingwood et al., 2011; Chaudhuri & 
Holbrook, 2001).  
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3.4.4.7 Overall Summary: Question Statements used in Survey Instrument 
The individual questions representing the constructs as adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand 
equity model are summarised in the six topic areas in Table 3.7. 






1. REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
• I often read wine magazines and publications (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & 
Buller, 2013). 
 • I regularly attend wine tasting festivals and events (McCutcheon et al., 
2009). 
 • Wine is a product which I can talk about for a long time (Easingwood et al., 
2011; Lastovicka & Gardener, 1978).  
 • How important is the label when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the advice from salesperson when purchasing wine from 
a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • I often match my food and wine (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 2013). 
 • How important is the region itself when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • I buy my wine from wine specialty stores (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 
2013; Easingwood et al., 2011). 
 • How important is advertising when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • I think it is a good idea to own a premium wine tasting glass (Bruwer & Li, 
2007; Easingwood et al., 2011). 
 • I drink more cask wine than bottled wine (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & Buller, 
2013). 
 • I am willing to spend over $60 on a bottle of wine (Bloch, 1981; 
McCutcheon et al., 2009). 
 • How important is the alcohol content when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important are medals and awards when purchasing wine from a 
region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the advice from wine experts when purchasing wine from 
a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the grape variety when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the shape of bottle or design when purchasing wine from 
a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the likely consumption occasion when purchasing wine 
from a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the wine style when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the brand when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is the age of wine (year) when purchasing wine from a 
region (McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
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 • How important is the vintage when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is personal experience when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
 • How important is country when purchasing wine from a region 
(McCutcheon et al., 2009)? 
2. REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND PERFORMANCE 
• I buy as much as possible at a sale price when it comes to regional wine 
purchase (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & 
Gehrt, 1996). 
 • The lower regional wines are usually my choice (Atkin and Newton, 2012; 
Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 • Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to find the best 
value for money (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; 
Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I usually watch advertisements for announcements of sales for regional 
wine (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & 
Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I check the prices even for inexpensive regional wine items (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to regional wine 
purchase (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & 
Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I buy the lowest price of regional wine that I think will suit my needs 
(Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 
1996). 
 • When it comes to choosing my most recent regional wine product, I rely 
heavily on price (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; 
Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I will shop at more than one store to get the advantage of the low price 
before purchasing any regional wine (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud 
and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
 • I compare the price of at least a few regional wines before I choose one 
(Atkin and Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 
1996). 
 • It is important for me to get the best price for regional wines (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Remaud and Lockshin, 2009; Shim & Gehrt, 1996). 
3. REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND IMAGE 
• I choose my wine carefully (Hollebeek et al., 2007; Lockshin et al., 2006; 
Vieceli, 2014).  
 • I am confident in my ability to select a wine (Barber et al., 2008; Vieceli, 
2014).  
 • The wine I buy is important to me (Hollebeek et al., 2007; Lockshin et al., 
2006; Vieceli, 2014).  
 • I understand wine well enough to evaluate the brand (Lastovicka & 
Gardener, 1978; Vieceli, 2014).  
 • I have a preference for one or more wine brands (Lastovicka & Gardener, 
1978; Vieceli, 2014). 
 • All regional wine brands are about the same (Donthu & Gilliland, 1996; 
Shim & Genrt, 1996; Vieceli, 2014).  
 • The more expensive regional wine is usually my choice (Donthu & 
Gilliland, 1996; Shim & Genrt, 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
 • The higher the price of a regional wine, the better its quality and taste 
(Donthu & Gilliland, 1996; Shim & Genrt, 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I need a lot more information about a regional wine brand before I would 
decide to buy it (Vieceli, 2014). 
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 • I know what regional wines look like (VanTrijip et al., 1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I can recognize regional wine among competing brands (VanTrijip et al., 
1996; Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save time shopping 
around (Vieceli, 2014). 
4. CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
JUDGEMENT  
• A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine region 
(Easingwood et al., 2011).  
 • The average level of quality across my preferred region has been noted to 
be consistently high (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
 • There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular wine 
style in this region (Easingwood et al., 2011). 
 • The wine style from this region has been well known among consumers 
for some time (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
 • My preferred wine style has been produced in the region for some years 
(Easingwood et al., 2011).  
 • My preferred wine style is from a region which has a well-defined taste 
profile (Easingwood et al., 2011). 
 • The style of my preferred regional wine is distinctive (Easingwood et al., 
2011).  
 • My preferred region is well known for its unique wine style (Easingwood 
et al., 2011).  
 • The style of my preferred wine has a potential for getting stored for a 
longer period of time in order to improve its taste (Easingwood et al., 
2011).  
 • There are few other regions existing in other parts of Australia producing 
a similar type of wine like my preferred wine region does (Easingwood et 
al., 2011).  
 • Only one or two notable wine styles are produced in my preferred wine 
region (Easingwood et al., 2011).  
 • The money saved by finding low prices is usually not worth the time and 
effort (Atkin and Newton, 2012; Shim & Genrt, 1996). 
 • I would never shop at more than one store to find lower prices (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Shim & Genrt, 1996). 
 • The time it takes to find lower prices is usually not worth the effort (Atkin 
and Newton, 2012; Shim & Genrt, 1996). 
 • Differences among the regional wine brands are hard to judge (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Van Trijip et al., 1996). 
 • The best brands among the regional wines are hard to judge (Atkin and 
Newton, 2012; Van Trijip et al., 1996). 
5. CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
FEELING 
• Regional wine brands are likeable and pleasing (Vieceli, 2014). 
 • Regional wine brands product claims are believable (Vieceli, 2014).  
 • I know I can count regional wine brands being there in the future (Vieceli, 
2014).  
 • Regional wine brands give me what I want, which saves me time and 
effort trying to do better (Vieceli, 2014).  
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 • Regional wine brands don’t pretend to be something they are not (Vieceli, 
2014).  
 • If another brand is not different in any way, I prefer to buy a regional wine 
brand (Vieceli, 2014). 
 • Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my preferred 
regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred regional wine 
brand (Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I consider myself to be highly loyal to regional wine brands (Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I am more likely to purchase a wine from a region that I have visited 
(Vieceli, 2014). 
 • You can trust regional wine brands (Vieceli, 2014). 
 • I prefer to buy a regional brand of wine (Vieceli, 2014). 
6. REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND RESONANCE 
• I have a strong interest in regional wine (Easingwood et al., 2011; 
Hollebeek et al., 2007; Kapferer & Laurent, 1985; Lockshin et al., 2006; 
Mittal & Lee, 1989). 
 • Drinking regional wine is an important part of my lifestyle (Easingwood et 
al., 2011; Hollebeek et al., 2007; Van Trijip et al., 1996).  
 • Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure (Easingwood et al., 2011; 
Kapferer & Laurent, 1985; Michaelidou and Dibb, 2006).  
 • I enjoy visiting wineries (Easingwood et al., 2011; Michaelidou and Dibb, 
2006). 
 • I definitely have a liking for regional wine (Easingwood et al., 2011; 
Lastovicka & Gardner, 1978). 
 • I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in most wine 
retailers (Easingwood et al., 2011; Shim & Genrt, 1996).  
 • For most type of wine, there are certain brands of regional wines for 
which I have a definite preference (Easingwood et al., 2011; Putrevu & 
Lord, 1994).  
 • I will consume certain brands of regional wine, not others (Putrevu & 
Lord, 1994).  
 • For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine (Easingwood 
et al., 2011; Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001).  
 
Apart from survey administration and the scales used for development of the questions for a study, 
Hair et al. (2014) has suggested that one of the most important concepts in research is sampling. 
Sampling is used during the data collection stages when a census is impossible or unreasonable (Hair 
et al., 2014). This aspect of the study will be dealt with in detail in the next section. 
3.5 Sampling 
Hair et al. (2014, p.240) defined sampling as the “selection of a small number of elements from a large 
defined target group of elements and expecting that the information gathered from the small group 
will allow judgements to be made about the larger group”. Malhotra (2018) suggested that the sample 
plays an important but indirect role in the designing of questionnaires and, depending upon the 
research objectives and the target population, the decisions regarding the type of research design 
(exploratory, descriptive and causal) that can affect proposed sampling decisions. 
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Various decision issues, as noted below, need to be considered when developing the sampling strategy 
as suggested by Malhotra and Birks (2007) and Malhotra (2018). 
1. Defining the population. 
2. Identifying the sample. 
3. Determining the sample size. 
3.5.1 Defining the population 
Wilson et al. (2010, p.67) defined the concept of population as “an identifiable total group or 
aggregation of elements (peoples, objects, organisations and physical entities) that are of interest to 
a researcher and pertinent to the specified research problem”. 
Demographically, it has been noted that people over 30 years of age in Australia have a ‘developed’ 
palate and taste for wines compared to people below 30 years of age (Barber et al., 2006, 2008). Since 
the target market of consumers over 30 years of age was readily identifiable, the sample target 
population of this study was described to be Australians over 30 years of age across Australia who 
have consumed regional wine in the last three months that they had purchased. 
The rationale behind choosing the specific sample for this study was due to the knowledge that a large 
proportion of Australian regional wine drinkers were over 30 years old (Roy Morgan, 2015). The wine 
literature also suggested that people over 30 years have ‘developed’ palates for wine. This makes 
them more aware of their wine preferences, these preferences then affect their purchase decisions 
(Barber et al., 2006, 2008; Lockshin et al., 2006). Studies from the Wine Research Institute in South 
Australia have shown that many wine consumers over 30 years of age were regular drinkers of regional 
wine (49%) (Bruwer & Buller, 2013). It had also been noted that younger drinkers particularly those 
less than 25 years of age were not regular wine drinkers and had not developed preferences towards 
purchasing wine as they purchase and consume other alcohol products including beer and spirits more 
often than wine and were often using alcohol for intoxication purposes in a social setting rather than 
for the appreciation of the intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics associated with social wine drinking 
(Lockshin et al., 2006). Therefore, it was rational to focus on consumers who are over 30 years of age 
and regular wine drinkers as the ideal sample for this study. 
3.5.2 Identifying the sample 
With the definition of the population in mind, as highlighted in the previous section (Section 3.5.1), 
the sample utilised for this study was described as consumers who were over 30 years of age (Bruwer 
& Buller, 2013; Barber et al., 2008) and reside in Australia and had purchased and consumed regional 
wine in the last three months. 
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Considering the timing and the goals of the study, the decision was made to use an online panel data 
source (as stated in Section 3.4.2) and utilise the above sample frame because of the following 
benefits: 
• A large pool of regional wine consumers in Australia (Bruwer et al., 2017; Lockshin et al., 
2017). 
• The possibility of generating a high response rate due to the nature of the sampling (Malhotra, 
2018). 
• The ease of access and control of the data generated from the online surveying process 
(Malhotra, 2018). 
• The ability to collect data in a timely manner (Malhotra, 2018). 
• Data entry occurring simultaneously with data collection thus overcoming the possibility of 
data entry errors (Malhotra, 2018). 
• Being able to obtain a large representative sample (Malhotra, 2018). 
3.5.3 Defining the sample size 
Three criteria and factors are taken into consideration when deciding on the sampling size (Kean, 
2005; McDaniel & Gates, 1999; Neuman, 2011, 2013). The criteria are listed as: 
1. Financial resources available to the study. 
2. Data requirements for the statistical operation. 
3. Management of the data gathering process. 
Furthermore, in terms of the factors, the following are also taken into consideration: 
1. The degree of variability or diversity in the sample population. 
2. The degree of accuracy required. 
3. The number of different variables to be examined simultaneously. 
According to Malhotra (2018), for any research study, money and time are limited along with the 
availability of qualified personnel for the data collection. For this study, only limited financial resources 
were available for data collection as the researcher had access to some research funds that were 
provided in order to undertake this study. The management of the data gathering process as discussed 
in detail in the previous section (see Section 3.4.2), was through an online panel service, administered 
by a market research organisation named “Pureprofile” that allowed for the generation of quality 
responses and ensured immediate availability (Baltagi & Breeson, 2015; Duffy et al., 2005). The degree 
of variability and diversity was enhanced as the sample chosen for this study was an Australian 
nationwide sample (Malhotra, 2018). Furthermore, an important consideration was the required 
sample size needed for the statistical analysis proposed for this study, which was Structural Equational 
Modeling (SEM) including Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analysis. Hoyle (1995) and Kline (2016) 
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described SEM as a comprehensive statistical approach used to test hypotheses about relationships 
among observed and latent variables. It is a methodology for representing, estimating and testing a 
theoretical network of (mostly) linear relations between variables (Hair et al., 2016; Rigdon, 1998). It 
has been regarded as the best multivariate procedure for testing both the construct validity and 
theoretical relationships in a holistic manner among a set of concepts represented by multiple 
measured variables (Bowen, 2011; Hair et al., 2010, 2016). 
The rationale behind using SEM is that analysing research data and interpreting results can be complex 
and confusing, and traditional statistical approaches to data analysis, specifically the default models, 
assume measurement occurs without errors and are somewhat inflexible. However, SEM requires 
specification of a model based on theory and prior research, it is a multivariate technique 
incorporating measured variables and latent constructs and explicitly specifies measurement error 
(Suhr, 2000). The model (i.e. diagram) allows for the specification of relationships between constructs 
and enables the researcher to understand the patterns of correlation/covariance among a set of 
variables and to explain as much of that variance as possible with the model specified (Kline, 1998, 
2016). 
Since the proposed model for this thesis focussed on investigating brand equity using the 
comprehensive model established by Keller(2003) for brand equity development (CBBE model) a 
series of seven hypothesized relationship paths were proposed in order to understand the influence 
of one construct on another in a linear or direct fashion. By utilising the SEM technique, which defines 
and tests the whole theoretical model holistically, including the tests of all the hypotheses, it was 
appropriate to adopt SEM as the primary analysis technique for this research study. 
A sample size as low as 100 can be sufficient by utilising specialized techniques (Wilson et al., 2010; 
Lowe et al., 2007). Other researchers recommended more than 300 in order to minimise 
measurement errors (Hair et al., 2010, 2016; Kline, 1998, 2016) and a sample size of 200 or more for 
standard SEM analysis (Arbuckle & Wothke, 1999; Smith et al., 2004; Shipley, 2016). Therefore, in 
order to minimise measurement errors, as stated in data collection (Section 3.4.2) and survey design 
(Section 3.4.3), the proposed method of data collection through an online panel aimed at generating 
a sample of at least 300, which was considered as an adequate sample size for this study. 
Furthermore, in order to perform SEM, the subject-to-variables ratio in structural equation modeling 
should be no lower than five (Arrindell & Van der Ende, 1985; Bryant & Yarnold, 1995; Everitt, 1975; 
Garson, 2008; MacCallum et al., 1999). Therefore, the estimated usable sample size of 300 to perform 




3.6 Chapter conclusion 
This chapter has provided a comprehensive description of the research design used to undertake this 
study. The quantitative method described above indicated the process for the acquisition of data to 
test the hypotheses and provided justification for the use of particular questions in the measurement 
instrument. It also provided information on the development and structure of the survey instrument 
and its delivery along with the detailed outline of the sampling strategy undertaken for this research 
study. Following in Chapter Four, information relating to methods used for data cleaning, testing the 
reliability and validity of the measurement instrument, and assessing the validity of the regional wine 




DATA PREPARATION, VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY OF THE DATA SET 
4 Introduction for Data Preparation 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter will outline the procedures undertaken for analysing the data collected for this study. The 
chapter will explain the initial data preparation followed by identification and treatment of missing 
data, and the process used for the treatment of outliers . The chapter will then detail the procedures 
used for reliability testing of the measurement instrument and the validity of the conceptual model 
developed for this study. This chapter will summarise the statistical methods and decision criteria used 
in the study as well. 
The outline of this chapter is presented in Figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1: Outline of Chapter Four 
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4.2 Data preparation 
As noted in Chapter Three, following the development and testing of the questionnaire, a 
representative sample of regional wine consumers across Australia was gathered from an online panel 
provided by a reputable market research organisation -- “Pureprofile”. 
The completed online questionnaires resulted in the raw data for this study and were collated in a 
digital format making it easily accessible for analysis for the researcher. The researcher was presented 
with the survey responses in a SPSS data file from the research organisation. The dataset was checked 
for accuracy, cleaned and assessed for missing data in order to ensure that the set was complete, 
accurate and ready for analysis. 
The data were assessed for missing data and treatment of outliers using SPSS 23.0 software. The 
process used for this data cleaning is fully explained in the following subsection. 
4.2.1 Missing data 
It is noted that primary data which is collected for research purposes often contain missing responses 
(Bryman, 2016; Howell, 2007).  Bryman (2016) highlighted that missing data is a common challenge in 
social science research. He explained that missing data could be replaced by unbiased estimates under 
two conditions. The first condition is missing completely at random (MCAR) and the second is missing 
at random (MAR). Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) argued that the pattern of data missing at random 
(MAR) and missing completely at random (MCAR) is predictable from other predictor variables in the 
data set, hence they are designated as ignorable non-response. However, they concluded that it is still 
critical to decide on how to handle missing data, as avoiding it can lead to wrong and confusing results. 
Hair and Lukas (2014, p.41) agreed that the researcher should strive to “maintain the original 
distribution of values in the data set through identifying the patterns and relationships veiled in the 
missing data and thus apply the appropriate techniques to replace missing data”. The SPSS 23.0 
software programme was used to undertake descriptive analysis where the frequencies of each 
question were critically examined to detect missing data. All of the 314 cases were subjected to the 
EM (expectation maximization) method in order to examine their frequencies (Malhotra, 2018). 
Through the EM method, it was noted that there were 96 survey items which had a few missing 
variables. After deleting one item, the remaining 95 items were missing at random (MAR) or missing 
completely at random (MCAR). These were categorized as ‘designated’ missing values and then 
replaced through the data imputation using the maximum likelihood estimation technique. The 
further treatment of the remaining items is explained in the next subsection. 
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4.2.2 Identification and treatment of missing data 
There are a number of ways of treating missing values in a dataset (Bryman, 2016; Cox et al., 2014). 
The commonly used methods are: mean value replacement, pairwise deletion, list-wise deletion, 
regression imputation and maximum likelihood estimation. 
Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) explained that, mean value replacement of missing values consists of the 
replacement of any variable in the data set with the mean value computed from the available data. 
They further stressed that, if the proportion of missing values is very small and no alternative options 
are available, this method is the best estimate of the value of a variable. 
Another method called list-wise deletion is suggested by Brown et al. (2012) and Marcoulides and 
Schumacker (2013) where any case with missing values is excluded from the analysis. They pointed 
out that, when data are MCAR, the listwise deletion will produce consistent parameter estimates, 
standard errors and test statistics. However, a major disadvantage of this method is that it can lead to 
loss of a substantial amount of data and can result in overstating standard errors. 
In addition to list-wise deletion, pairwise deletion is also one of the ways of treating missing values 
(Brown et al., 2012). Within this method, input vectors and matrices are estimated using all cases with 
complete data (cases without missing variables). Kline (2016) highlighted that pairwise deletion also 
has several drawbacks on data analysis when the data are MCAR. Some of the problems are as follows: 
producing biased standard errors, parameter estimates (when the data are MAR), and difficulty in 
specifying sample size when creating the input matrix and lastly producing non-positive definitive 
matrices. He also noted that this method can substantially bias chi-square statistics and can result in 
correlations or covariance’s which are outside the recommended range. Therefore, this method is 
generally not used by researchers. 
Apart from pairwise deletion, regression imputation (another method of treating missing values) 
involves the process of estimation of missing values based on valid values of other variables and/or 
cases in the sample (Hair et al., 2014; Hair & Lukas, 2014). Brown et al. (2012) and Byrne (2016) agreed 
on this and further noted that, as with pairwise and list-wise deletion techniques, this method has 
drawbacks as well; it produces underestimates of standard errors and variances and overestimates of 
correlations. Despite this,  the maximum likelihood estimated approach is often recommended as the 
most suitable approach when handling missing data. 
The EM (expectation maximization) approach according to Hair et al. (2014) is where all cases in a data 
set are used to replace missing data when that data are MCAR or MAR. Although this method produces 
consistent parameter estimates, standard errors and test estimates, Hair et al. (2014) and Tabachnick 
& Fidell (2013) stressed that using EM covariance matrix results in less biased analysis of a data set 
with imputed values. Byrne (2016) and Kline (2016) agreed and highlighted that, for complex analysis 
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techniques such as SEM, the EM method has been recommended as the best approach especially 
when the data is missing completely at random (MCAR) or missing at random (MAR). 
For this study, data imputation using EM (expectation maximization) was used to replace missing data. 
There were two main reasons for using this technique: firstly, because the principal analytical 
technique is SEM and secondly because of the smaller sample size (Byrne, 2016; Weston & Gore, 
2006).  Kline (2016) strongly recommended that this method works well when the missing values are 
at random and are less than ten percent of the sample when using SEM as an analysis tool. Therefore, 
in this study, all of the remaining 95 missing values were replaced by the inputted data through the 
EM function in the SPSS 23.0 software programme (Hair et al., 2010). As a result, 314 usable responses 
were obtained, which is regarded as an adequate sample for SEM analysis. 
4.2.3 Identification and treatment of outliers 
Outliers are described as observations that have cases with very high or low scores (Byrne, 2016; Hair 
et al., 2010; Pallant, 2010). These observations have an unusual pattern that is quite distinct from the 
normal pattern in the data set (Byrne, 2016). Iacobucci and Churchill (2015) highlighted that often 
these observations are so different in magnitude from the rest of the observations that the summary 
statistics are influenced unnecessarily. 
There are four reasons for the presence of an outlier as suggested by Bryman (2016) and Tabachnick 
and Fidell (2013). Firstly, they occur due to either procedural error, for instance, when data are 
manually entered into the SPSS 23.0 software programme or during data coding (Bryman, 2016). For 
this study, the data was directly transferred into SPSS from the online panel and there was no manual 
data input undertaken by the researcher. The data were analysed using the frequencies function in 
SPSS 23.0 software programme, which reported that no out of range or unusually large or small data 
entries were included. Secondly, failure in specifying missing values during the coding process can lead 
to missing data code being read as real data (Bryman, 2016). For this study, after the data collection 
stage, data cleaning was undertaken by the researcher and within that process, the missing values 
were checked and imputed with values through the EM function with the help of the SPSS 23.0 
software programme. Thirdly, a possible reason can be the nature of an outlier not in a form that 
would be reflective of a member of the population that has been sampled (Bryman, 2016). 
Investigation of the data showed that this was not the case in this research and all responses were 
considered as appropriate for inclusion in the sample. Fourthly, an outlier can occur if the observations 
which fall within the ordinary range of values in the data set possess a distinct combination of values 
(Bryman, 2016; Hair et al., 2010). Within this research, in order to identify the outliers falling in this 
class, the data set was screened for any observations which had an unusual pattern of scores using 
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SPSS AMOS 23.0 software programme. The Mahalanobis distance measure was employed for 
assessing multivariate outliers. 
It has been highlighted by researchers, when undertaking an empirical analysis, that the effect of an 
outlier on output needs to be examined (Byrne, 2016; Bryman, 2016; Hair & Luckas, 2014). Previous 
literature on data screening for outliers have classified outliers into two categories that have an impact 
on the analysis: practical and substantive (Bryman, 2016; Leys et al., 2013). The practical aspect is 
concerned with the nature of impact the outliers have on data analysis whereas the substantive aspect 
is about the representativeness of these outliers to the population (Leys et al., 2013). When deciding 
whether to delete or retain an outlier, the researcher has to take into consideration the practicability 
and substantiveness of the outlier. Pallant (2010) therefore, recommended that the researcher should 
strive to retain the outliers unless they are very unusual and there is enough evidence that their 
unusualness is not representative of a substantive portion of the study population. 
In this study, although there were no outliers noted in the SPSS data set after the data imputation for 
missing values.  In order to have a relatively strong model fit, during the structural equation modeling, 
the Mahalanobis distance measure was employed for assessing multivariate outliers, which is dealt 
with in detail in the following chapter. 
4.3 Multivariate analysis 
According to Chatfied and Collins (2018) and Hair et al. (2010), the concept of multivariate analysis 
has been described as the analysis of more than one variable that is in a single relationship or in a set 
of relationships. Literally, it refers to all statistical techniques, which analyse various measurements 
on dataset items concurrently (Chatfied & Collins, 2018). The basic ground rule which underlay these 
statistical techniques is that testing should be undertaken twice. Firstly, testing through a univariate 
analysis method, in which the separate indicators in a construct are tested separately. Secondly, the 
items are collectively tested in a construct/model, which is multivariate model variate in nature 
(Chatfied & Collins, 2018). This analysis is the next level to be performed on the data set, after the 
prior steps of missing data analysis and outlier detection which aimed at cleaning the data for further 
statistical analysis (Hair et al., 2010). 
In this study, the researcher performed the multivariate data analysis through the process of first 
individually testing the factors separately with items that contribute to the formation of individual 
Keller’s CBBE branding constructs through confirmatory factor analysis using SPSS AMOS 23.0 and 
later testing the factors collectively through SEM technique using the same software program SPSS 
AMOS 23.0 software programme after the replacement of missing data (through data imputation) and 
detection and deletion of outlier using the Mahalanobis distance criteria. 
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4.4 Reliability 
Reliability refers to the extent to which measures are free from error and therefore yield consistent 
results if repeated (Brown et al., 2012; Malhotra, 2018; Zikmund et al., 2017). For the measurement 
to be consistent and hence reliable, there should be a high correlation between the observed and the 
latent variables (Hair et al., 2010; Malhotra, 2018; Meeker & Escobar, 2014; Weston & Gore, 2006). 
Moreover, for the measures to be reliable, a cut-off point of 0.7 for the Cronbach alpha value is 
recommended (Malhotra, 2018). Malhotra (2018) also pointed out that, for assessing measurement 
error for a measurement instrument, the average variance extracted (AVE) values should be greater 
than 0.5. The average variance extracted (AVE) test was conducted for this data in order to ascertain 
whether items utilised for this study are explained relative to the measurement error. 
Brown et al. (2012) and Malhotra (2018) found that, there are three methods commonly employed by 
researchers for determining the reliability of the measuring instrument: test-retest reliability, 
alternative-forms reliability and internal-consistency reliability. Within the test-retest method, 
respondents are given identical sets of questions under similar conditions at two different intervals of 
time, for example 30 days interval between the surveys, whereas for the alternative-forms method, 
two questionnaires with similar contents are administered to the same respondents at different time 
intervals, for example, one-month interval between the survey’s administration. Lastly, the internal 
consistency method measures the reliability of the research instrument items which have been 
combined to make the one research instrument. Because, the questions have been collected from 
different sources (refer Table 3.7), the items are grouped according to the specific construct in the 
conceptual model. The internal-consistency measure requires that items in a construct of interest 
should have consistent characteristic features and should measure the internal consistency of items 
of the construct in which they belong (Hair et al., 2010; Malhotra, 2018). 
In this study, the internal consistency method was employed to test the reliability of the survey 
instrument utilising Cronbach’s alpha coefficient during the process of exploratory factor analysis 
using the SPSS 23.0 software program. According to Peterson (1994, p.382), Cronbach’s alpha 
coefficient is a “generalized measure of the internal consistency of a multi-item construct and has thus 
become one of the foundations of measurement theory”. Previous studies recommended Cronbach’s 
alpha measurement when assessing the internal consistency of measurement items (Hair et al., 2010; 
Malhotra, 2018; Naskrent & Siebelt, 2011). A Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.7 or above is 
considered a good indicator of the internal reliability of a multi-item measurement model (Naskrent 
& Siebelt, 2011). 
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4.5  Validity 
The concept of validity assessment has been explained as the extent to which the survey instruments 
measure the designated constructs (Hair et al., 2014; Sullivan, 2011).  Hair et al. (2014, p.214) 
conceptualised validity as “the extent to which the conclusions drawn from the experiments or data 
analysis are true”. Zikmund et al. (2017) classified validity as internal, external and construct validity. 
Internal validity refers to the extent to which the manipulation of an independent variable is the sole 
cause of change in a dependent variable whereas external validity outlines the generalisability of the 
results to the external environment (Hair et al., 2014). Construct validity, on the other hand, looks into 
the extent to which “the variables under investigation are completed and accurately identified before 
hypothesizing any functional relationships (Hair et al., 2014, p.217)”.  They also pointed out that, for 
construct validity to occur, the set of measured variables should actually represent the theoretical 
latent construct that they are designed to measure (Hair et al., 2014).  Hair et al. (2014) argued that 
the theory and the nature of the construct specify the type of empirical relationships and determine 
whether empirical results support or invalidate a measure. In this study, the scales used in the survey 
instruments were adapted from reliable published sources (refer Table 3.7). 
Construct validity has been further classified into three types: content (or face), convergent and 
discriminant validity (Hair et al., 2014). These are explained in detail in the following subsections. 
4.5.1 Content (or face) validity 
According to Iacobucci and Churchill (2015), content (or face) validity is focussed on the adequacy with 
which the domain of the characteristics is captured by the measure. Zikmund et al. (2017, p.302) 
suggested that, in practical terms, content validity is achieved when there is “subjective agreement 
among professionals that a scale logically appears to reflect accurately what it purports to measure”. 
Hair et al. (2010, p.778) interpreted that as follows; content (or face) validity assesses “the degree of 
association between the questionnaire items, which constitute a factor and its construct”. However, 
in certain situations, researchers are not able to guarantee the content of a measure, so in order to 
resolve this, Iacobucci and Churchill (2015) and Malhotra (2018) highlighted that, during the 
construction of new variables, the researcher should ensure  the collection of items is large so that, 
after refinement, the measure should contain enough items to adequately sample each of the 
variable’s domains. 
In this study, the focus of the assessment was on the content (or face validity) of the questionnaire as 
the questions in the questionnaire were adapted from previous studies (refer Table 3.7). In order to 
confirm this, the SPSS 23.0 software programme was utilised to conduct exploratory factor analysis 
(EFA). All of the items of interest for the study were selected and the principal axis factoring method 
was used for factor extraction using the varimax rotation method with Kaiser Normalisation. During 
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the process, the items loading less than 0.4 or double loading were deleted (Malhotra, 2018). Thus, 
factor analysis confirmed the interrelationship of the questions into appropriate scales. 
4.5.2 Convergent validity 
According to Hair et al. (2014, p.500), convergent validity is described as the extent to which 
“indicators of a specific construct converge or share a high proportion of variance in common”. It exists 
when there is a high or strong correlation between items, which are purporting to measure the same 
construct (Hair et al., 2014). 
In this study, convergent validity was utilised during the testing phase of different items adapted from 
various previous studies, which theoretically measure the same construct. In order to determine the 
extent to which the items correlate, the processes of exploratory factor analysis and confirmatory 
factor analysis were performed. Also, fit indices were examined to determine the validity of the 
measurement instrument. 
4.5.3 Discriminant validity 
According to Iacobucci and Churchill (2015) and Hair et al. (2014), discriminant validity is described as 
the extent to which a construct is truly distinct from other constructs. It exists when indicators of 
different constructs exhibit low correlation (Hair et al., 2014). Fornell and Larcker (1981) and Hair et 
al. (2014) recommended that, in order to affirm the relationship between variables, the square root 
of the average variance extracted (AVE) should be greater than the correlation existing between other 
items in the construct. 
In this study, the discriminant validity of the construct was performed using the Fornell and Larcker 
(1981) method as noted by Hair et al. (2014) in order to assess whether the items that are specified 
to measure a construct are not measuring another dimension in the same construct. 
4.6 Chapter conclusion 
This chapter explained the process of formation of the data set in order to ensure its integrity and 
usability in further analysis. It was found that there were missing data reported during the data 
preparation stage which were then imputed with values through the EM function in SPSS 23.0 
software programme. In terms of other potential issues in regard to validity and reliability of the data 
set, it is concluded that within the context of this research, there were no amendments required to 
the existing data set. Although the data set was not indicating outliers while performing the 
exploratory factor analysis process, it is planned that, during the SEM analysis, the Mahalanobis 
distance measure would be employed for assessing multivariate outliers in order to allow a better 




MEASUREMENT MODELING: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
5 Introduction to measurement modelling: Results and Analysis 
5.1 Introduction 
In Chapter Two, the conceptual model development was discussed. This chapter will investigate the 
conceptual model in terms of the realisation of the measurement model starting with Exploratory 
Factor Analysis (EFA) followed by Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) that defines the relationships 
between the observed variables and the latent regional wine branding constructs. 
The outline of this chapter is shown in Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1: Outline of Chapter Five 
 
 
5.2 Overview of statistical standards 
There exists a large degree of variation in the standards of acceptability applied to many of the 
statistical tests as noted in the literature (Kline, 2016).  
While there seems to be no consistent judgements applied to the range of statistical tests used by 
researchers, every textbook, scientific marketing journal and other publication tends to differ 
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somewhat in terms of what they regard as being “acceptable” (Kline, 2016; Malhotra, 2018). For this 
reason, this study uses a range of statistical tests that are commonly applied to validate and assess a 
theoretical model in the marketing literature (Kim, 2012; Kim et al., 2014). 
Table 5.1 lists the key abbreviations used for these statistical tests along with their explanation 
followed by Table 5.2, which outlines the statistical criteria to be used to judge the results. 
Table 5.1: Key statistical terminologies (Hair et al., 2010) 
ABBREVIATION TERMINOLOGY 
α Cronbach’s alpha coefficient 
Χ2 Total Chi-square 
df Degrees of freedom 
Χ2/df Normed Chi-square (Total Chi-square/Degrees of 
freedom) 
AGFI Adjusted goodness-of-fit index 
AIC Akaike Information Criterion 
CFI Comparative Fit Index 
GFI Goodness-of-fit index 
IFI Incremental Fit Index 
TLI  Tucker-Lewis Index 
KMO Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
P Probability (significance) 
RMR Root Mean Square Residual 
RMSEA Root Mean Square Error of Approximation 




Table 5.2: Summary of statistical decision criteria 
 
5.3 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) 
EFA is a preliminary technique for measurement purification used to provide guidelines for data 
reduction of a large number of items to a more manageable set (Hair et al., 2010). According to Hair 
et al. (2014. p 92), EFA is an “interdependence technique whose primary purpose is to define the 
underlying structure among the variables in the analysis”. EFA operates on the notion that measurable 
and observable variables can be reduced to fewer latent variables that share a common variance and 
are unobservable (Bartholomew et al., 2011). Yong and Pearce (2013) suggested that the unobserved 
factors are not directly measured but are essentially hypothetical constructs that are used to 
represent sets of items or variables. Furthermore, Yong and Pearce (2013) and Malhotra (2018) noted 




• Cronbach’s alpha coefficient greater 
than or equal to 0.70 and less than or 
equal to 0.95. 
Brown (2014); Hair et al. 
(2010); Hair et al. (2016); 
Malhotra (2018); Nunnally & 





Tests for factor loading: 
• K.M.O. a measure of sampling adequacy 
> 0.6. 
• Bartlett’s test, p < 0.05. 
• Correlation Matrix: many items with 
values of at least 0.3. 
• Communalities should be greater than 
0.4. 
• Cross-Loadings: No items should load by 
more than 0.4 on more than one factor. 
Assessment of Results: 
• Item loadings: over 0.40. 
• Models explaining over 50 percent of 
total variance and 
• Eigenvalues over 1.00. 
Comfrey & Lee (1992); Field 
(2013); Hair et al. (2010); 
Malhotra (2018) and 
Tabachnick & Fidell (2013) 
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that normally EFA is used in the situations where a researcher wants to discover the number of factors 
influencing variables and to analyse which variables go together. The basic hypothesis that EFA follows 
assumes that there are common latent factors to be discovered in the data set and the goal for the 
researcher is to find the smallest number of common factors that will account for the correlations. 
Bollen (2002) and Williams et al. (2012) highlighted that, during the process of EFA, the factors are 
extracted from the data, without specifying the number and pattern of loadings between the observed 
variables and the latent factor variables. The deletion of items with the lowest loading or those cross-
loading on multiple factors provides the best set of items for that dimension through this method 
(Williams et al., 2012). Hair et al. (2014) found in order to undertake an EFA there has to be univariate 
and multivariate normality within the data. They further highlighted that it is important there is an 
absence of univariate and multivariate outliers (Hair et al., 2014). For this research study EFA was used 
in order to evaluate the proposed dimensionality of the constructs of interest as outlined in Figure 
5.2. 
Figure 5.2: Stages in the exploratory factor analysis 
(Hair et al., 2014; Malhotra, 2018) 
          
 
Researchers have noted that cross-sectional research is prone to problems of common method bias 
(Podsakoff et al., 2003; Podsakoff et al., 2013). Common method bias occurs when measures of the 
component of a theoretical model are taken from the same individuals, at a single point in time, using 
a single method of data collection such as a written questionnaire (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Richardson 
et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2010). Researchers have suggested that one way to check for common 
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Judging the significance of factor loadings 
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 
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method bias is to undertake a Harman’s one factor test (Japutra et al., 2017; Podsakoff & Organ, 1986; 
Sirdeshmukh et al., 2018; Williams et al., 2010).  Podsakoff et al. (2003) explained that common 
method bias could still exist after the Harman’s one factor test, if all items load on a single factor that 
accounts for the majority of the variance. In this study, before proceeding for the EFA, the Harman’s 
one factor test was run in order to check for common method bias. This involved running the principle 
component analysis in SPSS 23.0 on all the items used to measure the six components as adapted from 
Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine consumption. It was found that, the unrotated factor 
solution comprised of fourteen factors (14) with eigenvalues >1.0. In addition, the largest factor 
extracted accounted for 29.58% of the variance. This provides some evidence that there is unlikely to 
be common method bias in the data set. 
The first step as outlined in Figure 5.2 involved three basic decisions: 1) the calculation of the dataset 
in the form of a correlation matrix in order to meet the specified objectives of grouping variables or 
respondents; 2) design of the study in terms of numbers of variables, measurement properties of 
variables and 3) the sample size necessary, both in absolute terms and as a function of the number of 
variables in the analysis (Hair et al., 2014). In this study, as an initial step, the correlation matrix was 
checked; it was found that all the correlations were greater than 0.3 (Hair et al., 2014). In addition to 
this, as a part of assumptions in factor analysis, another method of determining the appropriateness 
of factor analysis was undertaken which was the Bartlett’s test of sphericity (p<0.05), which focused 
on the presence of correlations among the variables in one measure in order for the factor analysis to 
proceed further (Hair et al., 2014). Lastly, a final test --the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO), was examined 
in order to check the appropriateness of the dataset. It was decided for this study that, a KMO greater 
than 0.6 was considered as adequate, even though a KMO of 0.8 or more was considered as preferable 
(Hair et al., 2014). 
As dealt with in detail in Figure 2.12 and Table 3.7 the conceptual model investigated for this study 
involved the relevant latent regional wine branding constructs along with its associated items. These 
were initially subjected to EFA in order to ensure data reduction, thereby arriving at meaningful 
factors. Hair et al. (2014, p.103) highlighted that “researchers can choose from two similar, yet, unique 
methods for determining (extracting) the factors to represent the structure of the variables in the 
analysis”. The first method is through a principal component analysis (PCA) and second is through 
principal axis factoring (PAF, or ‘common factor’ analysis) (Hair et al., 2014). For this research, SPSS 
23.0 software program was utilised with principal axis factor analysis method (PAF) in order to extract 
factors. PCA or PFA is most appropriate when “data reduction is a primary concern, focusing on the 
minimum of factors needed to account for the maximum portion of the total variance and when an 
error of variance represent a relatively small proportion of the total variance” (Hair et al., 2014, p.105). 
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In this study, each factor solution was checked to see if each factor accounted for 60% of the variance 
in the data or not (Hair et al., 2014). 
Hair et al. (2014) suggested there is a key question which needs to be addressed while deriving the 
factors in an EFA analysis that the researcher normally asks himself -- “How many factors to extract or 
retain” (p.107). The most common method researchers use in order to answer the question is the 
utilisation of the latent root criterion or the eigenvalues. The rationale for the latent root criterion is 
that any individual factor should account for the variance of at least a single variable if it is to be 
retained for interpretation. With the PCA or PFA it is noted that only the factors having an eigenvalue 
greater than 1.0 are considered significant and all factors with eigenvalues less than 1.0 are considered 
insignificant and disregarded (Hair et al., 2014). Hair et al. (2014) noted that factor interpretation is 
circular in nature and the researcher has to first evaluate the initial results with the help of factor 
rotation before proceeding to the final solution. Hair et al. (2014) noted that rotation methods are 
either orthogonal or oblique. Orthogonal method assumes that the factors in the EFA analysis are 
uncorrelated whereas oblique rotations assume that the factors have some correlation (Malhotra, 
2018). Malhotra (2018) classified four different orthogonal methods: equamax, orthomax, quartimax 
and varimax. In this research, varimax with Kaiser normalization, one of the orthogonal rotation 
techniques was used as the primary method where the factors were rotated to the point where there 
is no correlation between each factor and the items with factor loadings greater than 0.4 on any one 
factor were considered relevant to that factor and factor loadings greater than 0.7 were classified as 
especially relevant (Hair et al., 2014; Malhotra, 2018). 
Hair et al. (2014) highlighted that often in the rotated factor solution using the orthogonal varimax 
technique each of the items has a significant loading (defined as a loading above 0.40) on only one 
factor (instead of items), which cross-load on two factors. It is recommended that the items should be 
deleted from the rotation process where they fail to load on any factor with a loading of at least 0.4 
or cross-load on more than one factor (Hair et al., 2014). In this study, the significant loadings of factors 
were checked and items with loadings less than 0.40 were deleted and as a result, the EFA was re-run 
until a factor was produced consisting of items loading on a single factor. 
Lastly, in relation to the examining of internal consistency of the factors and its structure, the 
researcher undertook one of the diagnostic measures involved assessing the reliability coefficient of 
each factor (Malhotra, 2018) using the Cronbach’s alpha for each and checking the item-to-total 
correlation for each item. Generally, it is agreed that the value of Cronbach’s alpha should exceed 0.7 
and all item-to-total correlations should exceed 0.4 (Hair et al., 2014). 
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5.3.1 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) results 
In order to reduce the items into a smaller number of readily interpretable dimensions, EFA was 
undertaken on the items that represented the six regional wine branding constructs as adapted from 
Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (Figure 2.12 and Table 3.7). As detailed before, principal 
axis factoring using varimax rotation was utilised from the SPSS 23.0 software programme. The results 
for these constructs are dealt with in detail in following subsections. 
5.3.1.1 Regional wine brand salience/awareness EFA 
Respondents for this survey were asked to rate a series of questions determining the respondent’s 
level of salience/awareness about regional wine brands (0= Strongly disagree and 10= Strongly agree). 
The items represented the subset of statements in the survey instrument regarding this latent 
construct (Table 3.7) were subjected to a factor analysis. 
Table 5.3 provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that twenty-two items are grouped 
into three factors, which further provides evidence for their convergent validity to their respective 
items. The reported eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factors accounted for 63.59% of the 
cumulative variance. The three factors were named as --information source, intrinsic regional wine 
cues and extrinsic regional cues. All items had factor loadings of more than 0.40. The Cronbach’s 
alphas for the three factors were noted as 0.87, 0.91 and 0.90 respectively, which was supported from 
the literature as having acceptable values for exploratory research (0.7 or greater) thus indicating an 
admissible level of internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair & Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 
measure of sampling adequacy was an acceptable 0.89 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant 
at 0.001. 
It should also be noted that two items were excluded from further analysis because they had either 
zero loading (< 0.4) or a double loading (having a factor score within 0.1 of another factor). These 
items were: 
• I drink more cask wine than bottled wine (Bloch, 1981; Bruwer & 
Buller, 2013). 
• How important is personal experience when purchasing wine from 
a region (McCutcheon et al., 2009). 
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Table 5.3: Regional wine brand salience/awareness EFA results 
ITEMS 
FACTOR/S 
INFORMATION SOURCE INTRINSIC CUES EXTRINSIC CUES 
Wine magazines and 
publications 
0.73   
Matching food and wine 0.56   
Wine specialty stores 0.57   
Own premium wine tasting 
glasses 0.62   
Attending wine tasting events 0.77   
Willing to spend 0.69   
Wine is a product, which I 
can talk about for a long 
time 
0.76   
Grape Variety  0.79  
Style  0.80  
Region Itself  0.76  
Country  0.73  
Brand  0.68  
Age of wine (Year)  0.62  
Vintage  0.64  
Advice from salesperson   0.70 
Label   0.79 
Alcohol   0.68 
Medals and Awards   0.65 
Advice from wine experts   0.64 
Advertising   0.77 
Likely Consumption Occasion   0.53 
Shape of bottle or design   0.74 
 
CRITICAL VALUES   





Eigen Values 2.37 9.05 2.55 
% of Variance Explained 10.81 41.15 11.62 
% Cumulative Variance 
Explained 
63.59 
Cronbach’s Alpha Values 0.87 0.91 0.90 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.89 
  
Chi-Square: 4721; DOF: 231; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (sig.): 0.001 
 
5.3.1.2 Regional wine brand performance EFA 
Respondents for this survey were asked to rate a series of questions determining the level of 
agreement towards wines’ performance in terms of price observed in wine purchase (0= Strongly 
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disagree and 10= Strongly agree). The items represented the subset in the survey instrument regarding 
this latent construct. The questions given in Table 3.7 were analysed by factor analysis. 
Table 5.4 provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that eleven items are grouped into 
one factor, which further provides evidence for their convergent validity to their respective items. The 
reported eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factor accounted for 58.31% of the cumulative 
variance. The factor was named as price importance. All items had factor loadings of more than 0.40. 
The Cronbach’s alpha for this factor was noted as 0.92, thus indicating an admissible level of internal 
consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair & Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling 
adequacy was an acceptable 0.92 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant at 0.001. 
It was also noted that no items were excluded from further analysis as there was no zero or double 
loading noted during the extraction process. 




Buying at the sale price 0.65 
Lower price is my choice 0.66 
Best value for money 0.81 
Watching advertisement for the 
announcement of sales 
0.63 
Price checking for inexpensive wine items 0.78 
Sales and specials 0.86 
Lower price suiting my needs 0.76 
Shopping at more than one shop to get the 
lower price 
0.62 
Price comparing 0.65 
Best price 0.81 





Eigen Value 6.41 
% of Variance Explained 58.31 
% Cumulative Variance Explained 58.31 
Cronbach’s Alpha Value 0.92 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.93 
Chi Square: 2167; DOF: 55;    









5.3.1.3 Regional wine brand image EFA 
Respondents for this survey were asked to rate a series of questions determining the level of 
perception and type of knowledge they possess when purchasing any regional wine brand (0= Strongly 
disagree and 10= Strongly agree). The items represented the subset in the survey instrument regarding 
this latent construct. The questions given in Table 3.7 were analysed by factor analysis. 
The following table, Table 5.5 provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that twelve 
items are grouped into three factors, which further provides evidence for their convergent validity to 
their respective items. The reported eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factors accounted 
for 70.02% of the cumulative variance. The factors were named as confidence, subjective information 
and objective information. All items had factor loadings of more than 0.40. The Cronbach’s alphas for 
these factors were noted as 0.89, 0.75 and 0.88 respectively thus indicating an admissible level of 
internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair & Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 
sampling adequacy was an acceptable 0.85 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant at 0.001. 
It was also noted that no items were excluded from further analysis as there was no zero or double 
loading noted during the extraction process. 








Choosing wine carefully 0.85   
Confident in my purchase 
ability 
0.86   
Wine importance 0.79   
Understanding wine well 0.73   
One or more wine preference 0.57   
All regional wine brands are 
same 
 0.59  
More expensive is my choice 
 0.74  
The higher the price, the 
better the quality and taste 
 0.72  
Needing lot more 
information 
 0.44  
I know what regional wine 
looks like 
  0.64 
I can easily recognize 
regional wine brands 
  0.82 
I am aware of preferred 
regional wine brands 




CRITICAL VALUES   





Eigen Values 5.08 2.10 1.21 
% of Variance Explained 42.39 17.55 10.08 
% Cumulative Variance 
Explained 
70.02 
Cronbach’s Alpha Values 0.89 0.75 0.88 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.85 
  
Chi-Square: 2082; DOF: 66; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (sig.): 0.001 
 
5.3.1.4 Consumer regional wine brand judgement EFA 
Respondents for this survey were asked to rate a series of questions determining the extent to which 
consumers and experts evaluate the wines’ region of origin and purchase effectiveness of regional 
wine brands (0= Strongly disagree and 10= Strongly agree). The items represented the subset in the 
survey instrument regarding this latent construct. The questions given in Table 3.7 (Page 87) were 
analysed by factor analysis. 
Table 5.6 provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that fifteen items are grouped into 
three factors providing evidence for their convergent validity with respective items. The reported 
eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factors accounted for 74.39% of the cumulative 
variance. The factors were named -- experts’ opinion, consumers’ opinion and confusion. All items had 
factor loadings of more than 0.40. The Cronbach’s alphas for these factors were noted as 0.95, 0.85 
and 0.81 respectively thus indicating an admissible level of internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair 
& Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was an acceptable 0.89 and 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant at 0.001. 
It was also noted that one item was excluded from further analysis due to having a double loading 
(having a factor score within 0.1 of another factor). The item was “one or two notable wine styles are 
produced in my preferred region”.  
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Significant amount produced 0.82   
The average level of quality 
across my preferred wine 
regions noted high 
0.87   
Some highly-rated examples 0.91   
The wine style from my region is 
well known among consumers 0.89   
My preferred wine style has been 
produced for some years 
0.87   
The style of my preferred wine is 
distinctive 
0.84   
My preferred region has a 
unique wine style 
0.75   
The style of my preferred wine 
has a potential for getting stored 
for a longer period of time in 
order to improve its taste 
0.72   
There are few other parts of 
Australia producing a similar 
type of wine like my preferred 
wine region does 
0.55   
My preferred wine style is from 
a region, which has a well-
defined taste profile 
0.91   
The money saved by finding low 
prices is worth the time and 
effort 
 0.76  
I would never shop at more than 
one store to find a lower price 
 0.73  
The time it takes to find lower 
prices is usually not worth the 
effort 
 0.91  
Differences among the regional 
wine brands are hard to judge 
  0.91 
The best brand among the 
regional wines is hard to judge 
  0.72 
 
CRITICAL VALUES   
  EXPERTS’ OPINION 
CONSUMERS’ 
OPINION CONFUSION 
Eigen Values 7.18 2.51 1.46 
% of Variance Explained 47.9 16.20 10.08 
% Cumulative Variance 
Explained 
74.39 
Cronbach’s Alpha Values 0.95 0.85 0.81 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy: 0.89 
  
Chi-Square: 3864; DOF: 105; Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (sig.): 0.001 
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5.3.1.5 Consumer regional wine brand feeling EFA 
Respondents for the survey were asked to rate a series of questions determining their inner feelings 
and reactions, post-consumption, of any regional wine brand (0= Strongly disagree and 10= Strongly 
agree). The items represented the subset in the survey instrument regarding this latent construct. The 
questions given in Table 3.7 (Page 87) were analysed by factor analysis. 
The following table, Table 5.7, provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that eleven 
items are grouped into one factor, which further provides evidence for their convergent validity. 
The reported eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factor accounted for 62.10% of the 
cumulative variance. The factor was named as the affect feeling. All items had factor loadings of more 
than 0.40, and the Cronbach’s alpha for this factor was noted as 0.93 indicating an admissible level of 
internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair & Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of 
sampling adequacy was an acceptable 0.93 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant at 0.001. 
It was also noted that no items were excluded from further analysis as there was no zero or double 
loading noted during the extraction process. 




Regional wine brands are likeable and pleasing 0.83 
Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable 0.89 
I know I can count on regional brands 0.82 
Regional wine brands give me what I want 0.87 
 Regional wine brands don’t pretend to be something they are not 0.83 
If another brand is not different in any way, I prefer to buy a regional brand 0.77 
Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my preferred regional 
wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred regional brand 
0.69 
I consider myself to be highly loyal to regional wine brands 0.72 
I am more likely to purchase a wine from a region that I have visited 0.47 
You can trust regional wine brands 0.67 





Eigen Value 6.83 
% of Variance Explained 62.10 
% Cumulative Variance Explained 62.10 
Cronbach’s Alpha Value 0.93 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.93 
Chi-Square: 2667; DOF: 55;    
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5.3.1.6 Regional wine brand resonance EFA 
Respondents were asked to rate a series of questions determining the extent to which they prefer 
regional wine based on past experiences and their level of trust towards wine regions and regional 
wine brands in general (0= Strongly disagree and 10= Strongly agree). The items represented the 
subset in the survey instrument regarding this latent construct. The questions given in Table 3.7 (Page 
87) were analysed by factor analysis. 
Table 5.8 provides a summary of results for the EFA that indicates that nine items are grouped into 
two factors, which further provides evidence for their convergent validity with their respective items. 
The reported eigenvalue for this analysis exceeds 1 and the factors accounted for 66.32% of the 
cumulative variance. The factors were named as personal attachment and consumer trust. All items 
had factor loadings of more than 0.40 and the Cronbach’s alphas for these factors were noted as 0.87 
and 0.81 respectively thus indicating an admissible level of internal consistency (Hair et al., 2010; Hair 
& Lukas, 2014). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy was an acceptable 0.82 and 
Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant at 0.001. 
It was also noted that no items were excluded from further analysis as there was no zero or double 
loading noted during the extraction process. 
Table 5.8: Regional wine brand resonance EFA results 
ITEMS 
FACTOR/S 
PERSONAL ATTACHMENT TRUST 
Strong interest 0.73  
Drinking regional wine is an 
important part of my 
lifestyle 
0.80  
Drinking regional wine gives 
me pleasure 
0.78  
I enjoy visiting wineries 0.62  
I definitely have a liking for 
regional wine 
0.82  
I limit my purchase to only 
favourite brands of regional 
wine in most wine retailers 
 0.70 
For most types of wines, 
there are certain brands of 
regional wines for which I 
have a definite preference 
 0.69 
I will consume certain brands 
of regional wines, not others 
 0.77 
For gift giving, I will buy a 












Eigen Value 3.98 1.98 
% of Variance Explained 44.28 22.04 
% Cumulative Variance Explained 66.32 
Cronbach’s Alpha Value 0.87 0.81 
KMO Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.82 
Chi-Square: 1322; DOF: 36;    






After this EFA stage, the respective factors representing the regional wine branding constructs were 
analysed using the CFA technique in AMOS 23.0 software. The CFA technique and the results are 
outlined in detail in following section and subsections. 
5.4 Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 
According to Kline (2016) and Loehlin (1992) CFA has been described as a representation of how well 
the measured variables represents a small number of constructs. In addition, it is a type of structural 
equational modeling (SEM), which specifically deals with the relationships existing between indicators 
and their respective factors (Brown, 2014; Ridgon, 1998). Bollen (2002), Flora and Curran (2004) and 
Hair et al. (2010) noted, in relation to EFA undertaken in previous sections, that CFA specifies the 
number, meaning, associations and pattern of free parameters before a researcher analyses the data 
more extensively. Kline (2016) highlighted that the principal feature of CFA is that it is driven by 
hypotheses and can answer the question of whether a model with dimensions and indicator variables 
fits the data or not? 
Brown (2014) noted that CFA is widely employed for theory and hypotheses testing, although it has 
many other analytical options. The most common uses of CFA are classified into four categories 
including psychometric evaluation of test instrument, cross-validation, methods effects and 
measurement invariance evaluation. 
Byrne (2016) suggested that CFA also allows the researcher to investigate the hypothesized 
relationships between observed variables. The researcher is able to gather information on the 
underlying latent construct by examining the covariation among a set of observed variables. Using 
SEM as the technique to investigate the CFA, the researcher can explore CFA models with or without 
the assumption of particular correlations among the error terms of the indicator variables. Such 
measurement error terms represent causes of variance due to unmeasured variables as well as 
random measurement error. Depending on the theory used, it may be possible that the researcher 
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should assume unmeasured causal variables will correlate and thus SEM testing may well be merited. 
It means, including correlated measurement error in the model tests, the possibility that indicator 
variables correlate not just because of being caused by a common factor, but also due to the common 
or correlated but unmeasured variables. This possibility can be ruled out if the fit of the model 
specifying uncorrelated error terms is as good as the model with correlated error specified. In this 
way, testing of the CFA can be a desirable validation stage preliminary to the main use of SEM to model 
the causal relations among latent variables (Byrne, 2016; Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2016). 
For this research study, the CFA was undertaken using the IBM SPSS AMOS 23.0 software because of 
its quantitative nature of approach where the hypotheses are to be tested as mentioned in Chapter 
Two. The steps undertaken for this analysis are outlined in Figure 5.3: 
Figure 5.3: Steps in conducting the confirmatory factor analysis 
(Hair et al., 2014) 
 
 
The first process starts by listing the constructs that will comprise the measurement model. Hair et al. 
(2014) suggested that one of the most important rules of thumb is to check that all constructs should 
display an adequate construct validity, whether they are new scales or scales taken from previous 
research. In this study, the construct validity was achieved because all the scales in relation to wine 
that were representing components of Keller’s CBBE model were taken from past research (Refer 
Chapter 3). Following this step, the researcher must carefully consider how all of the individual 
constructs will come together to form a measurement model. Brown (2014) called this step -- the 
model specification stage. McDonald and Ho (2002) suggested that model specification consists of two 
main parts. Firstly, the measurement model that represents a set of observable variables as multiple 
indicators of a smaller set of latent variables, usually described as common factors. Secondly, is the 
path model, which describes the relationship of dependency between latent variables and leads to 
the SEM model which is a combined version of measurement and path models. In most applications, 
 
Defining individual constructs 
 
Developing the overall measurement model 
 
Designing a study to produce empirical results 
 




the measurement model is often undertaken first through a conventional confirmatory factor analysis 
method (McDonald & Ho, 2002). It is treated as an independent cluster model method or a factor 
model method in which no items load on more than one common factor (McDonald & Ho, 2002). Hair 
et al. (2014, p.607) highlighted that “one factor models are normally described as congeneric models 
as they assist in the final development of the measurement model”. They suggested that when a 
measurement model hypothesize no covariance between or within construct error variances, it shows 
that covariances are fixed at zero and the measurement model is classified as congeneric. 
Furthermore, they concluded that a congeneric model that represents good measurement properties 
in terms of fit indices is hypothesized to have construct validity (Hair et al., 2014). Therefore, in this 
study, congeneric models for each factor representing components of Keller’s CBBE as developed from 
the EFA stage were tested before proceeding to the development of the final measurement model. 
Kline (2016) noted that during the congeneric model testing stage, researchers often face a dilemma 
in deciding how many indicators they should require per construct. Although, researchers prefer many 
indicators or items in order to maximise reliability, however, for parsimonious reasons, researchers 
are encouraged to use the smallest number of indicators or items to adequately represent a construct. 
Kline (2016) recommended three or four items per construct as it overall describes the 
conceptualisation of each construct according to theory whereas constructs with fewer than three 
items should be avoided. In this study, this rule was followed, and the researcher ensured that factor/s 
of regional wine branding constructs representing Keller’s CBBE components have at least three or 
four items in order to represent each latent construct. Hair et al. (2014) noted that, normally 
behavioural researchers study latent factors, which are thought to cause the measured items. In 
theory, it is described as a reflective measurement theory where the assumption is based on that fact 
that “latent constructs will cause the measured variables and the error results will fully explain these 
measured variables (Hair et al., 2014, p.611)”. Therefore, during the congeneric model development 
stage the arrows are drawn from latent constructs to measure variables. In this study, each of the 
congeneric measurement models representing the factor/s of regional wine branding constructs as 
adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model were presented in a reflective model, 
which comprised of indicator variables (i.e. observed or manifest variables), error terms (i.e. variables 
representing the measurement error for each indicator variable), factor/s (i.e. latent or unobserved 
variables), and their dimensions. 
The third stage involves designing the study in which the researcher’s measurement theory is to be 
tested. Hair et al. (2014) noted, in this stage, that several rules and procedures are applied in order to 
produce valid descriptive research. Kenny (2015) noted if all goes well with the measurement model 
(CFA), that the same sample will be used to test the structural model (SEM). Various researchers have 
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commented on the acceptable sample size for CFA with some recommending a sample size of 200-
250 as a sound basis (Hair et al., 2014; Kline, 2016; Kenny, 2015). The sample size utilised for this 
research study for CFA was 314, which was considered adequate because the independent 
measurement models showed strong factor loadings. Furthermore, for this study, as a part of on-going 
procedures when the model estimation process took place, the researcher checked that all constructs 
were statistically over-identified and there were no Heywood cases (a negative error variance) 
produced when the data set was attached to the model. 
The last stage focused on assessing the measurement model validity. Kline (2016) suggested that, in 
this stage, the researcher outlines an explanation about how well the theory fits with the data. Hair 
et al. (2014) noted that, in order to assess the model validity, researchers often undertake a model re-
specification processes where the changes based on theoretical justifications are considered along 
with the monitoring of the goodness-of-fit indices. In this study, the fit of the measurement models 
was evaluated by following the criteria as outlined in Table 5.9. 
 
Table 5.9: Criteria for assessing fit of a confirmatory factor analysis solution 
(Brown, 2014; Byrne, 2016; Gentina et al., 2018; Hair et al., 2010; Hair et al., 2016; Kline, 2016) 
χ2 
 
Chi-square Ideally, this should be non-significant, but the 
test is sensitive to large samples (n >150) and 







Chi-square / degrees of freedom An alternative to chi-square is chi- square/df: 
< 5 is adequate 
< 3 is very good 
NFI Non-normed fit index ≥ 0.9 
GFI Goodness-of-Fit ≥ 0.9 (good fit) or 0.8-0.89 (reasonable fit) 
CFI Comparative fit index ≥ 0.9 
IFI Incremental fit index ≥ 0.9 
TLI Tucker-Lewis index ≥ 0.9 
SRMR Standardized root mean residual < 1.0 
RMR Root mean-square residual < 1.0 
RMSEA Root mean square error of 
approximation 




Kenny (2015) suggested that a good fitting model is one that is reasonably consistent with the data 
and does not require re-specification. Nye and Drasgrow (2012) highlighted that the overall chi-square 
(χ2/ df (CMIN)) has often been used to evaluate the fit of the measurement model that is being tested. 
Although, chi-square is heavily influenced by the sample size, data nonnormality and model 
complexity, researchers have recommended to monitor more than four fit indices in order to arrive at 
a decision (Kenny, 2015). Kline (2016) outlined the use of P, CMIN, NFI, GFI, AGFI, IFI, TLI, CFI, RMSEA 
and SRMR as the recommended fit indices used in order to assess any model. In the development of 
the individual measurement models during the CFA stage (Section 5.4.1), for parsimonious reasons, 
specific fit indices including P, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR are reported when assessing 
the goodness of fit of the measurement models (Niemand & Mai, 2018). However, for the 
development of the full final measurement and structural model all of the required fit indices (P, 
CMIN, NFI, GFI, AGFI, IFI, TLI, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR) are presented in Chapter Five and Chapter Six. 
Apart from following the goodness-of-fit indices, Hair et al. (2014, p. 621) highlighted that “the better 
the fit of model is, the smaller are the residuals, which is described as the individual differences 
between observed covariance terms and the fixed (estimated) covariance terms”. These residuals are 
positive and negative and have been named as the standardized residual covariance (Kline, 2016). Hair 
et al. (2014) suggested that, a standardised residual > 1.96 often raise a red flag and suggest potential 
unacceptable degree of error whereas residuals < 1.96 does not suggest any problem. In this research, 
during the model re-specification stage, items with standardized residuals >1.96 were considered for 
deletion. In addition, Kline (2016) also suggested another way to improve the goodness-of-fit 
measure, which is monitoring and deleting the modification fit indices that were greater than 10.0. 
Hair et al. (2014) highlighted that, this process assists the researcher in assessing the extent of model 
misspecification without estimating a large number of new models. Also, it allows the researcher to 
identify any problematic indicator items if they exhibit the potential of cross-loading. In this study, 
modification fit indices were also closely examined and items having modification indices greater than 
10.0 were excluded during the measurement modeling analysis. 
Further to this, Hair et al. (2014) highlighted that the primary objective of CFA is to assess the construct 
validity of the measurement theory. As outlined in detail in the previous Chapter (Chapter 4), construct 
validity is made up of four components: convergent validity, discriminant validity, nomological and 
face validity (content validity). According to Hair et al. (2014, p. 618), convergent validity has been 
described as “the items that are indicators of a specific construct, which converge or share a higher 
proportion of variance in common”. Several ways are available to estimate the relevant convergent 
validity among the item measures. 
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Firstly, the size of the factor loadings is considered where in the presence of high convergent validity, 
higher loadings of factors would indicate that they converge on a common point, which is the latent 
construct. Researchers have noted that the standardized factor loading estimates should be more 
than 0.40 or ideally should exceed 0.70 (Hair et al., 2014). In this research, the factor loadings were 
checked. Secondly, is to understand the context of an item’s communality, which investigates the 
square of the standardized factor loadings in order to outline how much variation in an item is 
explained by the latent factor. This is termed as variance extracted as noted by Hair et al. (2014) and 
Kline (2016) respectively. In CFA, researchers suggest that an Average Variance Extracted (AVE) of 
more than 0.50 indicates adequate convergence. (Hair et al., 2014; Kline, 2016). In this study, Average 
Variance Extracted (AVE) while following the rule of AVE at an acceptable level of 0.5 or higher for 
each dimension of the regional wine branding constructs was noted during the analysis. Lastly, the 
reliability of the constructs was examined. Kenny (2015) noted that construct reliability is also an 
indicator to assess the convergent validity. Hair et al. (2014) highlighted that, the basic thumb rule 
that suggests good reliability is 0.70 or higher. Therefore, this was the basic guideline, which was 
followed for this research study while determining the construct reliabilities for individual regional 
wine branding constructs. 
Discriminant validity was also checked in addition to the convergent validity. According to Hair et al. 
(2014. p. 619). “Discriminant validity is defined as the extent to which a construct is truly distinct from 
other constructs”. In plainer terms, a high discriminant validity provides evidence that a construct is 
unique and captures some phenomena that others do not. In this research study, the discriminant 
validity was established by the following rule -- if the square root of AVE for each dimension exceeds 
the correlation between that dimension and any other (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2014). In 
addition, the researcher also examined whether the correlations among the constructs in a 
measurement theory were making sense or not in order to arrive at whether nomological validity 
exists or not. Before this stage, the face validity must be established which according to this study, 
was undertook through an exploratory factor analysis as outlined in detail in Section 5.3. 
Eid and Koch (2016) noted that, for theoretical reasons, higher order factor analysis is a widely used 
approach for analysing the structure of a multidimensional test. Kline (2016) highlighted that, higher 
order constructs are often termed as a second order construct. The major uses of a second order 
factor are first, it leads to a construct becoming multi-dimensional and second, the second order 
models are more parsimonious. According to Bagozzi and Yi (2012), researchers utilise second order 
factors when the first order factors are interpreted as the dimensions of a construct provided the first 
order factors are highly correlated. For this research study, out of six regional wine branding 
constructs, three regional wine branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s CBBE model were 
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modeled as higher order constructs in order to demonstrate their nature or if they were valid and 
meaningful or not. 
5.4.1 Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) results 
Individual measurement models were developed for each regional wine branding construct in AMOS 
23.0 software using the items identified in the EFA study, (refer Section 5.3.1) in order to purify the 
scale. The results, including the individual construct reliability and validity assessments, are dealt with 
in detail in the following subsections. 
5.4.1.1 Regional wine brand salience/awareness CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted three factors: information source (7 items), intrinsic cues 
(8 items) and extrinsic cues (8 items). These factors measured the regional wine brand 
salience/awareness construct and CFA  used to determine the components of the measurement 
model. 
5.4.1.1.1 Information source CFA 
The first factor was information source, which consisted of seven items that were identified as: 
• Wine is a product, which I can talk about for a long time. 
• I often read wine magazines and publications. 
• I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
• I am willing to spend over $60 on a bottle of wine. 
• I often match my food and wine. 
• I buy my wine from wine specialty stores. 
• I think it is a good idea to own premium wine tasting glasses. 
Figure 5.4: Information source latent variable initial run CFA 
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These items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.4. 
Table 5.10: Information source latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.04 2.43 0.96 0.94 0.98 0.06 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for the information source factor shown in 
Figure 5.4 and Table 5.10 indicated that the model was a good fit for the data. The indicators CMIN, 
GFI, AGFI, CFI, RMSEA, P and SRMR were in an acceptable range. However, during the modification 
stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity of the 
construct/factor, one of the items “I often match my food with wine” was noted as having 
standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, this item was deleted, and the measurement 
model was re-run with the six remaining items. Figure 5.5 sets out the result of this analysis of the 
measurement model for the information source factor. 
 





Table 5.11: Information source latent variable final measurement model fit indices  
Table 5.11: Information 
source latent variable 
final measurement 
model fit indices 
Criterion 
P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.80 0.86 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.01 0.01 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.11 indicates a strong fit of the data set to the model with all of the fit indices within an 
acceptable range. This was then noted as the congeneric model for information source factor to be 
incorporated during the stages of the final measurement model run for all of the regional wine 
branding constructs. 
5.4.1.1.2 Intrinsic cues CFA 
The second factor was intrinsic cues, which consisted of seven items that were identified as: 
• Grape variety. 
• Style. 
• Region itself. 
• Country. 
• Brand. 
• Age of wine (year) 
• Vintage. 
These items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Intrinsic cues latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.12: Intrinsic cues measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 33.97 0.72 0.45 0.74 0.30 0.08 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for intrinsic cues factor shown in Figure 5.6 
and Table 5.12 indicated that the model was a bad fit for the data. Apart from SRMR and P value, the 
indicators CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI and RMSEA were not within the acceptable range. However, during 
the modification stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content 
validity of the construct/factor, three of the items “Age of wine (year)”, “Brand” and “Style” were 
noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, it was decided that these items 
should be deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with the four remaining items. Figure 5.7 
sets out the result of this analysis of the measurement model for the intrinsic cues factor. 
Figure 5.7: Intrinsic cues latent variable final run CFA 
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Table 5.13: Intrinsic cues measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 7.45 0.97 0.90 0.97 0.10 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.13 indicates a decent fit of the data set to the model with the majority of the fit indices 
including GFI, AGFI, CFI and SRMR in the acceptable range. Studies have highlighted that consumers 
utilise various intrinsic cues (vintage, grape variety and region itself) as some of the mediums through 
which they can develop awareness about a particular wine brand (Bruwer & Johnson, 2010; Lockshin 
et al., 2006; Orth & Krska, 2001). Although the CMIN and RMSEA were not in the acceptable range, 
this model of intrinsic cues was noted as the congeneric model and was incorporated during the 





5.4.1.1.3 Extrinsic cues CFA 
The third factor was extrinsic cues, which consisted of eight items that were identified as: 
• Advice from a salesperson. 
• Label. 
• Alcohol. 
• Medals and Awards. 
• Advice from wine experts. 
• Advertising. 
• Likely consumption occasion. 
• The shape of the bottle or design. 
These items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.8. 
Figure 5.8: Extrinsic cues latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.14: Extrinsic cues measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 8.64 0.88 0.79 0.89 0.15 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for extrinsic cues factor shown in Figure 5.8 
and Table 5.14 indicated that the model was not an adequate fit for the data. Apart from SRMR and 
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the P value, all of the other indicators including CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI and RMSEA were not within an 
acceptable range. However, during the modification stages in order to improve the model without 
unduly impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, one of the items “Advice from wine 
experts” was noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, this item was 
deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with the seven remaining items. Figure 5.9 sets out 
the result of this analysis of the measurement model for the extrinsic cues factor. 
Figure 5.9: Extrinsic cues latent variable final run CFA 
 
Table 5.15: Extrinsic cues measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 4.80 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.11 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.15 indicates an adequate fit of the data set to the model with the majority of the fit indices 
including GFI, AGFI, CFI and SRMR within the acceptable range.  Atkin et al. (2017) and Lockshin et 
al. (2017) highlighted that consumers gather knowledge from extrinsic features because these cues 
help the brand in becoming salient in the consumers’ mind. Although the CMIN and RMSEA were not 
in the acceptable range, this model of extrinsic cues was noted as the congeneric model and was, 
therefore, incorporated during the covariation stages prior to the development of the full 
measurement model of the regional wine brand salience/awareness construct. 
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5.4.1.1.4 Covaried model of information source, intrinsic cues and extrinsic cue 
congeneric model 
The three separate congeneric models of factors representing the regional wine branding 
salience/awareness construct (Figure 5.5, 5.7 and 5.9) were covaried in order to develop the full 
measurement model. Figure 5.10 outlines the model. 




Table 5.16: Covaried Model of information source, intrinsic cues and extrinsic cues 
measurement model fit for final run 
 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.03 2.03 0.94 0.91 0.97 0.05 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried model of regional wine brand salience/awareness factors 
including information source, intrinsic and extrinsic cues shown in Figure 5.10 and Table 5.16 indicated 
that the model was a strong fit for the data with all the indices noted within the acceptable limits. In 
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order to reach this stage, during the modification stages and to improve the model without unduly 
impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, some of the items within information source 
and extrinsic cues including “Wine speciality stores” and “Medals and Awards” respectively were 
noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, these items were deleted, and 
the measurement model was re-run with the thirteen remaining items (i.e. addition of all items 
representing the respective factors). 
As previously discussed in Section 5.4, for theoretical reasons, as pointed out by Bagozzi and Yi (2012), 
there are cases when the constructs are modeled as a higher order factor as there are situations when 
the factors can be interpreted as dimensions of a more abstract concept. In this research study, it was 
decided to model regional wine brand salience/awareness as a second order factor as information 
source, intrinsic and extrinsic cues were classified as the possible dimensions that are reflective of the 
regional wine brand salience/awareness construct. The final measurement model is outlined in Figure 
5.11. 
Figure 5.11: Final measurement model with regional wine brand salience/awareness as a 




Table 5.17: Final measurement model fit indices for regional wine brand 
salience/awareness construct 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.03 2.03 0.94 0.91 0.97 0.05 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the final measurement model shown in Figure 5.11 and Table 5.17 
indicated that the model was a strong fit for the data with all of the indices noted to be within 
acceptable limits. Therefore, this model was accepted as the final measurement model in order to be 
covaried with other regional wine branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s CBBE model as 
discussed later in this chapter. 
Furthermore, after determining the final three congeneric models as mentioned above, construct 
reliability test was also performed in order to assess the extent to which each item represented the 
factor. To assess the construct validity of the regional wine brand salience/awareness construct, both 
convergent validity and construct reliability of the factors were examined. Convergent validity is 
demonstrated through all of the standardized factor loadings, which were noted to be significant and 
above 0.5 as required by Hair et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.4, 5.6 and 5.8). This provides the evidence 
that each item represents the factor that it is intended to measure. Also, the construct reliability of 
the factors as mentioned in Table 5.16 confirmed that all construct reliabilities exceeded the minimum 
threshold of 0.7. The average variance extracted (AVE) also exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.5 
as recommended by Hair et al. (2010). The results are shown in Table 5.18. 
Table 5.18: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability results for regional 
wine brand salience/awareness factors 




Information Source 0.63 0.90 
Intrinsic Cues 0.78 0.95 
Extrinsic Cues 0.70 0.94 
 
5.4.1.2 Regional wine brand performance CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted one factor, which was named as price importance (eleven 
items). This factor measured the regional wine brand performance construct and was subjected to 
CFA in order to determine the components of the measurement model. 
5.4.1.2.1 Price importance CFA 
The first factor was price importance, which consisted of eleven items that were identified as: 
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• Buying at the sale price. 
• The lower price is my choice. 
• Best value for money. 
• Watching advertisements for the announcement of sales. 
• Price checking for inexpensive items. 
• Sales and specials. 
• Lower price suiting my needs. 
• Shopping at more than one shop to get the lower price. 
• Price comparing. 
• Best price. 
• General reliance on price. 
These items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.12. 




Table 5.19: Price importance latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 5.34 0.87 0.81 0.91 0.11 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for price importance shown in Figure 5.12 
and Table 5.19 indicated that the model was an adequate fit for the data. The indicators CFI, P value, 
GFI and SRMR were close to the acceptable range. However, during the modification stages in order 
to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, two 
of the items “Lower price suiting my needs” and “Shopping at more than one shop to get the lower 
price” were noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, these items were 
deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with nine remaining items. Figure 5.13 sets out the 
result of this analysis of the final measurement model for the price importance factor. 
Figure 5.13: Price importance latent variable final run CFA 
Table 5.20: Price importance latent variable measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 3.80 0.93 0.88 0.95 0.09 0.03 




Table 5.20 indicates an adequate fit of the data set to the model with the majority of the fit indices 
including GFI, AGFI, CFI, P-Value and SRMR within the acceptable range. Researchers have noted that 
price is one of the integral extrinsic cues that predict the quality of wine, which influences the overall 
brand performance (Bruwer et al., 2017; Charters et al., 2017; Lockshin et al., 2006). Although the 
CMIN and RMSEA were not in the acceptable range, this final model of price importance was noted as 
the congeneric model and was incorporated during the covariation stages prior to the development 
of the full measurement model. 
Furthermore, for the final price importance congeneric model as mentioned above (Figure 5.13 and 
Table 5.20), construct reliability was also performed in order to assess the extent to which each item 
represented the factor. To assess the construct validity of the regional wine brand performance 
construct, convergent validity and construct reliability of the factors were examined. Convergent 
validity is demonstrated through all of the standardized factor loadings, which were noted to be 
significant and above 0.5 as confirmed by Hair et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.12 and 5.13). This provides 
evidence that each item represents the factor that it is intended to measure. Also, the construct 
reliability of the factors as mentioned in Table 5.21 confirmed that all construct reliabilities exceeded 
the minimum threshold of 0.7. The average variance extracted (AVE) also exceeded the minimum 
threshold of 0.5 as suggested by Hair et al. (2010). The results are highlighted in Table 5.21. 
Table 5.21: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability result for regional 
wine brand performance factor 




Price Importance 0.72 0.95 
 
5.4.1.3 Regional wine brand image CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted three factors, which were named; confidence (five items), 
objective information (four items) and subjective information (three items). These factors measured 
the regional wine brand image construct and were subjected to CFA in order to determine the 
components of the measurement model. 
5.4.1.3.1 Confidence CFA 
The first factor was confidence, which consisted of five items that were identified as: 
• Choosing wine carefully. 
• Confident in my purchase ability. 
• Wine importance. 
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• Understanding wine well. 
• One or more wine preference. 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.14. 
Figure 5.14: Confidence latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.22: Confidence latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.01 7.62 0.95 0.85 0.97 0.14 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for the ‘confidence’ factor shown in Figure 
5.14 and Table 5.22 indicated that the model was an adequate fit for the data with some of the 
indicators including CFI, P value, GFI and SRMR were within the acceptable range, except for the CMIN 
and RMSEA. The standardized residual covariances of all of the items representing the confidence 
factor were noted less as than 1.96, therefore it was decided not to delete any items and proceed with 
this model as a congeneric measurement model for this factor. 
5.4.1.3.2 Objective information CFA 
The second factor was objective information, which consisted of four items that were identified as: 
• All regional wine brands are the same. 
• More expensive is my choice. 
• The higher the price, the better the quality and taste. 
• Needing a lot more information. 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.15. 
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Figure 5.15: Objective information latent variable initial run CFA 
Table 5.23: Objective information latent variable measurement model fit indices for 
initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.08 4.28 0.98 0.93 0.97 0.10 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for objective information factor shown in 
Figure 5.15 and Table 5.23 indicated that the model was an adequate fit for the data with the majority 
of the indicators including the CMIN, GFI, CFI and SRMR in an acceptable range except for the P value 
and RMSEA. The standardized residual covariances of all the items representing the objective 
information factor were noted to be less than 1.96, therefore it was decided not to delete any items 
and proceed with this model as a congeneric measurement model for this factor. 
5.4.1.3.3 Subjective information CFA 
The second factor was subjective information, which consisted of three items that were identified as: 
• I know what regional wine looks like. 
• I can easily recognize the regional wine brands. 
• I am aware of preferred regional wine brands. 
Figure 5.16: Subjective information latent variable initial run CFA 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.16. 
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The goodness-of-fit indices for the congeneric measurement model for subjective information could 
not be predicted as the model had less than four items (Anderson and Gerbing, 2006; Brown, 2014). 
Therefore, it could not be subjected to a CFA using the AMOS 23.0 software programme. In order to 
understand whether this factor was an important factor for the regional wine brand image construct, 
it was decided to covary the objective information factor with the subjective information factor. The 
resultant covariation CFA is outlined in Figure 5.17. 
Figure 5.17: Covariation CFA of objective information with subjective latent variable 
initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.24: Covariation CFA of objective information with subjective information latent 
variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 4.99 0.94 0.88 0.94 0.11 0.07 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried congeneric measurement models of subjective and 
objective information factor shown in Figure 5.17 and Table 5.24 indicated that the model was an 
adequate fit for the data. The indicators P value, CMIN, GFI, CFI and SRMR were close to the acceptable 
range except for the RMSEA. However, during the modification stages in order to improve the model 
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without unduly impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, two of the items “All regional 
wine brands are the same” and “Needing a lot more information” were noted as having standardized 
residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, these items were deleted and the covaried congeneric 
measurement model was re-run with the five remaining items in total representing the two factors. 
Figure 5.18 sets out the result of this analysis of the measurement model for the covaried congeneric 
model. 
Figure 5.18: Covariation CFA of objective information with subjective latent variable final 
run CFA 
 
Table 5.25: Covariation CFA of objective information with subjective latent variable 
measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 4.80 0.98 0.91 0.98 0.11 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried congeneric measurement model of subjective and 
objective information factor shown in Figure 5.18 and Table 5.25 indicated that the model was a good 
fit for the data. The indicators, P value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI and SRMR were all in acceptable range 
except for the RMSEA. While the standardized residuals of all the items were noted to be less than 
1.96, this covaried congeneric model was further covaried with the confidence factor in order to form 
the full measurement model for the regional wine brand image construct. The resultant measurement 
model is outlined in Figure 5.19. 
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Figure 5.19: Covariation CFA of objective and subjective information with confidence 
latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.26: Covariation CFA of objective and subjective information with confidence 
latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 4.31 0.92 0.87 0.94 0.10 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap  
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried congeneric measurement model of subjective and 
objective information factors with the confidence factor shown in Figure 5.19 and Table 5.26 indicated 
that the model was an adequate fit for the data. The indicators, P value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI and 
SRMR were close to the acceptable range except for the RMSEA. However, during the modification 
stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity of the 
construct/factor, one of the items “Understanding wine well” was noted as having standardized 
residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, the item was deleted, and the measurement model was re-
run with the nine remaining items in total representing the three factors. Figure 5.20 sets out the 
result of this analysis of the measurement model for the covaried model. 
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Figure 5.20: Covariation CFA of objective and subjective information with confidence 
latent variable final run CFA 
 
Table 5.27: Covariation CFA of objective and subjective information with confidence 
latent variable measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.35 1.70 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.04 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried congeneric model of regional wine brand image factors 
comprising confidence, subjective and objective information source shown in Figure 5.20 and Table 
5.27 indicated that the model was a strong fit for the data with all of the indices noted to be within 
the acceptable limits. Therefore, this model would be incorporated and covaried with the previous 
two regional wine branding constructs (regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine 
brand performance). This discussion will be dealt with in detail in later part of this chapter. 
As previously discussed in the regional wine brand salience/awareness CFA factors section, it was also 
decided to model regional wine brand image as a second order factor as confidence, objective and 
subjective information were classified as the possible dimensions that are reflective of the regional 
wine brand image construct. The final measurement model is outlined in Figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.21: Final measurement model with regional wine brand image as the higher 
order factor 
 
Table 5.28: Final measurement model fit indices for regional wine brand image construct 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.35 1.70 0.97 0.94 0.98 0.04 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model shown in Figure 5.21 and Table 5.28 indicated 
that the model was a strong fit for the data with all of the indices falling within the acceptable limits. 
Therefore, this model was accepted as the final measurement model for the regional wine brand 
image construct. 
Furthermore, to improve confidence in the models, subjective and objective information congeneric 
models as mentioned above (Figure 5.14, 5.15 and Figure 5.16 respectively), construct reliability was 
also performed in order to assess the extent to which each item represented the factor. To assess the 
construct validity of the regional wine brand image construct, convergent validity and construct 
reliability of the factors were examined. Convergent validity is demonstrated through all of the 
standardized factor loadings, which were noted to be significant and above 0.5 as suggested by Hair 
et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.14, 5.15 and 5.16). This provides the evidence that each item represents 
the factor it is intended to measure. Also, the construct reliability of the factors as mentioned in Table 
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5.29 confirmed that all construct reliabilities exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.7. The average 
variance extracted (AVE) also exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.5 as recommended by Hair et al. 
(2010). The results are highlighted in Table 5.29. 
Table 5.29: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability result for regional 
wine brand image factors. 




Confidence 0.76 0.94 
Subjective information 0.82 0.93 
Objective information 0.58 0.84 
5.4.1.4 Consumer regional wine brand judgement CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted three factors, which were named as; experts’ opinion 
(ten items), consumer opinion (three items) and confusion (two items) respectively. These factors 
measured the consumer regional wine brand judgement construct and were subjected to CFA in order 
to determine the components of the measurement model. 
5.4.1.4.1 Experts’ opinion CFA 
The first factor was experts’ opinion, which consisted of ten items that were identified as: 
• A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine region. 
• The average level of quality across my preferred wine region noted to be consistently high. 
• Some high-rated examples. 
• The wine style from my region is well-known among consumers. 
• My preferred wine style has been produced for some years. 
• The style of my preferred wine is distinctive. 
• My preferred region has a unique wine style. 
• The style of my preferred wine has a potential for getting stored for a longer period of time in 
order to improve its taste. 
• There are few other regions of Australia producing a similar type of wine like my preferred 
wine region does. 




The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.22. 
Figure 5.22: Experts’ opinion latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.30: Experts’ opinion latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 9.56 0.80 0.69 0.90 0.16 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for the experts’ opinion factor shown in Figure 
5.22 and Table 5.30 indicated that the model was a bad fit to the data with only three of the indicators 
including the P value, CFI and SRMR being close to the acceptable range while the other indicators 
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including CMIN, GFI, AGFI and RMSEA were far from the acceptable range. However, during the 
modification stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity 
of the construct/factor, one of the items “There are few other regions of Australia producing a similar 
type of wine like my preferred wine region does” was noted as having standardized residuals of more 
than 1.96. Therefore, the item was deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with the nine 
remaining items. Figure 5.23 sets out the result of this analysis of the measurement model for the 
experts’ opinion factor. 
Figure 5.23: Experts’ opinion latent variable final run CFA 
 
Table 5.31: Experts’ opinion latent variable measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 10.81 0.81 0.69 0.91 0.17 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.31 model fit indices for the experts’ opinion factor still indicates a not so good fit of the data 
set to the model with the majority of the fit indices including CMIN, AGFI and RMSEA not in the 
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acceptable range. Although, the P value, GFI and SRMR were noted as close to the acceptable range 
and all of the standardized residuals were less than 1.96, this congeneric model of experts’ opinion 
was retained to be covaried with two other factors (consumer opinion and confusion) in order to form 
the full measurement model for the consumer regional wine brand judgement construct. 
 
5.4.1.4.2 Consumers’ opinion CFA 
The second factor was consumers’ opinion, which consisted of three items that were identified as: 
• The money saved by finding low prices is worth the time and effort 
• I would never shop at more than one store to find a lower price 
• The time it takes to find the lower price is usually not worth the effort. 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.24. 
Figure 5.24: Consumers’ opinion latent variable initial run CFA 
 
 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the congeneric measurement model for consumers’ opinion could not 
be predicted as the model had less than four items (Anderson and Gerbing, 2006; Brown, 2014). 
Therefore, the consumers’ opinion factor could not be subjected to a CFA using the AMOS 23.0 
software programme. In order to understand whether this factor was an important factor for the 
consumer regional wine brand judgement construct, it was decided to covary the consumers’ opinion 
factor with the experts’ information factor. The resultant covariation CFA is outlined in Figure 5.25. 
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Figure 5.25: Covariation CFA of consumers’ opinion with experts’ opinion latent variable 
initial run 
Table 5.32: Covariation CFA of consumers’ opinion with experts’ opinion latent variable 
measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 6.09 0.84 0.76 0.92 0.12 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
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The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried measurement model for experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion shown in Figure 5.25 and Table 5.32 indicated that the model was an adequate fit to the data 
with only three of the indicators, P value, CFI and SRMR close to the acceptable range, other indicators 
including CMIN, GFI, AGFI and RMSEA were far from the acceptable range. However, during the 
modification stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity 
of the construct/factor, one of the items “The style of wine has a potential for getting stored for a 
longer period of time in order to improve its taste” was noted as having standardized residuals of 
more than 1.96. Therefore, this item was deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with eleven 
remaining items comprising the two factors. Figure 5.26 sets out the result of this analysis of the 
covaried measurement model for the experts’ opinion factor with the consumers’ opinion factor. 





Table 5.33: Covariation CFA of consumers’ opinion with experts’ opinion latent variable 
measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 6.50 0.85 0.76 0.93 0.13 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.33 model fit indices for the covariation CFA of consumers’ opinion with experts’ opinion 
measurement model still indicates an inadequate fit of the data set to the model with a number of 
the fit indices including CMIN, AGFI and RMSEA not in the acceptable range. Although the P value, GFI, 
CFI and SRMR were noted to be close to the acceptable range, and all of the standardized residuals 
were less than 1.96, it was decided to keep this covaried congeneric model of experts’ opinion and 
consumers’ opinion for further covariation with the third factor (confusion) in order to form the full 
measurement model for the consumer regional wine brand judgement construct. 
5.4.1.4.3 Confusion CFA 
The third factor was confusion, which consisted of two items that were identified as: 
• Differences among regional brands are hard to judge 
• The best brands among regional wines are hard to judge 
Figure 5.27: Confusion latent variable initial run CFA 
 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the congeneric measurement model for confusion shown in Figure 
5.27, could not be predicted using CFA with the AMOS 23.0 software programme, as the model had 
less than four items (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988; Brown, 2014). In order to understand whether this 
factor was an important factor for the consumer regional wine brand judgement construct, it was 
decided to covary the confusion factor with the covaried measurement model of experts’ opinion and 
consumers’ opinion factor shown in Figure 5.26. The resultant covariation measurement model for 
consumer regional wine brand judgement is outlined in Figure 5.28. 
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Figure 5.28: Covariation CFA measurement model of experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion with confusion latent variable initial run 
Table 5.34: Covariation CFA measurement model of experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion with confusion fit indices initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 5.15 0.85 0.77 0.93 0.11 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
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The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried measurement model for experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion with the confusion factor shown in Figure 5.28 and Table 5.34 indicated that the model was 
not an adequate fit to the data with only three of the indicators, P value, CFI and SRMR close to the 
acceptable range, other indicators including CMIN, GFI, AGFI and RMSEA were far from the acceptable 
range. 
However, during the modification stages in order to improve the model without unduly impacting on 
the content validity of the construct/factor, two of the items “My preferred wine region has a unique 
wine style” and “The wine style from my region is well-known among consumers” were noted as 
having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, the two items were deleted and the 
covaried measurement model was re-run with eleven remaining items comprising the three factors. 
Figure 5.29 sets out the result of this analysis of the covaried measurement model of experts’ opinion, 
consumers opinion and the confusion factor. 
Table 5.35 model fit indices for the final covariation measurement CFA model of consumers’ opinion 
and experts’ opinion with the confusion factor indicates a good fit of the data set to the model with 
all of the fit indices including the P value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR close to the 
acceptable range.  
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Figure 5.29: Covariation CFA measurement model of experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion with confusion latent variable final run 
Table 5.35: Covariation CFA measurement model of experts’ opinion and consumers’ 
opinion with confusion fit indices final run 
 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 3.76 0.90 0.85 0.96 0.09 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Therefore, as previously discussed in the regional wine brand salience/awareness CFA factors section 
and also in the regional wine brand image CFA factor section, again with this construct, it was decided 
to model consumer regional wine brand judgement as a second order factor as experts’ opinion, 
consumer opinion and confusion were classified as the possible dimensions that are reflective of the 
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consumers’ regional wine brand judgement construct. The final measurement model is outlined in 
Figure 5.30. 
Figure 5.30: Final measurement model with consumers’ regional wine brand judgement 
as a higher order factor 
 
Table 5.36: Final measurement model with consumer regional wine brand judgement as 
higher-order factor fit indices 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 3.76 0.90 0.85 0.96 0.09 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
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The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model shown in Figure 5.30 and Table 5.36 indicated 
that the model was a good fit for the data with all of the indices close to the acceptable limits. 
Therefore, this model was accepted as the final measurement model for the consumer regional wine 
brand judgement construct. 
Furthermore, for experts’ opinion and consumers’ opinion congeneric models as mentioned above 
(Figure 5.23 and 5.24 respectively), construct reliability was also performed in order to assess the 
extent to which each item represented the factor. However, for the confusion factor, since it had only 
two items, the construct reliability for that factor was not performed as this factor was only termed 
meaningful when covaried with the experts’ opinion factor (Figure 5.29).  To assess the construct 
validity of the first two factors (experts’ and consumers’ opinion) representing the consumer regional 
wine brand judgement construct, convergent validity and construct reliability of the factors were 
examined. Convergent validity is demonstrated through all the standardized factor loadings, which 
were noted to be significant and above 0.5 as confirmed by Hair et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.23 and 
5.24).  This provides evidence that each item represents the two factors that it is intended to measure. 
Also, the construct reliability of the factors as mentioned in Table 5.37 confirmed that all construct 
reliabilities exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.7. The average variance extracted (AVE) also 
exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.5 as highlighted by Hair et al. (2010).  The results are highlighted 
in Table 5.37. 
Table 5.37: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability result for 
consumer regional wine brand judgement factors 
Consumer regional wine 
brand judgment factors 
AVE Construct 
Reliability 
Experts’ opinion 0.85 0.98 





5.4.1.5 Consumer regional wine brand feeling CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted one factor, which was named as ‘affect feelings’ (eleven 
items).  This factor measured the consumer regional wine brand feeling construct and was subjected 
to CFA in order to determine the components of the measurement model. 
5.4.1.5.1 Affect feelings CFA 
The factor identified, affect feelings, consisted of eleven items that included: 
• Regional wine brands are likeable and pleasing. 
• I know I can count on regional brands. 
• Regional wine brands give me what I want. 
• Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
• Regional wine brands don’t pretend to be something they are not. 
• If any brand is not different in any way, I prefer to buy a regional brand. 
• I am more likely to purchase a wine from a region that I have visited. 
• Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my preferred regional wine brand, I 
would prefer to buy my preferred regional brand. 
• I consider myself to be highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
• You can trust regional wine brands. 
• I prefer to buy a regional brand of wine. 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.31. 
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Figure 5.31: Affect feelings latent variable initial run CFA 
Table 5.38: Affect feelings latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI  AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 7.64 0.83  0.74 0.89 0.14 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for affect feelings shown in Figure 5.31 and 
Table 5.38 indicated that the model was a decent fit for the data. The indicators CFI, P value, GFI and 
SRMR were close to the acceptable range except for CMIN and RMSEA, which were not in the 
acceptable range. However, during the modification stages in order to improve the model without 
unduly impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, four of the items “Regional wine 
brands are likeable and pleasing”, “If any other brand is not different in any way, I prefer to buy a 
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regional brand”, “I am more likely to purchase a wine from a region that I have visited” and “You can 
trust regional wine brands” were noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, 
these items were deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with the seven remaining items. 
Figure 5.32 sets out the result of this analysis of the final measurement model for the affect feelings 
factor. 
Figure 5.32: Affect feelings latent variable final run CFA 
 
Table 5.39: Affect feelings latent variable measurement model fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 5.80 0.93 0.86 0.96 0.12 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.39 indicates an adequate fit of the data set to the model with the majority of the fit indices 
including GFI, AGFI, CFI, P-Value and SRMR in the acceptable range. In previous wine studies 
researchers have found the importance of the affective response, which directly contributes to the 
development of consumer regional wine brand feeling (Minton et al., 2017; Yuan & Jang, 2007).  
Furthermore, it has been noted that consumers’ affective response towards a particular wine brand, 
post-consumption, is based on its intrinsic quality factors including taste, region of origin, grape variety 
etc. (Bruwer et al., 2017; Johnson & Bruwer, 2004; Lockshin et al., 2006).  Although the CMIN and 
RMSEA were not in the acceptable range, this model of affect feeling factor was noted as the final 
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congeneric model and was incorporated during the covariation stage prior to the development of the 
full measurement model. 
Furthermore, for final affect feeling congeneric measurement model (Figure 5.32), construct reliability 
assessment was also performed in order to assess the extent to which each item represented the 
factor. To assess this for consumer regional wine brand feeling construct, convergent validity and 
construct reliability of the factors were examined. Convergent validity is demonstrated through all of 
the standardized factor loadings, which were noted to be significant and above 0.5 as required by Hair 
et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.32).  This provides evidence that each item represents the factor it is 
intended to measure. Also, the construct reliability of the factors confirmed that all construct 
reliabilities exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.7. The average variance extracted (AVE) also 
exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.5 as highlighted by Hair et al. (2010).  The results are highlighted 
in Table 5.40. 
Table 5.40: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability result for 
consumer regional wine brand feeling factor 
Consumer regional wine 
brand feeling factor 
AVE Construct 
Reliability 
Affect feelings 0.83 0.97 
 
5.4.1.6 Regional wine brand resonance CFA 
The EFA analysis for this construct extracted two factors, which were named as personal attachment 
(five items) and trust (four items) respectively. These factors measured the regional wine brand 





5.4.1.7 Personal attachment CFA 
The first factor was personal attachment, which consisted of five items that were identified as: 
• I have a strong interest in regional wine. 
• Drinking regional wine is an important part of my lifestyle. 
• Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
• I enjoy visiting wineries. 
• I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
The items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.33. 
Figure 5.33: Personal attachment latent variable initial run CFA 
 
Table 5.41: Personal attachment latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 20.11 0.88 0.64 0.88 0.24 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for ‘personal attachment’ shown in Figure 
5.33 and Table 5.41 indicated that the model was a not a good fit for the data. The indicators CFI, AGFI, 
RMSEA were not in the acceptable range, however, the remaining indices including the P value, GFI, 
CFI and SRMR were close to the acceptable range. Moreover, during the modification stages in order 
to improve the model without unduly impacting on the content validity of the construct/factor, one 
of the items “Drinking regional wine is an important part of my lifestyle” was noted as having a 
modification index of more than 10.00 (Hair et al., 2010), although having a standardized residual less 
than 1.96. Therefore, the item was deleted, and the measurement model was re-run with the four 
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remaining items. Figure 5.34 sets out the result of the analysis of the measurement model for the 
personal attachment factor. 
Figure 5.34: Personal attachment latent variable final run CFA 
 
Table 5.42: Personal attachment latent variable measurement model fit indices for final 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.01 9.75 0.97 0.87 0.96 0.16 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.42 indicates an adequate fit of the data set to the model with the majority of the fit indices 
including the GFI, AGFI, CFI, P value and SRMR were in the acceptable range. Wine researchers have 
emphasized the importance of past experiences that contribute to the development of regional wine 
resonance, allowing consumers to be personally attached to their respective regional wine brand 
(Mitchell & Hall, 2006; O’ Mahony et al., 2006).  Although the CMIN and RMSEA were not in the 
acceptable range, this model of personal attachment factor was noted as the congeneric model;, 
therefore, it was incorporated during the covariation stages prior to the development of the full 
measurement model. 
5.4.1.7.1 Trust CFA 
The second factor was trust, which consisted of four items that were identified as: 
• I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in most wine retailers. 
• For most types of wine, there are certain brands of regional wines for which I have a definite 
preference. 
• I will consume certain brands of regional wine, not others. 
• For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine, not others. 
These items were subjected to a confirmatory factor analysis using AMOS 23.0 software. The resultant 
CFA is shown in Figure 5.35. 
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Figure 5.35: Trust latent variable initial run CFA 
 
 
Table 5.43: Trust latent variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.27 2.67 0.99 0.96 0.99 0.07 0.02 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the measurement model for the ‘trust factor’ shown in Figure 5.35 and 
Table 5.43 indicated that the model was a strong fit for the data with all of the indicators including the 
P value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR in the acceptable range. Moreover, the standardized 
residuals of the items were also noted to be less than 1.96. Therefore, no further items were deleted 
and thus the trust congeneric measurement model could be covaried with the personal attachment 
factor in order to form the full measurement model representing the regional wine brand resonance 
construct. Figure 5.36 sets out the result of this analysis of the measurement model for the regional 
wine brand resonance construct. 
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Figure 5.36: Covariation CFA measurement model of trust and personal attachment 
latent variable initial run 
 
Table 5.44: Covariation measurement model of personal attachment and trust latent 
variable measurement model fit indices for initial run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 3.69 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.09 0.06 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the covaried measurement model for ‘personal attachment’ and ‘trust’ 
shown in Figure 5.36 and Table 5.44 indicated that the model was a good fit for the data. The indicators 
P value, CFI, GFI, AGFI and SRMR were in the acceptable range except for the CMIN and the RMSEA. 
Moreover, during the modification stage used to improve the model without unduly impacting on the 
content validity of the construct/factor, two of the items “For most types of wines, there are certain 
brands of regional wines for which I have a definite preference” and “I enjoy visiting wineries” were 
noted as having standardized residuals of more than 1.96. Therefore, it was decided to delete these 
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items and the measurement model was re-run with the six remaining items with a combination of two 
factors (‘personal attachment’ and ‘trust’).  Figure 5.37 sets out the result of this analysis of the final 
measurement model for the regional wine brand resonance construct. 
Figure 5.37: Final covariation CFA measurement model of trust and personal attachment 
latent variable final run 
 
Table 5.45: Final covariation CFA measurement model of personal attachment and trust 
fit indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.11 2.57 0.98 0.95 0.98 0.07 0.04 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.45 indicates a strong fit of the data set to the model with all the fit indices including the P 
value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, RMSEA and SRMR in the acceptable range. The standardized residuals were 
also less than 1.96 and thus this model was accepted as the congeneric measurement model for the 
regional wine brand resonance construct. 
Furthermore, for the personal attachment and the trust congeneric measurement model (Figure 5.34 
and 5.35), construct reliability assessment was also performed in order to determine the extent to 
which each item represented the factor. To assess the construct validity of the regional wine brand 
resonance construct, convergent validity and construct reliability of the factors were examined. 
Convergent validity is demonstrated through all of the standardized factor loadings, which were noted 
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to be significant and above 0.5 as required by Hair et al. (2010) (refer Figure 5.34 and 5.35).  This 
provides evidence that each item represents the factor it is intended to measure. Also, the construct 
reliability of the factors confirmed that all construct reliabilities exceeded the minimum threshold of 
0.7. The average variance extracted (AVE) also exceeded the minimum threshold of 0.5 as suggested 
by Hair et al. (2010).  The results are shown in Table 5.46. 
Table 5.46: Average variance extracted (AVE) and construct reliability result for regional 
wine brand resonance factors 
Regional wine brand resonance AVE Construct 
Reliability 
Personal attachment 0.71 0.90 
Trust 0.66 0.89 
 
Finally, in order to arrive at the full measurement model reflecting the conceptual model (Figure 2.12), 
it was also decided to undertake a discriminant validity test to show that the constructs are truly 
distinct from other constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).  Table 5.47 highlights the squared average 
variance extracted (AVE) for each of the constructs used in this study in the diagonal axis and the 
correlation between that construct with others. It was noted that the constructs were distinct as the 
square root of AVE was greater than the correlation between other items in the construct. Therefore, 
discriminant validity was achieved and the next step of covarying the six-regional wine brand 
congeneric factors (refer Fig 5.11, 5.13, 5.21, 5.30, 5.32 and 5.37) was then completed. The method 





Table 5.47: Discriminant Validity results of constructs representing Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine 
Note: Diagonal path represents the square root of average variance extracted (AVE) which is greater than the correlation values between the other 























Source 0.79 0.37 0.32 0.19 0.47 0.55 0.49 0.26 0.15 0.35 0.44 0.32 
Extrinsic Cues 0.37 0.83 0.43 0.45 0.48 0.29 0.48 0.25 0.11 0.53 0.18 0.44 
Intrinsic Cues 0.32 0.43 0.88 0.20 0.41 0.56 0.21 0.68 0.11 0.55 0.48 0.43 
Price Importance 0.19 0.45 0.20 0.85 0.37 0.21 0.23 0.12 -0.21 0.45 0.16 0.32 
Subjective 
Information 0.47 0.48 0.41 0.37 0.91 0.48 0.37 0.35 0.13 0.63 0.26 0.51 
Confidence 0.55 0.29 0.56 0.21 0.48 0.87 0.21 0.52 0.04 0.49 0.67 0.44 
Objective 
information 0.49 0.48 0.21 0.23 0.37 0.21 0.76 0.07 0.25 0.38 0.07 0.41 
Experts’ opinion 0.26 0.25 0.68 0.12 0.35 0.52 0.07 0.92 0.06 0.46 0.43 0.34 
Consumers’ 
Opinion 0.15 0.11 0.11 -0.21 0.13 0.04 0.25 0.06 0.82 0.11 0.01 0.04 
Affect Feeling 0.35 0.53 0.55 0.45 0.63 0.49 0.38 0.46 0.11 0.91 0.33 0.56 
Personal 
Attachment 0.44 0.18 0.48 0.16 0.26 0.67 0.07 0.43 0.01 0.33 0.84 0.21 
Trust 0.32 0.44 0.43 0.32 0.51 0.44 0.41 0.34 0.04 0.56 0.21 0.81 
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5.5 Full measurement model 
5.5.1 Covariation of factors - STAGE ONE (Rational route) 
In the development of the full measurement model the factors that represented the constructs of 
regional wine brand salience/awareness, regional wine brand performance, consumer regional wine 
brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance were covaried in order to arrive at the full 
measurement model, which signified the rational route of the conceptual model (e.g. left-hand side 
of the full conceptual model, refer Fig 2.12).  During the initial model modification stages of the CFA 
of the full model, it was noted that some items had unacceptable standardized loadings of less than 
0.4 and thus were required to be removed from the model. The intrinsic cues factor (representing 
regional wine brand salience/awareness) had standardized loading less than 0.4 as did the consumers’ 
opinion and confusion factors (representing consumer regional wine brand judgement) and were thus 
removed from the analysis. 
Following the deletion of these factors with unacceptable loadings, the model was re-run for the 
second time with the remaining factors and their items. This resulted in three items, “I think it is a 
good idea to own premium wine tasting glasses”, “I am willing to spend over $60 on a bottle of wine” 
and “Wine is a product, which I can talk about for a long time” (representing the information source 
factor) having standardized residual covariances of more than 1.96. As a result, these items were 
deleted from the model and the model was re-run for the third time. 
During this third iteration stage, it was noted that, two items; “Alcohol” and “Likely consumption 
occasion” (representing the extrinsic cues factor) had standardized residual covariance of more than 
1.96. Therefore, they were also removed from the model and the model was re-run for the fourth 
time. 
Furthermore, in the fourth stage, it was noted that, six items, which reflected the importance of price 
factor (“Buying at a sale price”; “Lower price is my choice”; “Watching advertisement for 
announcement of sales”; “Lower price suiting my needs”; “Shopping at more than one shop to get the 
lower price”; “Price comparing”) were noted as having factor loadings of less of 0.4 and thus were 
removed from the model. 
The model was re-run for the sixth time and during this stage, it was noted that the items “The wine 
style has been well-known among consumers for some time”, “The style of my preferred regional wine 
is distinctive” (representing the experts’ opinion factor) and “I have a strong interest in regional wine” 
(representing the personal attachment factor) had standardized loadings that were less than 0.4 and 
therefore were removed them from the model. The final measurement model that resulted from this 
process is shown in Figure 5.38. 
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Figure 5.38: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage One 
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Table 5.48:  Items description reflecting each factor highlighted in Figure 5.38 
FACTORS ITEMS 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
1. EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine from 
a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
2. INFORMATION SOURCE Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
PERFORMANCE 
 
1. PRICE IMPORTANCE Q21_14: Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to find the 
best value for money. 
 Q21_16: I check the price even for inexpensive regional wine items. 
 Q21_17: I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to a 
regional wine purchase. 
 Q21_26: It is important for me to get the best price for regional wine, I 
buy. 
 Q21_19: When it comes to choosing the most regional wine product, I 
rely heavily on price. 
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND JUDGEMENT 
 
1. EXPERT OPINION Q8_11: My preferred wine style is from a region, which has well-
designed taste profile. 
 Q8_5: A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine 
region. 
 Q8.6: The average level of quality across my preferred wine region has 
been noted consistently high. 
 Q8.7:  There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular 
wine style.  
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
1. PERSONAL ATTACHMENT 
(PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
2. TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in 
most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine.  
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Table 5.49: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage One fit indices for final 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.16 1.61 0.93 0.91 0.97 0.04 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.49 indicates a strong fit of the data set to the model with all of the fit indices including the P 
value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, RMSEA and SRMR in the acceptable range.  The standardized residuals were 
also less than 1.96 and thus this model was accepted as the measurement model reflecting the 
relationship between the latent factors representing the branding constructs on the left side of the 
full CBBE conceptual model as mentioned in Chapter Two (Figure 2.12). 
5.5.2 Covariation of factors) - STAGE TWO (Emotional route) 
The factors that represented the constructs of regional wine brand salience/awareness, regional wine 
brand image, consumer regional wine brand feeling, and regional wine brand resonance were covaried 
in order to arrive at the full measurement model, which signified the emotional route of the 
conceptual model (e.g. right-hand side of the full CBBE conceptual model, refer Fig 2.12).  During the 
initial model modification stages of the CFA for the full model, it was noted that some items had 
unacceptable standardized loadings of less than 0.4 and thus were required to be removed from the 
model. The confidence and objective information factors (representing regional wine brand image) 
had standardized loading less than 0.4 and were thus removed from the analysis. 
The model was re-run for a second time and during this iteration process, four items, “I prefer to buy 
a regional brand of wine”, “I know I can count on regional brands being there in the future”, “Regional 
wine brands gives me what I want which saves me time and effort to do better”, “Regional wine brands 
don’t pretend to be something they are not” reflecting the affect feelings factor had standardized 
residual covariances of more than 1.96. As a result of this, it was decided to remove these items one 
by one and re-run the process in sequence so the researcher could achieve acceptable model fit 
indices. The resultant final measurement model is highlighted in Figure 5.39. 
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Figure 5.39: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage Two 
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Table 5.50: Items description reflecting each factor highlighted in Figure 5.39 
FACTORS ITEMS 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
1. EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
2. INFORMATION SOURCE Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
  
REGIONAL WINE BRAND IMAGE  
1. SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION 
(SubjInfo) 
Q21_30: I know what regional wines look like. 
 Q21_31: I can recognize regional wine brands among competing 
brands. 
 Q21_32: I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save 
time shopping around. 
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND FEELING 
 
1. AFFECT FEELINGS Q21_39: Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my 
preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand.  
 Q21_46: I consider myself highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
 Q21_44: Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
1. PERSONAL ATTACHMENT 
(PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
2. TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine 
in most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine.  
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Table 5.51: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage Two fit indices for final 
run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.05 1.89 0.94 0.90 0.97 0.05 0.03 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 5.51 indicates a strong fit of the data set to the model with all the fit indices including the P 
value, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, RMSEA and SRMR in the acceptable range.  The standardized residuals were 
also less than 1.96 and thus this model was accepted as the measurement model representing the 
relationship between the latent factors of the branding constructs on the ride side of the full CBBE 
conceptual model developed in Chapter Two (Figure 2.12). 
Therefore, taking into consideration that both sides of the conceptual model have produced 
acceptable model fit indices, it was decided to combine stage one and stage two in order to develop 
the full measurement CFA model reflecting the theoretical conceptual framework as discussed in 





Figure 5.40: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage One and Stage Two 
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REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
1. EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine from 
a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
2. INFORMATION SOURCE Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
PERFORMANCE 
 
1. PRICE IMPORTANCE Q21_14: Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to find the 
best value for money. 
 Q21_16: I check the price even for inexpensive regional wine items. 
 Q21_17: I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to a 
regional wine purchase. 
 Q21_26: It is important for me to get the best price for regional wine, I 
buy. 
 Q21_19: When it comes to choosing the most regional wine product, I 
rely heavily on price. 
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND JUDGEMENT 
 
1. EXPERT OPINION Q8_11: My preferred wine style is from a region, which has well-
designed taste profile. 
 Q8_5: A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine 
region. 
 Q8.6: The average level of quality across my preferred wine region has 
been noted consistently high. 
 Q8.7:  There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular 
wine style.  
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
IMAGE 
 
1. SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION 
(SubjInfo) 
Q21_30: I know what regional wines look like. 
 Q21_31: I can recognize regional wine brands among competing brands. 
 Q21_32: I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save time 
shopping around. 





1. AFFECT FEELINGS Q21_39: Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my 
preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand.  
 Q21_46: I consider myself highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
 Q21_44: Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
1. PERSONAL ATTACHMENT 
(PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
2. TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in 
most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine.  
 
Table 5.53: Final covariation CFA measurement model of Stage One and Stage Two fit 
indices for final run 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI NFI IFI TLI CFI RMSEA SRMR 
Value 0.10 1.70 0.91 0.88 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.04 0.05 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
The goodness-of-fit indices for the final measurement model as highlighted in Table 5.53 indicates a 
strong fit of the data set to the model with all of the fit indices including the P value, CMIN, GFI, NFI, 
IFI, TLI, CFI, RMSEA and SRMR are within the acceptable range except the AGFI.  All standardized 
residuals were less than 1.96 and the relationships between the factors were also significant. As a 
result, this final model was accepted as the measurement model representing the full conceptual 
model as mentioned in Chapter Two (Figure 2.12) and was therefore transformed into the structural 
model to answer the hypotheses that are investigated as a part of this study. 
5.6 Chapter conclusion 
This chapter detailed the initial analysis steps required to test the model by means of Exploratory 
Factor Analysis (EFA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) in order to arrive at the final 
measurement model. 
Regional wine brand salience/awareness, regional wine brand performance, consumer regional wine 
brand judgement, regional wine brand image, consumer regional wine brand feeling, and regional 
wine brand resonance were identified as the constructs in the previous discussion as a part of the 
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conceptual model development (Chapter Two, Figure 2.12).  Utilising the purified and robust data set, 
EFA was conducted for data reduction purpose by means of SPSS 23.0 statistical software. This analysis 
produced thirteen factors in total (regional wine brand salience/awareness (three factors), regional 
wine brand performance (one factor), consumer regional wine brand judgement (three factors), 
regional wine brand image (three factors), consumer regional wine brand feeling (one factor) and 
regional wine brand resonance (two factors) to be considered for the CFA stage. 
These factors were then subjected to CFA to test the theoretical robustness of the data reduction 
process as well as testing the validity of the factorial structures by means of AMOS 23.0 modeling 
software. Since the items were highly correlated to their respective construct, discriminant validity 
was undertaken and as a result, the constructs were termed as distinct and separate. It was also 
possible to check the integrity of the relationships by means of subjecting the models to goodness-of-
fit statistical criteria compliance and it was noted that the full measurement model had strong fit 
indices with the relationship paths in between the factors being strongly significant. This provides 
insights that, while the measurement model is now somewhat parsimonious, the items provide a good 
representation of the constructs associated with the model. The EFA and CFA analysis helped the 
researcher to arrive at the precursors of a full structural model to be investigated in the next chapter. 
The full structural modeling exercise utilising AMOS 23.0 software will directly assist in testing the 
series of hypotheses established earlier in this research and associated with the primary research 





STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELING AND MEDIATION TESTING: RESULTS 
AND ANALYSIS 
6 Chapter 6: Structural Equation Modeling and Mediation Testing 
6.1 Introduction 
The Exploratory and Confirmatory Factor Analyses, which were the precursors to the full 
measurement model were outlined in detail in Chapter Five. This chapter will initially outline the 
respondent profile, followed by a description of the hypotheses as highlighted in the conceptual 
model that will be tested empirically in the order in which they are discussed in Chapter Two.  
Figure 6.1: Outline of Chapter Six 
Section 6.2: DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS 
Section 6.3: STRUCTURAL EQUATION 
MODELING 
Section 6.4: CONCEPT MODEL & 
HYPOTHESES TO BE TESTED 
Section 6.1: INTRODUCTION 
Section 6.8: CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
Section 6.5: TESTING OF TRADITIONAL CBBE 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR REGIONAL WINE 
CONSUMPTION- DATASET WITH OUTLIERS 
(MODEL ONE) 
Section 6.6: TESTING OF TRADITIONAL CBBE 
CONCEPTUAL MODEL FOR REGIONAL WINE 
CONSUMPTION- DATASET WITHOUT 
OUTLIERS (MODEL TWO) 
Section 6.7: TESTING OF CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND JUDGEMENT TO 
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
FEELING LINK- DATASET WITHOUT 
OUTLIERS (MODEL THREE) 
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In order to investigate the hypothesized relationships between the regional wine branding construct 
as adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model, this chapter will detail the process of 
realization of the measurement model in terms of a structural equation model in order to set the base 
for accepting or rejecting the hypotheses stated in Chapter Two. 
The outline of this chapter is shown in Figure 6.1. 
6.2 Descriptive analysis 
The questionnaire used in this study gathered information from the respondents about their age, 
gender, occupation and the highest level of education achieved. Data in relation to all of the 314 
respondents were collated and analysed utilising SPSS 23.0 software. The demographic findings are 
presented in the subsection below. 
6.2.1 Respondent profile 
Table 6.1 provides details of the respondents’ profile. The sample provides a reasonable 
representation for a national sample (ABS, 2017) of regional wine consumers with 50% of respondents 
being from Australia’s largest capital cities: Melbourne and Sydney and the remaining 50% from other 
parts of Australia (Queensland, Adelaide, Perth and Tasmania) (Table 6.1).  The sample comprised of 
53.5% male and 46.5% female respondents. Moreover, it also consisted of a reasonable 
representation of various age categories (Australian Demographic Statistics, 2017) with 13.1% aged 
between 30-34 years of age, 13.1% aged 35-40 years of age, 22.9% aged between 46-54 years of age, 
26.8% aged between 55-65 years of age, 13.7% aged 65+ years of age (Table 6.1).  This supported the 
sample strategy for this research as mentioned in Chapter Three where it was highlighted how 
respondents over the age of 30 years had developed pallets with regard to wine consumption and are 
more aware of their preferences; a key influence on their future purchase intentions (Barber et al., 
2008; Lockshin et al., 2006).  The level of education reflects that three-quarters (75.9%) of the sample 
had post-secondary qualifications: Tafe/Diploma/Apprenticeships holder (32.5%), Bachelor’s degree 
holders (27.1%), Graduate/post-graduate diploma (6.7%) and Postgraduate degree (Master, PhD) 
(9.6%).  This is similar to the quantitative wine research undertaken by Bruwer and Buller (2012) in 
which the sample for their study had 85% of respondents with post-secondary qualifications. The 
remaining proportion of respondents who had secondary qualifications were completed Year 12-HSC 
(12.4%) and left school prior to completing Year 12 (11.8%). With regard to occupation, the sample 
had a reasonable representation of various occupational categories with 29.0% of respondents 
working as professionals, 18.5% of respondents were retired, 12.7% of respondents were working as 
advanced clerical, 11.1% of respondents working as managers or administrators, 9.9% of respondents 
as tradesperson and 5.7% of respondents as self-employed , while 10.2% of respondents had other 
forms of employment (Table 6.1).  The sample had a bias towards white collar employees (71.2%) 
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similarly to the wine research undertaken by Axelsen and Swan (2010), where a bias towards wine 
consumption by white collar workers was noted. 
Table 6.1: Demographic characteristics of respondents 
CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 
National sample   
Melbourne 80 25.5 
Sydney 80 25.5 
Other parts of Australia (Queensland, Adelaide, Perth 
and Tasmania) 
154 49.0 
Total 314 100 
Age (years)   
30-34 41 13.1 
35-40 41 13.1 
41-45 33 10.5 
46-54 72 22.9 
55-65 84 26.8 
65+ 43 13.7 
Total 314 100 
Gender   
Male 168 53.5 
Female 146 46.5 
Total 314 100 
Occupation   
Manager or administrator 35 11.1 
Professional 91 29.0 
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Tradesperson  31 9.9 
Advanced Clerical 40 12.7 
Student 9 2.9 
Retired 58 18.5 
Self-employed 18 5.7 
Others (Please Specify) 32 10.2 
Total 314 100 
Highest level of education achieved   
Left school prior to completing year 12 37 11.8 
Year 12-HSC  39 12.4 
Tafe Certificate/diploma/apprenticeships 102 32.5 
Bachelor’s degree 85 27.1 
Graduate/post-graduate diploma 21 6.7 
Postgraduate degree (Masters, PhD) 30 9.6 
Total 314 100 
 
The next section details the structural equation modeling containing the hypotheses required to be 
tested for this research study. 
6.3 Structural equation modeling 
Structural equational modeling or SEM has been identified as a general statistical modeling technique, 
which is widely used in the area of behavioural sciences (Hair et al., 2016; Kline, 2016).  It is a 
methodology for representing, estimating and testing a theoretical network of linear relations 
between variables (Kline, 2016; Rigdon, 1998).  Kline (2016) suggested that SEM can be viewed as a 
combination of factor analysis and regression or path analysis. The interest in SEM is often on the 
theoretical constructs, which are represented by the latent factors and the relationships between the 
theoretical constructs are highlighted by regression or path coefficients between the factors (Byrne, 
2016).  Hair et al. (2010) and Kline (2016) noted that SEM explains the relationships between multiple 
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variables. In doing so, it examines the structure of interrelationships expressed in a series of equations, 
similar to a series of multiple regression equations. These equations highlight all of the relationships 
among theoretical constructs (dependent and independent variables) involved in the analysis. The 
theoretical constructs are unobservable or latent factors represented by multiple variables (or items, 
much like variables representing a factor in factor analysis).  Hair et al. (2010) and Kline (2016) noted 
that structural equation modeling has been known by many names; covariance structure analysis, 
latent variable analysis, and sometimes is even just referred to by the name of the specialized software 
packages used (e.g. AMOS model).  Although different ways can be used to test SEM models, nearly 
all structural equation models are distinguished by three characteristics: 
• Estimation of multiple and interrelated dependence relationships. 
• An ability to represent unobserved concepts in these relationships and correct for 
measurement error in the estimation process. 
• Definition of a model to explain the entire set of relationships. (Hair et al., 2016; Hair et al., 
2010; Kline, 2016). 
These characteristics are explained in detail in the subsections below. 
6.3.1 Estimation of multiple and interrelated dependence relationships. 
According to Brown (2014), Byrne (2016) and Kline (2016), the difference between SEM and other 
multivariate techniques is the use of separate relationships for each set of dependent variables. In 
other words, it estimates a series of separate, but interdependent, multiple regression equations 
simultaneously by specifying the structural model used by the statistical program. During this 
estimation process, the researcher first draws upon theory, prior experience and the research 
objectives in order to distinguish, which independent variables predict each dependent variable. 
Secondly, the proposed relationships are then translated into a series of structural equations (similar 
to regression equations) for each dependent variable. Hopper at al., (2008) found that a structural 
model even expresses the relationships among independent and dependent variables even when a 
dependent variable becomes an independent variable in other relationships. Therefore, in order to 
identify these relationships, SEM allows the incorporation of latent variables in the analysis. 
6.3.2 An ability to represent unobserved concepts and correct for measurement error in the 
estimation process. 
In SEM, the inclusion of unobserved concepts is often represented as latent variables or latent 
constructs. According to Hair et al. (2010) and Kline (2016), a latent construct is a hypothesized 
concept that can be represented by observed or measurable variables. It is measured indirectly by 
examining the consistency among multiple measured variables, which sometimes are referred to as 
manifest variables or indicators that are gathered through various data collection methods (e.g., 
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surveys, tests, observational methods).  The latent constructs are known to better represent the 
theoretical concepts and directly accounts for measurement error. Hair et al. (2010) and Kline (2016) 
suggested that, in order to improve the statistical estimation, reliability of the items is important as it 
indicates the degree to which the set indicators of a latent construct is internally consistent based on 
how highly interrelated the indicators are. Therefore, the process of EFA of the scale items is 
recommended, which for this study has been undertaken and described in detail in Chapter Five. 
6.3.3 Definition of a model to explain an entire set of relationships. 
Hair et al. (2010) highlighted that, a model is a representation of a theory. It can be thought of as a 
systematic set of relationships providing a consistent and comprehensive explanation of phenomena. 
Kline (2016) expanded that, the theory is not the exclusive domain of academia but can be established 
from experience or practice and obtained by observation of real-world behaviour. Researchers find it 
more convenient to portray a model in a visual form which is called a path diagram. This visual 
portrayal of the relationships employs specific conventions both for the theoretical constructs and 
measured variables as well as the relationships between them (Hair et al., 2016).  These relationships 
are referred to as dependence relationships. In SEM, straight arrows represent a dependence 
relationship which is described as the impact of one construct on another construct or variable (Hair 
et al., 2010).  In a structural sense, the dependence relationship occurs between two constructs where 
the arrows flow from the antecedent (independent variable) to the subsequent effect or outcome 
(dependent variable) (Kline, 2016).  Specification of dependence relationships also determines 
whether a construct is considered exogenous or endogenous (Hair et al., 2010).  The exogenous 
construct according to Hair et al. (2010) is described as the latent, multi-item equivalent or 
independent variables, which represents a construct whereas an endogenous construct is seen as a 
variate of individual dependent variables. These constructs are theoretically determined by factors 
within the model, thus they are dependent on other constructs, and this dependence is represented 
visually by a path to an endogenous construct from an exogenous construct. In short, they have no 
dependence paths coming into the construct (Hair et al., 2010).  Therefore, researchers have to clearly 
define the relationship as derived from the empirical evidence in order to prove the relationship 
between the latent constructs. 
According to Byrne (2016) and Hair et al. (2010), structural equation modeling often employs a 
confirmatory i.e., hypothesis testing approach where the key aim is to analyse a structural theory that 
is influencing some phenomenon. Typically, the given theory represents a causal approach that seeks 
to examine a set of relationships between one or more independent and dependent variables (Hair et 
al., 2010).  Researchers have described this phenomenon as causal modeling, which is often used to 
describe a structural model (Byrne, 2016; Hair et al., 2010; Kline, 2016).  The process of structural 
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equation modeling is conducted in order to identify whether or not a model is supported by the 
available data. Kline (2016) highlighted the situation where, if the data is inconsistent with the model, 
the researcher may either abandon the model or modify the hypotheses on which it is based. Hair et 
al. (2016) further pointed out that the correct approach is the later one as compared to the previous 
one, as the usual approach that is taken is where the researcher modifies the hypotheses and conducts 
the analysis with the same data in an exploratory manner. Boomsma (2000) and Loehlin and Beaujean 
(2016) suggested that if the model results in providing an unacceptable approximation of the observed 
structures, then the researchers should refer next to the size of the model parameters. Therefore, for 
the interpretation of the fit indices, the researcher should consider the parameter estimates including 
the regression weights, and the estimate of squared multiple correlations, in order to ascertain the 
meaningfulness of the model. 
Byrne (2016) and Kline (2016) suggested that, the situations where if the output of a given structural 
model does not accord with prior hypotheses, the structural model can be respecified and re-analysed 
through looking at the standardized estimates, critical ratios (p-values), modification indices and the 
standardized residual covariances. The initial process in these cases is to review the critical ratios as 
they may be higher than 1.96, which indicates a significant relationship between the constructs (Kline, 
2016).  In general, large standardized residual covariances are indicative of a model fitting poorly, 
whereas large values for one variable suggest misspecification for that variable only (Kline, 2016).  
Kline (2016) and Lomax and Schumacker (2004) suggested that the cases where the standardized 
residual covariances are more than 1.96, the items are considered for deletion. However, Byrne (2016) 
argued that, when considering excluding of any non-significant parameters, it is important to consider 
the theoretical rationale for the estimated parameters and non-significant parameters and those that 
make theoretical sense should be retained. In this study, the above-discussed approaches were 
undertaken when deciding on re-specification. However, the process was guided primarily by theory, 
with no parameters being included or excluded without the rationale of theoretical support (Kline, 
2016). 
The structural model to be tested in this study was complex, hence, the number of parameters or 
sample size which needed to be estimated was large. Determining the sample size requirements for 
SEM is a challenge often faced by researchers (Hair et al., 2016; Kline, 2016; Wolf et al., 2013).  Kline 
(2016), Wilson et al. (2010) and Lowe et al. (2007) suggested that a sample size as low as 100 can be 
sufficient by utilising specialized techniques. Other researchers recommended more than 300 in order 
to minimise measurement errors (Hair & Luckas, 2014; Kline, 1998, 2016) and a sample size of 200 or 
more for SEM analysis (Byrne, 2016; Hair et al., 2016; MacCalum & Austin, 2000; Shah & Goldstein, 
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2006).  Taking these criteria into consideration, the sample size chosen to undertake the structural 
equation modeling for this study was 314. 
In terms of determining and reporting the model fit indices for the structural model, Kline (1998, 2016) 
argued that a strong (good) fitting model should produce consistent results on different classes of 
indices, consisting of a combination of fit indices. Byrne (2016) followed this suggestion and noted 
that researchers should follow this convention where they have to determine which combination of 
fit indices will yield the most accurate guidance for accepting a model. She further pointed out that 
the model fit indices should be employed in conjunction with other factors, in order to judge the 
adequacy of its fit to the data set. For example, the researcher during the analysis should consider the 
theoretical relationships between the latent variables, constructs and the theory etc. Lastly, she 
stressed that a researcher should make the best judgment on whether a model is plausible, as no fit 
indices can fully pinpoint that a model is untenable (Byrne, 2016). 
According to Duncan (2014), Hooper et al. (2008), Hu and Bentler (1998) and Kline (2016) many 
researchers employ three crucial fit indices: the root mean square residual (RMR), the standardized 
root mean square residual (SRMR) and comparative fit indices (CFI).  Kline (2016) described RMR and 
the SRMR as the square root of the difference between the residuals of the sample covariance matrix 
and the hypothesized covariance model. He also highlighted that the range of the RMR is calculated 
based upon the scales of each indicator, therefore, if a questionnaire contains items with varying levels 
(some items may range from 1-5 while others from 1-7) the RMR becomes difficult to interpret. In 
these situations, SRMR resolves this problem and is, therefore, more meaningful to interpret. Apart 
from this, the comparative fit indices as explained by Hu and Bentler (1998) assess the relative 
improvement in the fit of the researcher’s model in comparison with the baseline null model, or an 
independence model. Duncan (2014) and Hu and Bentler (1998) suggested that a cut off criterion for 
CFI≥0.90 was initially proposed however recent SEM studies have shown that a value greater than this 
(CFI≥0.95) is presently recognized as still indicative of a good fit (Brown, 2014; Kline, 2016).  Wolf et 
al. (2013) concluded that CFI index is included in all SEM programs and is one of the most popularly 
reported fit indices due to being one of the measures, which are least affected by sample size. Thus, 
for the purpose of this study, a combination of RMR, SRMR and CFI was employed to determine 
whether to accept, modify, or reject the conceptual model that is under consideration. 
Tabachnick and Fidell (2013) and Tomarken and Waller (2005) highlighted that the goodness-of-fit 
measures for the absolute fit index (GFI) which is greater than 0.89 (i.e. GFI≥0.89) is insensitive, and 
the choice and judgement of the fit indices are often misguided or oversimplified. Kline (2016) 
supported this and posits that even under the best of circumstances, a certain amount of subjectivity 
is involved in determining whether or not a model fits well to a data set. Hair et al. (2010) argued that, 
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in assessing the overall goodness-of-fit of a model to the data set for both the measurement (CFA) 
and the structural (SEM) model, there is no absolute test available despite many issued guidelines. 
Duncan (2014) further explained that researchers should avoid being rigid in selecting a cut-off for the 
incremental fit indices. Therefore, some flexibility is needed when considering other factors including 
the theoretical relationships between the constructs. 
Bagozzi and Yi (2012) emphasized that while the goodness-of-fit indices appraise the overall adequacy 
of a model, it does not provide specific information about the individual parameters and other aspects 
of the internal structure of a model. They said that in many cases it is possible for the various model 
fit statistics to indicate a satisfactory model, but certain parameters may not be significant. Thus, it is 
essential for the researchers to scrutinize the individual parameters and internal structure of a model, 
in addition to the recommended generalized fit indices (Bagozzi & Yi, 2012). 
Kline (2016), Miles and Shevlin (1998) and Sharma et al. (2005) suggested that given the sensitivity of 
the goodness-of-fit indices, in many models, the GFI, adjusted goodness-of-fit indices (AGFI), normed 
fit indices (NFI), incremental fit indices (IFI), and Tucker-Lewis index (TLI) are reported in order to 
demonstrate if the model is a good fitting model or not. The values of GFI≥0.89, AGFI≥0.85, NFI≥0.90, 
IFI≥0.90 and TLII≥0.90 indicate an acceptable fitting model (Kline, 2016).  Therefore, with regard to 
this study, it was decided to use GFI, AGFI, NFI, IFI and TLI in order to determine the model fitness. 
Diamantopoulos et al. (2000) and Huang (2017) highlighted that one of the forms of the parsimony fit 
index is the information criteria indices. Probably the best known of these indices is the Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974; Huang, 2017).  These statistics are generally used when 
comparing non-nested or non-hierarchical models estimated with the same data and indicates to the 
researcher which of the models is most parsimonious. It is recommended that smaller AIC values 
suggest a good fitted parsimonious model (Huang, 2017; Kline, 2016).  Kline (2016) noted that these 
statistics need a sample size of more than 250 to make their use reliable. Therefore, with regard to 
this study, since the sample size was 314, it was decided to employ AIC as one of the fit indices in order 
to determine the fitness of the conceptual model. 
Overall in this study SEM using AMOS 23.0 was the main analytic tool. Most of the analyses were 
performed using this technique and therefore will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 
6.4 Concept model and hypotheses to be tested 
In Chapter Two, the conceptual model (Figure 2.12) and hypotheses to be tested were discussed. 
Figure 6.2 highlights the basis of the test model, the constructs under study and the relationships 
between the constructs to be tested along with the numbered hypotheses. The list of hypotheses that 










Table 6.2: List of Hypotheses 
Hypotheses 
Number 
Description of Hypotheses 
One (H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 
salience/awareness and regional wine brand performance. 
Two (H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 
salience/awareness and regional wine brand image. 
Three (H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance 
and consumer regional wine brand judgement. 
Four (H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling. 
Five (H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
judgement and regional wine brand resonance. 
Six (H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
feeling and regional wine brand resonance. 
Seven (H7, H7a) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
judgement and consumer regional wine brand feeling (H7). 
Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer 
regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance (H7a) 
 
6.5 Testing of traditional Keller’s CBBE conceptual model for regional wine consumption – 
Dataset with outliers (MODEL ONE) 
From the conceptual model outlined in the preceding section (Section 6.4, Figure 6.2) and based on 
the CFA testing, which concluded with the full measurement model (refer Figure 5.40), a structural 




Figure 6.3: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE) 
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According to Hair et al. (2010) and Kline (2016) when evaluating and assessing structural equation 
models, three steps should be undertaken: firstly, evaluating the model fit, secondly, interpreting the 
parameter estimates and thirdly considering equivalent models when evaluating fit. They also added 
that the values of the model fit indices are indicative of the overall fit (average fit) of a model. 
Furthermore, in some cases, researchers highlighted that model fit indices do not indicate whether 
the results are theoretically meaningful and values of the fit that suggest adequate fit do not 
necessarily indicate that the predictive power of the model is high (Hair et al., 2010). 
For testing of the model (refer Figure 6.3 - Model One), the initial data set with 314 cases (including 
outliers) was employed. The resultant relationships between the constructs are highlighted in Figure 
6.4. The details of the AMOS output utilised in the SEM analysis are as follows: 
i. Maximum Likelihood of Estimation and Covariance. 
ii. 199 bootstrapping operations. 











REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
FACTOR 1: EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
FACTOR 2:  INFORMATION 
SOURCE 
Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
PRICE IMPORTANCE (REGIONAL 
WINE BRAND PERFORMANCE) 
Q21_14: Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to 
find the best value for money. 
 Q21_16: I check the price even for inexpensive regional wine 
items. 
 Q21_17: I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to 
a regional wine purchase. 
 Q21_26: It is important for me to get the best price for regional 
wine, I buy. 
 Q21_19: When it comes to choosing the most regional wine 
product, I rely heavily on price. 
EXPERT OPINION (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
JUDGEMENT) 
Q8_11: My preferred wine style is from a region, which has well-
designed taste profile. 
 Q8_5: A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred 
wine region. 
 Q8.6: The average level of quality across my preferred wine region 
has been noted to be consistently high. 
 Q8.7:  There are some highly rated examples of my preferred 
particular wine style.  
SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION 
(SubjInfo) (REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND IMAGE) 
Q21_30: I know what regional wines look like. 
 Q21_31: I can recognize regional wine brands among competing 
brands. 
 Q21_32: I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save 
time shopping around. 
AFFECT FEELINGS (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND FEELING) 
Q21_39: Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my 
preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand.  
 Q21_46: I consider myself highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
 Q21_44: Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
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REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
FACTOR 1: PERSONAL 
ATTACHMENT (PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
FACTOR 2: TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional 
wine in most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not 
others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional 
wine.  
 
Table 6.4: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE) fit indices for initial analysis 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI NFI IFI TLI CFI RMSE
A 
SRMR AIC 
Value 0.01 2.19 0.90 0.85 0.90 0.94 0.93 0.93 0.06 0.11 700.81 
*= Using Bollen Stine Bootstrap 
Table 6.5: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE): Parameters relationship 
analysis 
   S.E. C.R. P 
BImage <--- BSalience .157 6.917 *** 
BPerformance <--- BSalience .137 5.445 *** 
BFeeling <--- BImage .063 13.386 *** 
BJudgement <--- BPerformance .064 2.111 .035 
BResonance <--- BFeeling .053 7.808 *** 
BResonance <--- BJudgement .040 3.293 *** 
ExtrinsicCues <--- BSalience .161 6.333 *** 
InfoSource <--- BSalience    
Trust <--- BResonance    
PAttachment <--- BResonance .141 4.417 *** 
Q6_14 <--- InfoSource .122 8.710 *** 
Q11_12 <--- ExtrinsicCues    
Q11_17 <--- ExtrinsicCues .083 13.891 *** 
Q11_19 <--- ExtrinsicCues .084 14.526 *** 
Q6_4 <--- InfoSource    
Q21_31 <--- BImage    
Q21_32 <--- BImage .045 21.260 *** 
Q21_30 <--- BImage .052 16.567 *** 
Q21_46 <--- BFeeling    
Q21_7 <--- Trust .143 9.292 *** 
Q21_6 <--- Trust .134 10.294 *** 
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   S.E. C.R. P 
Q21_4 <--- Trust    
Q6_31 <--- PAttachment .169 6.515 *** 
Q6_17 <--- PAttachment    
Q21_44 <--- BFeeling .048 13.688 *** 
Q21_39 <--- BFeeling .052 14.351 *** 
Q21_16 <--- BPerformance    
Q21_17 <--- BPerformance .066 17.257 *** 
Q21_26 <--- BPerformance .060 15.592 *** 
Q8_5 <--- BJudgement .042 23.793 *** 
Q8_7 <--- BJudgement    
Q8_6 <--- BJudgement .034 28.589 *** 
Q8_11 <--- BJudgement .040 23.492 *** 
Q21_14 <--- BPerformance .057 16.054 *** 
Q21_19 <--- BPerformance .065 14.200 *** 
      
Legend: ***: Sig <0.001, S.E.: Standardised Estimate; C.R.: Critical Ratio, P: Probability 
(Sig indicator) 
The goodness-of-fit indices for Model One, as highlighted in Figure 6.4 and Table 6.4 indicated that 
the model was an adequate fit to the data. The indicators P, CMIN, GFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI and RMSEA 
were all within an acceptable range, however, the SRMR and AGFI were not. Furthermore, the results 
of parameter relationship analysis (Table 6.5) showed that the relationships between the constructs 
(branding constructs) are significant. However, it was noted that the significant relationship between 
consumer wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance had standardised estimates of more 
than 1.0 (1.06) and the total variance explained by the model was also more than 1.0 (1.27) (Figure 
6.4).  Hair et al. (2016) stressed that this case often happens when a model is saturated i.e. un-
parsimonious in nature. Hair et al. (2016) and Kline (2016) highlighted that the possible reasons for 
this might include the presence of outliers, which results in skewing the results. According to Hair et 
al. (2010) outliers are described as observations, which have cases with very high or low scores. 
These observations are far from the normal pattern in the data set. In this research study, it was 
appropriate to critically examine the outliers in the data and delete them where appropriate, after 
investigating the impact of such deletion for the modified data set. The process for obtaining normally 
distributed data sets by deleting outliers using the Mahalanobis distance was developed by Rasmussen 
(1988).  He noted that any item with a “p1 value less than 0.05 is considered as an influential outlier” 
(Rasmussen, 1988, p.191).  Furthermore, he stated that “10-15% of the subjects (data cases) in any 
data set maybe classified as outliers” and thus may be deleted (Rasmussen, 1988, p.190).  This process 
has been utilised by researchers in the context of adjusting self-reported attitudinal data (Hyman and 
Sierra, 2011; Lai and Hitchcock, 2015).  Outliers for the model (Figure 6.4) were identified using the 
Mahalanobis distance measure. In order to arrive at an acceptable model fit, 39 outliers (12% of the 
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sample) were deleted and the corresponding impacts on the model fit were observed. The resultant 
traditional Keller’s CBBE structural model without the outliers is discussed in the next section). 
6.6 Testing of traditional CBBE conceptual model for regional wine consumption – Dataset 
without outliers (MODEL TWO) 
From the conceptual model outlined in the preceding section (Section 6.5, Figure 6.4) as mentioned 
before, the process of outlier deletion leads to the development of a robust traditional Keller’s CBBE 
model for regional wine consumption. The model is outlined in Figure 6.5 below. 
Figure 6.5: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE): Final analysis with 275 data 









REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
FACTOR 1: EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine from 
a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
FACTOR 2:  INFORMATION 
SOURCE 
Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
PRICE IMPORTANCE 
(REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
PERFORMANCE) 
Q21_14: Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to find 
the best value for money. 
 Q21_16: I check the price even for inexpensive regional wine items. 
 Q21_17: I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to a 
regional wine purchase. 
 Q21_26: It is important for me to get the best price for regional wine, I 
buy. 
 Q21_19: When it comes to choosing the most regional wine product, I 
rely heavily on price. 
EXPERT OPINION (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
JUDGEMENT) 
Q8_11: My preferred wine style is from a region, which has well-
designed taste profile. 
 Q8_5: A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred wine 
region. 
 Q8.6: The average level of quality across my preferred wine region has 
been noted to be consistently high. 
 Q8.7:  There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular 
wine style.  
SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION 
(SubjInfo) (REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND IMAGE) 
Q21_30: I know what regional wines look like. 
 Q21_31: I can recognize regional wine brands among competing brands. 
 Q21_32: I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save time 
shopping around. 
AFFECT FEELINGS (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
FEELING) 
Q21_39: Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my 
preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand.  
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 Q21_46: I consider myself highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
 Q21_44: Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
FACTOR 1: PERSONAL 
ATTACHMENT 
(PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
FACTOR 2: TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine in 
most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine.  
 
Table 6.7: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE) fit indices for final analysis 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI NFI IFI TLI CFI RMSEA SRMR AIC 
Value 0.09 1.61 0.90 0.87 0.91 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.04 0.09 548.78 





Table 6.8: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE): Parameters relationship 
analysis 
 
   S.E. C.R. P 
BImage <--- BSalience .170 6.471 *** 
BPerformance <--- BSalience .173 5.582 *** 
BFeeling <--- BImage .063 14.926 *** 
BJudgement <--- BPerformance .065 3.322 *** 
BResonance <--- BFeeling .054 8.126 *** 
BResonance <--- BJudgement .043 4.131 *** 
ExtrinsicCues <--- BSalience .198 6.037 *** 
InfoSource <--- BSalience    
Trust <--- BResonance    
PAttachment <--- BResonance .130 5.127 *** 
Q6_14 <--- InfoSource .137 8.046 *** 
Q11_12 <--- ExtrinsicCues    
Q11_17 <--- ExtrinsicCues .072 14.293 *** 
Q11_19 <--- ExtrinsicCues .074 15.351 *** 
Q6_4 <--- InfoSource    
Q21_31 <--- BImage    
Q21_32 <--- BImage .046 21.778 *** 
Q21_30 <--- BImage .055 15.943 *** 
Q21_46 <--- BFeeling    
Q21_7 <--- Trust .125 9.833 *** 
Q21_6 <--- Trust .123 10.876 *** 
Q21_4 <--- Trust    
Q6_31 <--- PAttachment .139 6.752 *** 
Q6_17 <--- PAttachment    
Q21_44 <--- BFeeling .051 13.877 *** 
Q21_39 <--- BFeeling .050 14.493 *** 
Q21_16 <--- BPerformance    
Q21_17 <--- BPerformance .063 17.698 *** 
Q21_26 <--- BPerformance .059 16.137 *** 
Q8_5 <--- BJudgement .041 24.470 *** 
Q8_7 <--- BJudgement    
Q8_6 <--- BJudgement .033 30.918 *** 
Q8_11 <--- BJudgement .038 25.014 *** 
Q21_14 <--- BPerformance .058 15.661 *** 
Q21_19 <--- BPerformance .063 14.821 *** 
























































































   
Brand Performance  1.00  0.21**   
Brand Image 






   1.00  0.33** 
Consumer Brand Feeling 
    1.00 
0.82**
* 
Brand Resonance      1.00 
Note:  ***=p<0.001; **= p<0.01 
The goodness-of-fit indices for Model Two as highlighted in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.7 indicated that the 
model was a good fit to the data. The indicators P, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI, SRMR and RMSEA 
were all within an acceptable range. Furthermore, the results of parameter relationship analysis (Table 
6.8) showed that the relationships between the constructs (branding constructs) are statistically 
significant as shown in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.9 and the correlation (β values) values between the 
model constructs are statistically significant as well. The total variance explained by the model was an 
acceptable 85% (R2 = 0.85) (refer Figure 6.5) (Kline, 2016). 
According to Hox and Bechger (1998), adding parameters or theoretical relationship paths in a well 
fitted structural equation model further improves the overall fit indices. Iacobucci (2010) argued and 
outlined that, adding relationship paths results in making the model more complex, and less 
parsimonious but in many situations this leads to further theoretical contributions. In this research 
study, apart from validating and assessing Keller’s CBBE model for regional wine consumption, there 
was one extra hypothesis that was developed for testing following from the literature review (H7; 
Refer Table 6.2).  This hypothesis was tested in the well fitted holistic Keller’s CBBE structural model 
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as highlighted in the preceding sections (Refer Figure 6.5).  The analysis and results are dealt with in 
detail in the following sections below. 
6.7 Testing of consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine 
brand feeling link-Data set without outliers (275 data cases, MODEL THREE) 
Apart from validating the holistic Keller’s CBBE model for regional wine consumption as outlined in 
the preceding section (Section 6.6, Figure 6.5), it was also decided to incorporate the path from 
consumer regional wine brand judgement to consumer regional wine brand feeling in order to 
establish the relationship between the two regional wine branding constructs (see theoretical 
justification in Chapter Two).  The resultant model is outlined in Figure 6.6. 
Figure 6.6: Structural test model (Traditional Keller’s CBBE with consumer regional wine 
brand judgement to consumer regional wine brand feeling link established): Initial 









REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
 
FACTOR 1: EXTRINSIC CUES Q11_19: How important is the shape of bottle or design when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
 Q 11_17: How important is the advertising when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
 Q11_12: How important is the label when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
FACTOR 2:  INFORMATION 
SOURCE 
Q 6_4: I often read wine magazines and publications. 
 Q6_14: I regularly attend wine tasting events. 
PRICE IMPORTANCE (REGIONAL 
WINE BRAND PERFORMANCE) 
Q21_14: Before the purchase of regional wine, I look carefully to 
find the best value for money. 
 Q21_16: I check the price even for inexpensive regional wine items. 
 Q21_17: I pay attention to the sale and specials when it comes to a 
regional wine purchase. 
 Q21_26: It is important for me to get the best price for regional wine, 
I buy. 
 Q21_19: When it comes to choosing the most regional wine product, 
I rely heavily on price. 
EXPERT OPINION (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
JUDGEMENT) 
Q8_11: My preferred wine style is from a region, which has well-
designed taste profile. 
 Q8_5: A significant amount of wine is produced from my preferred 
wine region. 
 Q8.6: The average level of quality across my preferred wine region 
has been noted to be consistently high. 
 Q8.7:  There are some highly rated examples of my preferred 
particular wine style.  
SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION 
(SubjInfo) (REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND IMAGE) 
Q21_30: I know what regional wines look like. 
 Q21_31: I can recognize regional wine brands among competing 
brands. 
 Q21_32: I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which save 
time shopping around. 
AFFECT FEELINGS (CONSUMER 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
FEELING) 
Q21_39: Even if a well-known brand has the same features as my 
preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand.  
 Q21_46: I consider myself highly loyal to regional wine brands. 
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 Q21_44: Regional wine brand’s product claims are believable. 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
 
FACTOR 1: PERSONAL 
ATTACHMENT (PATTACHMENT) 
Q6_17: Drinking regional wine gives me pleasure. 
 Q6_31: I definitely have a liking for regional wine. 
FACTOR 2: TRUST Q21_4: I limit my purchase to only favourite brands of regional wine 
in most wine retailers. 
 Q21_6: I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others. 
 Q21_7: For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine.  
 
Table 6.11: Structural test model fit indices – Model Three 
(Traditional Keller’s CBBE with consumer regional wine brand judgement to consumer regional wine 
brand feeling link established):  initial analysis 
Criterion P* CMIN GFI AGFI NFI IFI TLI CFI RMSEA SRMR AIC 
Value 0.15 1.56 0.90 0.87 0.92 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.04 0.08 535.94 




Table 6.12: Structural test model – Model Three – Parameters Relationship Analysis 
(Traditional Keller’s CBBE with consumer regional wine brand judgement to consumer regional wine 
brand feeling link established) 
 
   S.E. C.R. P 
BPerformance <--- BSalience .174 5.566 *** 
BImage <--- BSalience .171 6.434 *** 
BJudgement <--- BPerformance .065 3.332 *** 
BFeeling <--- BImage .064 13.302 *** 
BFeeling <--- BJudgement .048 3.893 *** 
BResonance <--- BFeeling .057 8.001 *** 
BResonance <--- BJudgement .045 3.228 .001 
ExtrinsicCues <--- BSalience .199 6.020 *** 
InfoSource <--- BSalience    
Trust <--- BResonance    
PAttachment <--- BResonance .130 5.145 *** 
Q6_14 <--- InfoSource .138 8.029 *** 
Q11_12 <--- ExtrinsicCues    
Q11_17 <--- ExtrinsicCues .073 14.293 *** 
Q11_19 <--- ExtrinsicCues .074 15.350 *** 
Q6_4 <--- InfoSource    
Q21_31 <--- BImage    
Q21_32 <--- BImage .046 21.695 *** 
Q21_30 <--- BImage .055 15.885 *** 
Q21_46 <--- BFeeling    
Q21_7 <--- Trust .125 9.835 *** 
Q21_6 <--- Trust .123 10.874 *** 
Q21_4 <--- Trust    
Q6_31 <--- PAttachment .138 6.784 *** 
Q6_17 <--- PAttachment    
Q21_44 <--- BFeeling .051 13.990 *** 
Q21_39 <--- BFeeling .050 14.561 *** 
Q21_16 <--- BPerformance    
Q21_17 <--- BPerformance .063 17.700 *** 
Q21_26 <--- BPerformance .059 16.138 *** 
Q8_5 <--- BJudgement .041 24.443 *** 
Q8_7 <--- BJudgement    
Q8_6 <--- BJudgement .033 30.960 *** 
Q8_11 <--- BJudgement .038 24.986 *** 
Q21_14 <--- BPerformance .058 15.661 *** 
Q21_19 <--- BPerformance .063 14.823 *** 

















































































Brand Salience 1.00 0.63*** 0.75***    
Brand 
Performance 
 1.00  0.21**   
Brand Image   1.00  0.81***  
Consumer Brand 
Judgement 
   1.00 0.19** 0.27** 
Consumer Brand 
Feeling 
    1.00 0.82*** 
Brand Resonance      1.00 
Note:  ***=p<0.001; **= p<0.01 
The goodness-of-fit indices for Model Three as outlined in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.11 indicated that the 
model was a good fit to the data. The indicators P, CMIN, GFI, AGFI, NFI, IFI, TLI, CFI, SRMR and RMSEA 
were all within an acceptable range. Furthermore, the results of parameter relationship analysis (Table 
6.12) showed that the relationships between the constructs (branding constructs) including the newly 
added path (P-value = 0.001) are statistically significant. The correlation (β values) between the key 
model constructs are statistically significant as well (refer Table 6.13).  The total variance explained by 
the model was acceptable as it was 0.86 (refer Figure 6.6). 
According to Bollen and Long (1992), Chou and Bentler (1995) and Merkle et al. (2016) the most 
important consideration within the testing of a structural equation model is that the researcher should 
consider alternative models, rather than examining a specific single model. They further suggested 
that, although the theory should guide the design of the model, knowledge in a particular area may 
not be detailed enough to provide a single specification of a model. By estimating several models, the 
researcher is able to explore plausible structures. Bollen and Long (1992, p.128) argued that “model 
comparison allows the researcher to determine which is the model with the best fit, rather than 
attempting to assess a model’s fit in some absolute sense”. Therefore, in this thesis, the three models 





Table 6.14: Comparison of fit indices for the three models tested  












WINE BRAND FEELING 
PATH ADDED) 
AIC 700.81 548.78 535.94 
Bollen-Stine 
Bootstrap P 
0.10 0.09 0.15 
CFI 0.93 0.96 0.97 
CMIN/DF 2.91 1.61 1.56 
GFI 0.91 0.89 0.90 
NFI 0.90 0.91 0.92 
IFI 0.94 0.97 0.97 
TLI 0.93 0.96 0.96 
RMSEA 0.06 0.04 0.04 
SRMR 0.11 0.09 0.08 
 
The results or the fit indices of the three tested models are outlined in Table 6.14. It is noted that the 
AIC (Akaike Information Criterion) showed a considerable improvement in model parsimony with the 
addition of the new, theoretically supported, path (AIC= 700.81 to 535.94).  Therefore, it is concluded 
that Model Three utilising the data set without outliers but with the inclusion of the additional path 
(consumer regional wine brand judgement to consumer regional wine brand feeling) provides the best 
fit to the data (see Table 6.14). 
Furthermore, some researchers have highlighted that with the investigation of the direct relationships 
in a structural model there are situations where constructs emerge as mediators because of indirect 
interaction (Hayes, 2013; Kline, 2016; Malhotra, 2018).  In order to study the interaction, researchers 
have often performed the process of comparison of direct and indirect effects, which are guided by 
various conditions (Hayes, 2013; Malhotra, 2018).  In this study, it was apparent that whilst the one 
additional relationship path (H7) was noted as statistically significant (refer Figure 6.6), there was the 
possibility that one of the regional wine branding constructs in Keller’s CBBE model (consumer 
regional wine brand feeling) was acting as a mediator. Pek and Hoyle (2016) suggested that although 
the effects of a mediator can be analysed through the SEM technique, recently researchers have 
utilised Hayes’ PROCESS in addition to SEM in order to analyse the effects of a mediator. 
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Hayes’ PROCESS (2013) software has been widely used by researchers in recent years. For instance, in 
Bartikowski and Walsh’s (2011) study, the researchers utilised Hayes’ PROCESS software in order to 
investigate potential mediators between corporate reputation and customer citizenship behaviours. 
Similarly, a recent study undertaken by Palmer et al. (2016) also utilised the Hayes’ PROCESS (2013) 
software in order to investigate the mediating effects of brand identification in the higher education 
sector. Therefore, in this study, in order to investigate the mediating effect of consumer brand feeling 
toward regional wine in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model, it was considered 
appropriate to use Hayes PROCESS (2013) software. 
In Chapter Two of this thesis the rationale was provided and the subsequent hypothesis H7a was 
developed to be tested to investigate the interaction (rational path impacting emotional path) in the 
brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model. In order to investigate this, it was decided to perform 
mediation analysis using the Hayes PROCESS plugin in SPSS 23.0 software (Hayes, 2013) and a 
bootstrapping approach (Hayes, 2013).  The importance of Hayes PROCESS and the analysis is outlined 
in detail in the next section. 
6.7.1 Mediation testing: direct and indirect effects 
Mediation testing is one of the statistical methods utilised by researchers to help answer the question 
as to “how causal agent X transmits its effects on Y” (Hayes, 2013, p. 86).  The most basic of mediation 
model is the simply where the model contains two consequent variables (M) and (Y) and two 
antecedent variables (X) and (M), with X causally influencing Y and M, and M causally influencing Y. In 
a simple mediation model, at least one causal antecedent X variable is proposed as influencing an 
outcome Y through a single intervening variable M (Hayes, 2013).  There are two distinct pathways 
proposed by which an X variable may influence Y. One pathway leads from X→Y without passing 
through M which is generally termed as testing the direct effect of X on Y whereas the second pathway 
from X→Y through M is classified as testing the indirect effect of X on Y through M. In short, the 
indirect effect represents how Y is influenced by X through a causal sequence in which X influences M, 
which in turn influences Y (Hayes, 2013).  The conceptual diagram representation of a simple 
mediation model is outlined in Figure 6.7. 




As outlined in Figure 6.7, M is typically called a mediator variable (Hayes, 2013).  Researchers have 
also used the term intermediary variable, or a surrogate variable, however, the term mediator is most 
widely-used when undertaking a mediation analysis (Gunzler et al., 2013; Hayes, 2013; Kline, 2016).  
According to Hayes (2013), in the model testing stages the coefficients of the model are treated as 
“estimates of the putative causal influences of each variable in the system on other variables, and the 
goal is to estimate these coefficients, piece them together and interpret” (Hayes 2013, p. 90).  These 
coefficients are estimated by performing regression analyses using either a structural equation 
modeling program such as AMOS or through the use of PROCESS plugin in SPSS. In this study, the 
PROCESS plugin was utilised in the SPSS 23.0 version in order to estimate the causal influences of 
X→M and X→M→Y. 
Hayes (2013) states that a positive direct effect (X→Y) in mediation analysis is often proven when the 
case that is higher on X (independent variable) is estimated to be higher on Y (dependent variable), 
whereas a negative direct effect is concluded if the case that is higher on X (independent variable) is 
estimated to be lower on Y (dependent variable).  In the case of a positive indirect effect (X→M→Y) 
it is noted that the estimates (a[X→M] and b[M→Y]) are positive because it takes the theory 
conceptualisation into consideration where X is predicting M, which in turn predicts Y. In saying that, 
the Hayes PROCESS calculates a confidence interval based on bootstrapped samples for each of the 
pathways in the model. It is noted that a particular pathway is accepted if the upper and lower 95% 
or 99% confidence intervals for estimation of the beta for that pathway both fall either above or below 
zero. If the upper and lower confidence intervals both fall above or below zero, the researcher can be 
confident that the pathway displays a true effect (Hayes, 2013). 
Finally, in order to highlight the final outcome of whether there is partial mediation or full mediation, 
the following process has been recommended by Baron and Kenny (1986) cited in Hayes (2013), which 





Figure 6.8: Flowchart for mediation analysis (Baron & Kenny, 1986 in Hayes, 2013, p.87) 
 
Although, Baron and Kenny’s (1986) criteria has been widely used for years as an approach for 
establishing mediation, recently it has been disputed in the technical literature as noted by Zhao et al. 
(2010).  While Zhao et al. (2010) acknowledged Baron and Kenny’s (1986) mediation framework, they 
further provided a simplistic decision tree and a step-by-step procedure for testing mediation, which 





Figure 6.9: Step-by-step procedure for testing mediation (Zhao et al., 2010, p.201) 
 
In this study, Baron and Kenny’s (1986) process is followed with consideration of Zhao’s et al. (2010) 
mediation framework while interpreting the results in relation to whether M is partially or fully 
mediating in between the relationship of X→Y. This was undertaken as a part of a further investigation 





6.7.1.1 Mediation testing to outline the interaction after H7 was supported 
In addition to the support of H7 which stated that: “There is a positive significant relationship between 
consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine brand feeling” (refer Figure 
6.6; Table 6.15), it was decided to undertake the first phase of mediation testing in order to investigate 
if one of the regional wine branding components (consumer regional wine brand feeling) was 
performing as a mediator (H7a).  In order to test hypothesis H7a, a separate conceptual model was 
analysed using the Hayes PROCESS plugin in the SPSS 23.0 software program. This conceptual model 
consisted of consumer regional wine brand judgement as the independent variable (X) and regional 
wine brand resonance as the dependent variable (Y) with consumer regional wine brand feeling as the 
mediating (M) variable. 
In order to proceed further with the analysis, Hayes (2013) highlighted that composite scores of the 
constructs are required. Therefore, to represent the constructs (consumer regional wine brand 
judgement, consumer regional wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance), composite 
scores were calculated using the weighted average method (Allen & Bennett, 2010).  As a result, three 
composites were developed, which were named as Jcomposite (consumer regional wine brand 
judgement), Fcomposite (consumer regional wine brand feeling) and Rcomposite (regional wine brand 
resonance) respectively. Thus, these composites were incorporated into the Hayes PROCESS testing. 
The Hayes PROCESS Model for simple mediation (process model four) was used with Jcomposite 
(consumer regional wine brand judgement) as the independent variable (X), Fcomposite (consumer 
regional wine brand feeling) as the mediator (M), Rcomposite (regional wine brand performance) as 
the dependent variable (Y).  Figure 6.10 shows the regression coefficients for the model. 
Results from Figure 6.10 indicated that consumer regional wine brand judgement (Jcomposite) was a 
significant predictor of consumer regional wine brand feeling (Fcomposite) (b [path a]=0.376, 
se=0.046, p<0.05), and that consumer regional wine brand feeling (Fcomposite) was a significant 
predictor of regional wine brand resonance (Rcomposite) (b [path b]=0.365, se=0.041, p<0.05).  These 
findings provide further support for hypotheses H7 and H6 as noted in Table 6.15. The total direct 
effect of consumer regional wine brand judgement (Jcomposite) on regional wine brand resonance 
(Rcomposite) was significant without the mediator (consumer regional wine brand feeling 
[Fcomposite]) (c= 0.338, se= 0.037, p<0.05).  However, it was again noted that consumer regional wine 
brand judgement (Jcomposite) was still a significant predictor of regional wine brand resonance 
(Rcomposite) (c’=0.200, se=0.036, p<0.05) after controlling for the mediator, consumer regional wine 
brand feeling (Fcomposite) thereby confirming partial mediation as highlighted by Baron and Kelly 





Figure 6.10: Conceptual model outlining the testing of consumer regional wine brand 
feeling (Fcomposite) as a mediator using Process Model Four 
 
This highlighted that consumer regional wine brand feeling (Fcomposite) is a mediator because when 
entered into the model it decreases the direct effect of consumer regional wine brand judgement 
(Jcomposite) [X] on regional wine brand resonance (Rcomposite) [Y] (still significant)), reducing the 
coefficient from 0.338 to 0.200. Hence, H7a hypothesis was further supported, and overall it was 
concluded that consumer regional wine brand feeling partially mediates the significant relationship of 
consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance. 
In addition to this, the indirect effect was tested using a bootstrap approach with 10000 bootstraps 
(Hayes, 2013; Shrout & Bolger, 2002).  The bootstrapped confidence interval for the indirect effect 
(refer Figure 6.10) ranged from 0.089 [LLCI] to 0.191 [ULCI]. This result indicated that the indirect 
effect of the mediator (consumer regional wine brand feeling [Fcomposite]) is also significant because 




Table 6.15: List of hypotheses- results of analysis  
Hypotheses 
Number 
Description of Hypotheses Outcome 
One (H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand 
performance.  
Supported 
Two (H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand image. Supported 
Three (H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and consumer regional wine brand 
judgement. 
Supported 
Four (H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer regional wine brand feeling. Supported 
Five (H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand 
resonance. 
Supported 
Six (H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance. Supported 
Seven (H7, H7a) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine 
brand feeling. 
Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 








Therefore, it is apparent from the preceding discussion that apart from the validation of hypotheses 
representing the traditional Keller’s CBBE model in relation to regional wine as highlighted in Figure 
6.6 and Table 6.12, it was also found from the mediation process that consumer regional wine brand 
feeling is a partial mediator, and exists in the brand response stage of Keller’s consumer-based brand 
equity model as an outcome of the interaction effect between consumer regional wine brand 
judgement and regional wine brand resonance (Figure 6.10). 
Finally, the results of the analysis presented in this chapter provide justification for supporting or 
rejecting the research hypotheses associated with this study as shown in Table 6.15. 
6.8 Chapter conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the structural model proposed for this research study along with the 
hypotheses to be tested as developed in Chapter Two. In Chapter Five, the exploratory and 
confirmatory factor analysis leading to the formation of a measurement model provided the basis for 
conducting the structural equation modeling as discussed in detail in this chapter. 
The sample of the 314 respondents provided a reasonable representation of Australian regional wine 
drinkers. Utilising SPSS AMOS 23.0 software, structural equation modeling was performed on the 
measurement model as developed from the confirmatory factor analysis outcomes detailed in 
Chapter Five. There were three models tested in order to arrive at the final solution where all of the 
goodness-of-fit indices, regression weights and significance levels were noted as acceptable. The 
structural equation analysis concluded with the examination of the relationships between the regional 
wine branding constructs as adapted from Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model, which 
provided the platform to support or reject the hypotheses investigated in this study. 
Furthermore, an additional path in Keller’s model was examined through the structural equation 
analysis. The link between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine 
brand feeling was added. Mediation testing was also employed through Hayes PROCESS; this showed 
that consumer regional wine brand feeling partially mediated the impact of consumer regional wine 
brand judgement on regional wine brand resonance. 
The next chapter, Chapter Seven, discusses the results in detail and responds to the research questions 
presented in Chapter Two. These responses will then be used for the formation of a set of theoretical 
and managerial implications along with recommendations for future research, which will be covered 





DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 
7 Chapter 7: Discussion of Research Findings 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the discussion of the results of this study to provide insights into the research 
questions and hypotheses investigated in Chapter Six. 
As outlined in Chapter One, a two-stage research design was adopted, consisting of a literature review 
and a quantitative study. The findings of the literature review along with the development of research 
questions and the accompanying hypotheses were presented in Chapter Two. In Chapter Three, the 
methodology associated with the quantitative research was presented. The preparation of data for 
analysis was reported in Chapter Four. The analysis and findings of the research data were presented 
in Chapter Five and Six. The outline of this chapter is shown in Figure 7.1. 
Figure 7.1: Outline of Chapter Seven 
 
7.2 Discussion of research findings 
As noted in Chapter One, the primary aim of this thesis is to investigate the nature of brand equity 
associated with region of origin and empirically validate and assess Keller’s consumer-based brand 
equity model (CBBE model) in relation to the consumption of regional wine. This research study was 
conducted in Australia and focused on the descriptive nature of consumer behaviour regarding 
regional wine consumption. The study examined the components of Keller’s consumer-based brand 
equity model which is comprised of two separate linear paths, a rational path and an emotional path, 
and validated these paths to investigate the overall holistic relationship that exists between the 
branding components of the CBBE model. There are currently no studies to the researcher’s 
knowledge that have empirically validated and assessed all components of Keller’s consumer-based 
Section 7.2 DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 
FINDINGS 
 Section 7.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Section 7.3 CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
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brand equity model simultaneously and in a holistic fashion. Specifically, this study investigated the 
overall phenomenon of how regional wine as a brand develops an intense, active and loyal relationship 
with consumers in Australia. Constructs were developed regarding regional wine to reflect how 
consumers think, feel and react towards regional wine brands from a CBBE perspective. 
The findings from previous research, which formed the basis for the conceptual model as highlighted 
in Chapter Two of this study, were discussed. The model was used to examine the relationship 
between the regional wine branding constructs and their impact on the ultimate relationship and level 
of identification that a consumer develops with the regional wine brand (regional wine brand 
resonance).  The findings from the model testing are shown in Table 6.17 (See Chapter Six), which 
highlighted that all the seven (7) hypotheses were supported. The goodness of fit indices (inclusive of 
P, CMIN, SRMR and RMSEA) for the model shown in Figure 6.6 and Table 6.12 were all within an 
acceptable range. This indicated that the structural (theoretical) model was a good fit to the data. In 
addition, the correlation (β values) between the key model constructs were all statistically significant 
(see Table 6.15).  Furthermore, this study has illustrated the inter-relationship that exists between the 
regional wine branding components in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model in relation to 
regional wine consumption. Overall, this research contributes to marketing knowledge at three levels: 
• A marketing theory level by validating the two separate linear relationship paths that exist 
between the brand building components in Keller’s CBBE model, simultaneously. Together 
these paths empirically explain the mental process paths (rational and emotional) that assist 
in the development of an intense ongoing consumer-brand relationship. In this study, the 
model is empirically tested for the branding of regional wine. 
• A brand management theory level by identifying in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE 
model, an interaction between the rational and emotional path, where an emotional path 
component “consumer brand feeling” acts as a partial mediator between consumer brand 
judgement and brand resonance. In this study, the model is tested in the context of branding 
of regional wine. 
• An applied marketing research level by providing an understanding of the importance of 
region of origin as a brand and its role in the consumer behaviour associated with the 
consumption of regional wine. 
In the following sections, the relationship between the findings of previous studies and the findings of 
this research will be discussed. Firstly, a discussion of the rational path in Keller’s CBBE theoretical 




Figure 7.2: Rational path of Keller’s CBBE model 
 
 
7.2.1 Rational path (Hypotheses H1, H3 and H5) 
7.2.1.1 There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 
salience/awareness and regional wine brand performance (Hypothesis H1) 
As outlined in Chapter Two, the first research question (RQ1) is: “Does regional wine brand 
salience/awareness influence regional wine brand performance?” along with the corresponding 
hypothesis (H1): “There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 




Figure 7.3: Rational path showing the relationship between regional wine brand 
 salience/awareness and regional wine brand performance 
 
Branding literature has stressed that brand salience/awareness is the foundation of Keller’s CBBE 
pyramid where the main focus is on a brand developing its own identity and meaning with consumers 
through the development of brand awareness (Agarwal & Rao, 1996; Keller, 2016).  Romaniuk et al. 
(2004) and Vieceli and Shaw (2010) noted that a salient brand creates the opportunity of being 
recalled in a consumers’ consideration set under a variety of situations and via a variety of stimuli, 
which further influences consumers’ purchase decisions. In this study, the brand salience/awareness 
of regional wine is being investigated following earlier researchers who have investigated the 
importance of information sources in providing extrinsic cues in developing wine salience/awareness 
(Combris et al., 1997; Lockshin et al., 2017).  Specifically, researchers have found that consumers pay 
attention to labels and products advertised on social media or in wine publications during their 
information gathering stage. This develops awareness and ensures the brand to be salient in their 
minds (Brochado et al., 2015; George, 2005; Lockshin & Spawton, 2002).  Other authors, Barber et al. 
(2008) and Lockshin et al. (2017), posit that consumers are also influenced by bottle shape or design 
and wine style, which can provide association cues for consumers and develop higher brand 
recognition at the point of purchase. To support this, it was interesting to note from Figure 6.6 
(Chapter Six) of this thesis that the predictive factors, e.g. information sources (factor loading=0.60) 
and extrinsic cues (factor loading=0.78) assist in the development of regional wine brand 
awareness/salience. This suggests that specific information gathering sources including “Reading wine 
magazines and publications (Q6_4, standardized regression weight (β=0.78)” and “Attending wine 
tasting events (Q6_14, standardized regression weight (β=0.83)” along with information given through 
specific extrinsic cues including “Shape of bottle/design (Q11_19, standardized regression weight 
(β=0.85)”, “Advertising (Q11_17, standardized regression weight (β=0.88)” and “Labels (Q11_12, 
standardized regression weight (β=0.83)” all help the consumer to develop brand identity/salience. 
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Consequently, a consumer develops the ability to recall and recognize the wine brand and its 
characteristics. They also have an understanding and level of familiarity as the exposure reinforces the 
development of associations relating to the basic benefits/functions the brand delivers and will often 
describe the brand based on how relatively expensive or inexpensive the brand is. 
Apart from the role of awareness, Keller (2013) also highlighted that often the brand that has 
established a higher level of awareness relies on performance and how well the brand is performing 
financially in the market. Srinivasan et al. (2004) and Keller (2016) noted that performance of any 
brand is measured through information based on non-product physically related attributes including 
information related to the price that consumers have obtained during the information gathering stage. 
Consequently and in addition to the development of brand salience/awareness of regional wine, the 
brand performance of regional wine is also being investigated here. Wine researchers indicated that 
there is a high degree of risk associated with making an inferior choice if a consumer is dependent 
upon too few extrinsic sources during the purchase process (Bruwer at al., 2017).  They further 
explained that the performance of wine products is determined by the consumers’ willingness to pay 
in relation to the price of the product as this is generally an essential cue to predicting the quality of 
the wine (Bruwer et al., 2017).  Sun et al. (2016) found that wine produced from a well-known region 
is regarded as reputable and is priced higher in terms of quality as compared to wine produced from 
a not so well-known region. They also noted that the higher the knowledge consumers attain about a 
well-known region and its characteristics the more confident they are about the performance of wine 
in terms of price in the market. This often predicts future purchase intentions. In this study, it was 
found that price is a particularly important performance association that reflects quality during 
regional wine brand purchase. From the conceptual model (see Figure 6.6) it was noted that the items 
reflecting the importance of price in regional wine purchase were “Looking carefully to find the best 
value for money before purchase (Q 21_14, standardized regression weight (β=0.82)”, “Checking the 
price even for inexpensive regional wine items (Q21_16, standardized regression weight (β=0.81), 
“Paying attention to the sale and specials (Q21_17, standardized regression weight (β=0.89)”, 
“Important for me to get the best price (Q21_26, standardized regression weight (β=0.84)” and “I rely 
heavily on price when purchasing regional wine (Q21_19, standardized regression weight (β=0.78)”. 
This suggests that regional wine consumers often organize their regional wine brand knowledge in 
terms of price tiers once they have a developed knowledge through successful brand identification. 
Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists between regional wine 
brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand performance [(H1) (0.63, p<0.001)]. Keller (2016) 
found that a salient brand is always accessible and recalled by consumers because it contains several 
brand associations that the brand tries to develop compared to other brands. He also noted that price 
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information is one of the ways consumers associate themselves with the brand during the information 
gathering stage as it reflects the quality and performance of the brand in the market (Keller, 2016).  
For subjective products that are based on personal assessments including wine, researchers 
highlighted that consumers look for variety seeking when they want to experiment with different wine 
brands (that have performed well in the market in terms of price), which is based on the knowledge 
that they have gathered during the information stage and satisfies their desire for a particular variety 
(Dodd et al., 2005; Olsen et al., 2015).  This result supports the work undertaken by other researchers 
who have utilised quantitative techniques to highlight the relationship between brand salience and 
actual market/brand performance in the context of service, B2B and the automobile industry 
(Homburg et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2003; Tolba & Hassan, 2009).  This study supports 
the theoretical relationship as discussed in the literature and has empirically supported the link 
between brand salience/awareness and brand performance in relation to regional wine, which forms 
the first step in the rational path of Keller’s CBBE model depicted in Figure 7.3. Therefore, it is 
concluded from this discussion that consumers are likely to form associations (meanings) about the 
performance of a brand in relation to its price, if they are familiar with the wine brand’s characteristics 
that are developed through the successful regional wine brand identification stages, which includes 
consumers attaining knowledge, through various information gathering sources (wine events, wine 
magazines/publications) or from extrinsic cues (shape of the bottle/design, advertising and labels). 
7.2.1.2 There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 
performance and consumer regional wine brand judgement (Hypothesis H3) 
The third research question (RQ3) is “Does regional wine brand performance influence consumer 
regional wine brand judgement?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H3): “There is a positive 
significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and consumer regional wine brand 
judgement,” which is depicted in Figure 7.4. 
Figure 7.4: Rational path showing the relationship between regional wine brand 




Researchers have noted that consumers often provide personal opinion/judgement regarding what 
they really think about a particular brand when they possess strong brand meanings about it (Pan & 
Lehmann, 1993; Kim et al., 2014; Keller, 2013; Thogersen et al., 2017).  Kim et al. (2014) and Keller 
(2013) found that consumers’ judgements are subjective in nature and occur through the process of 
learning during the brand recognition stage. Consumers express opinions based on quality, credibility, 
consideration and superiority of a brand that has performed well in the market and has achieved a 
higher level of brand salience/awareness among its customers in the past (Keller, 2013).  In this study 
the consumer brand judgement of regional wine is being investigated in addition to the development 
of brand salience/awareness and brand performance of regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.1.1. 
In the wine product category consumers often evaluate the brand based on the quality that is reflected 
through the region of origin where the brand is produced (Thogersen et al., 2017).  Atkin et al. (2007) 
noted that consumers often utilise cues relating to information about the region of origin, which is 
developed during the second stage of the consumer buying process. This is known as information 
search and assists in the formation of an overall opinion about the quality of the wine brand. While 
price’s importance was noted as a significant performance association reflecting a regional wine 
brand’s performance (see discussion in Section 7.2.1.1), in this study (see Figure 6.6) the four items 
measuring judgements about the quality of regional wine produced from a consumer’s preferred 
region: “My preferred wine style is from a region, which has a well-designed taste profile (Q8_11, 
standardized regression weight (β=0.88)”, “A significant amount of wine is produced from my 
preferred wine region (Q8_5, standardized regression weight (β=0.88))”, “The average level of quality 
across my preferred wine region has been noted to be consistently high (Q8_6, standardized 
regression weight (β=0.94)” and “There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular 
wine style (Q8_7, standardized regression weight (β=0.94)” were also important. This implies that 
consumers express strong opinions about their preferred wine brand’s quality and the region of origin 
from where the wine is produced. Moreover, it was also interesting to note that two of the four items 
“The average level of quality across my preferred wine region has been noted to be consistently high 
(Q8_6)” and “There are some highly rated examples of my preferred particular wine style (Q8_7)” had 
the highest standardized regression weights (β) of 0.94 and 0.94 respectively. This highlighted that 
consumers do take the brand’s region of origin information into consideration when forming an 
opinion about the quality of wine produced from that particular region. This finding is supported by 
researchers who posit that consumers form an opinion about a product’s ROO that is provided by 
experts (Chocarro & Cortinas, 2013; Mueller et al., 2010).  Lockshin at al., (2017) and Verdonk et al. 
(2017) stressed that, apart from consumers relying on region of origin information to form opinions, 
other sources including, asking sales personnel and noting wine awards, also contribute to the 
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formation of judgements that help in their decision-making process. This provided insights that ROO 
information provided by experts is only one of the important avenues that consumers follow while 
developing opinions/attitudes about their preferred regional wine. 
Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists between regional wine 
brand performance and consumer regional wine brand judgement [(H3) (0.21, p<0.01)].  Keller (2003) 
and Kim et al. (2014) pointed out  consumers form judgements based on various performance 
associations that they develop during the information gathering stage. However, for brands that are 
based on subjective assessments including wine, Lockshin et al. (2017) and Neuninger et al. (2017) 
highlighted that consumers are exposed to wines when they visit a retail store and with the subjective 
knowledge obtained in terms of price associations, consumers are in a comfortable position to 
evaluate the brand in terms of how good or bad the wine brand is and its relative quality. This result 
is in congruence with other quantitative studies that have found a positive relationship between brand 
performance and brand judgement in relation to consumer assessment of orange juice quality in terms 
of price (Kardes et al., 2004; Pechmann and Ratneshwar, 1992).  They found that a consumer judges 
the quality of juice as low if the price is low and if the price is marked as high they will automatically 
judge it as a high-quality brand. This affects the consumers’ future purchase intention regarding the 
purchasing of orange juice (Kardes et al., 2004; Pechmann and Ratneshwar, 1992).  Likewise, a 
qualitative work undertaken by Aschemann-Witzel and Zielke (2017) found that price is a major 
element that influences consumers’ attitudes (opinions) towards organic food purchase. Apart from 
food research, a quantitative study undertaken by Chen et al. (2011) concluded that a relationship 
exists between the price information given on websites and the consumers’ reviews about the same 
price information in the context of holiday bookings. This highlights that the current study has 
supported this theoretical relationship and has empirically confirmed the link between brand 
performance and consumer brand judgement in relation to regional wine. As a result, this theoretical 
link adds to the previous relationship of brand salience/awareness and brand performance of the 
regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.1.1 thereby forming the second step in the rational path of 
Keller’s CBBE model as outlined in Figure 7.5. Therefore, it is concluded from this discussion that 
consumers are likely to form judgements or opinions about a wines’ region of origin and the quality 




Figure 7.5: Rational path of Keller’s CBBE model showing the first step (H1) leading to 
the second step (H3) in relation to regional wine 
 
7.2.1.3 There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
judgement and regional wine brand resonance (Hypothesis H5) 
The fifth research question (RQ5) is “Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence regional 
wine brand resonance?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H5) “There is a positive significant 
relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance,” 
which is depicted in Figure 7.6. 
Figure 7.6: Rational path showing the relationship between consumer regional wine 




The extent to which consumers’ express opinions about their preferred brand reflects the way they 
have developed a strong intense relationship with the brand (Huang et al., 2015; Keller, 2013; 
Whanpark et al., 2010).  Consumers typically find other avenues of interaction with the brand followed 
by sharing their own experiences with others (Dibb & Simkin, 2008; Whan Park et al., 2010).  In this 
study, the brand resonance of regional wine is being investigated in relation to the development of 
brand salience/awareness and the brand performance of regional wine as discussed in Sections 7.2.1.1 
and 7.2.1.2. For brands that are based on subjective assessments including wine, researchers have 
indicated that a consumers’ positive opinion about their preferred wine brand and its region of origin 
reflect the intensity to which they are personally attached to the particular product and its ROO 
(Bruwer et al., 2017; Lockshin & Spawton 2001).  O’Mahony et al. (2006) highlighted that, along with 
attachment, trust also plays an important role helping the wine brand achieve a higher level of brand 
resonance. Albert and Merunka (2013) and Bruwer et al. (2017) noted that there is a high level of risk 
associated with wine purchase and a consumer is more likely to prefer or trust a wine from a region, 
that has received a positive opinion from experts with regard to quality and its overall regional 
characteristics. In this study (as shown from Figure 6.6) while consumers form strong opinions about 
a preferred wine brand and its region of origin (a part of consumer wine brand judgement) discussed 
in Section 7.2.1.2, it was further noted (Figure 6.6) that the predictive factors of trust (factor 
loading=0.79) and personal attachment (factor loading=0.36) assist in the development of regional 
wine brand resonance. The items representing trust were “I will consume certain brands of regional 
wines, not others (Q21_6, standardized regression weight (β=0.82)”, “I limit my purchase to only 
favourite brands of regional wine in most wine retailers (Q21_4, standardized regression weight 
(β=0.65)” and “For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine (Q21_7, standardized 
regression weight (β=0.70)” whereas the items for personal attachment were “Drinking wine gives me 
pleasure (Q6_17, standardized regression weight (β=0.96) and “I definitely have a liking for wine 
(Q6_31, standardized regression weight (β=0.79)”. This suggests that a strong positive opinion about 
the quality of wine and its intrinsic regional characteristics based on existing subjective knowledge 
results in consumers developing a stronger level of trust and personal attachment (intense 
relationship) towards the regional wine brand. This personal attachment is more of a sense of 
pleasure, which the consumers look forward to after they consume the brand post-purchase. This 
finding is consistent with the literature where researchers have stressed that a strong belief and a 
positive opinion about a preferred wine brand enables consumers to develop a long-term relationship 
with the brand thereby reflecting a high level of brand resonance (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Guo 
& Meng, 2008). 
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Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists between consumer 
regional wine judgement and regional wine brand resonance [(H5) (0.27, p<0.01)].  Keller (2003) 
pointed out that the consumers’ level of relationship with a brand is reflected through their nature of 
responses that they express towards the brand post-purchase. Aaker (1997) noted that a loyal 
customer expresses an opinion about a brand’s quality once the consumption is over and this 
influences their future purchase intention. With regard to wine, opinions about the ROO and the 
quality of the wine are developed through past experiences (past consumption behaviour) (Michell & 
Hall, 2006; O’Mahony et al., 2006).  Mitchell & Hall (2006) noted that a positive past experience results 
in developing a positive response towards the brand as consumers develop trust and become 
personally attached to the brand. At this stage, the thought of future purchase intention occurs as 
highlighted by Albert and Merunka (2013).  This finding concurs with the quantitative work undertaken 
by Hwang et al. (2011) who investigated the relationship between brand attitudes (opinions) and 
purchase intention (a part of resonance) and concluded that brand attitude (opinions) positively 
affects purchase intention in the online environment. Bhandari and Rodgers (2018) in their 
quantitative research study also found that there is a significant correlation between consumers’ prior 
brand attitudes, brand trust and purchase intention. They concluded that positive feedback (opinions) 
from a consumer written online reflects the extent to which the same consumer shows trust for that 
brand and wants to purchase it in the future. Furthermore, apart from the quantitative studies, a 
recent qualitative study by Wilson and Persson (2017) about consumers in the clothing industry 
concluded that there is an interplay between brand opinions (a part of consumer evaluation) and 
brand loyalty (a part of resonance).  However, for destination marketing researchers have utilised 
quantitative techniques in order to confirm the relationship between specific links in the rational path 
including brand awareness to brand performance, and brand performance to brand resonance. This 
reflects the CBBE rational path excluding the brand judgement factor (Chekalina et al., 2016).  The 
current study has also supported brand relationships identified in the literature relating to parts of the 
CBBE rational path and has empirically confirmed the link between consumer brand judgement and 
brand resonance in relation to regional wines. As a result, this theoretical link adds to the previous 
relationships of brand salience/awareness and brand performance; brand performance and consumer 
brand judgement of regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.1.1 and 7.2.1.2 thereby forming the final 
step now added to the first and second steps in the rational path of Keller’s CBBE model (Figure 7.7). 
Therefore, it is concluded from this discussion that consumers are likely to possess strong personal 




Figure 7.7: Rational path of Keller’s CBBE model showing the last step (H5) in addition to 
the first and second steps (H1 and H3) in relation to regional wine 
 
Overall, from the preceding Sections (7.2.1.1, 7.2.1.2 and 7.2.1.3), it is concluded that the study has 
empirically tested and validated the rational path of Keller’s CBBE model with regard to regional wine. 
To the researcher’s knowledge the rational path of Keller’s CBBE model has not been empirically 
validated previously, which is a significant contribution this thesis has made. 
The next section will outline and discuss hypotheses H2, H4 and H6 highlighting the emotional path of 




Figure 7.8: Emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model 
 
7.2.2 Emotional path (Hypotheses H2, H4 and H6) 
7.2.2.1 There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand 
salience/awareness and regional wine brand image (Hypothesis H2) 
The second research question (RQ2) is: “Does regional wine brand salience/awareness influence 
regional wine brand image?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H2): “There is a positive 
significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand 




Figure 7.9: Emotional path showing the relationship between regional wine brand 
salience/awareness and regional wine brand image 
 
Brand salience/awareness is increased when consumers can recall and recognize a given brand that 
satisfies their needs and wants (Gurhan-Canli et al., 2016; Keller, 2016).  Keller (2013) and Patterson 
(1999) noted that brand image is dependent upon extrinsic properties of the brand and the way a 
consumer thinks abstractly about the intangible aspects of the brand. In so doing, consumers develop 
perceptions that have an impact on consumer purchase intentions (Schivinski & Dabrowski, 2016).  In 
this study, the brand image of regional wine is being investigated in addition to the development of 
brand salience/awareness and brand performance of regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.1. In 
the case of wine, Dodd et al. (2005) and Hall (2016) noted that consumers hold perceptions regarding 
a wine brand and its region from where it is produced, which is often dependent upon the level of 
wine knowledge a consumer has attained pre-purchase. This knowledge has been conceptualised as 
subjective wine knowledge. In this study, the two predictive factors from the conceptual model (Figure 
6.6) in Chapter Six [information sources (factor loading=0.60) and extrinsic cues (factor loading=0.78)] 
assist in the development of regional wine brand awareness/salience. It is important to note that the 
information provided through extrinsic properties comprising of “Shape of bottle/design (Q11_19, 
standardized regression weight (β=0.85)”, “Attending wine tasting events (Q6_14, standardized 
regression weight (β=0.83)”, “Advertising (Q11_17, standardized regression weight (β=0.88)” and 
“Labels (Q11_12, standardized regression weight (β=0.83)”  all facilitated the formation of subjective 
wine knowledge. The items measuring the subjective wine knowledge (Figure 6.6) were “I know what 
regional wine looks like (Q21_30, standardized regression weight (β=0.76)”, “I can recognize regional 
wine brands among competing brands (Q21_31, standardized regression weight (β=0.91)” and “I am 
aware of preferred regional wine brands which saves time shopping around (Q21_32, standardized 
regression weight (β=0.90)”. This suggests that once a consumer is exposed to extrinsic sources 
(reflecting the information about a wine and its regional characteristics), they work to reinforce the 
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development of imagery associations leading to the formation of abstract perceptions about the wine 
and its region of origin. As a result, during the time of purchase, consumers are in a position to 
remember abstractly what the wine brand and its region of origin is about, rather than what the 
regional wine brand does. This finding supports the line of work undertaken by Bruwer et al. (2011, 
2017), Lockshin and Hall (2003) and Schiffman et al. (2008) who highlighted that most purchases are 
initiated when consumers are dependent on their own subjective wine knowledge developed from 
extrinsic cues, thereby avoiding post-purchase cognitive dissonance. Also, it was determined in this 
study that two of the items measuring the regional wine brand image “I can recognize regional wine 
brands among competing brands (Q21_31)” and “I am aware of preferred regional wine brands which 
save time shopping around (Q21_32) had the highest standardized regression weight (β) of 0.91 and 
0.90 respectively. This suggest the right information gathered during the brand identification stage 
leads to familiarity and awareness of the wine brand and allows consumers, during the purchase 
occasion, to recognize their preferred brand more easily. This finding is consistent with the studies 
undertaken by Johnson and Bruwer (2007) and Paul (2016) who suggested that consumers’ familiarity 
and awareness with brand names is an important and powerful cue that activates associations 
consumers’ feel towards the wine brand itself at the point of purchase, and this directly impacts 
purchase intention (Johnson & Bruwer, 2007; Paul, 2016). 
Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists between regional wine 
brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand image [(H2) (0.75, p<0.001)].  Keller (2013, 2016) 
asserted that brand awareness leads to the formation of brand image, as consumers form imagery 
associations directly from their own experiences or indirectly from information that they have 
gathered during the information search stage that helps in developing awareness. Also, in relation to 
wine, researchers have found that consumers possessing a high level of subjective wine knowledge 
rely more on the information about the region of origin, which they gather from extrinsic sources, to 
develop a positive perception of that regional wine brand (Johnson & Bruwer, 2007; Lockshin et al., 
2017; Paul, 2016).  This result supports the work undertaken by researchers where they have utilised 
quantitative techniques in order to establish the relationship between brand salience and brand image 
(brand associations) in the context of sponsorship and tourism (Gwinner & Eaton, 1999; Pike et al., 
2010; Pike & Bianchi, 2016). 
This study has provided support for the theoretical relationship as discussed in the literature and has 
empirically supported the link between brand salience and brand image in relation to regional wine; 
the first step in the emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model as shown in Figure 7.9. Therefore, it is 
concluded from this discussion that consumers are likely to develop strong meaning/perception about 
a regional wine brand if they have prior subjective knowledge developed through information 
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gathering sources including wine events, wine magazines/publications and extrinsic cues (shape of the 
bottle/design, advertising and labels). 
7.2.2.2 There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling (Hypothesis H4) 
The fourth research question (RQ4) is: “Does regional wine brand image influence consumer regional 
wine brand feeling?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H4): “There is a positive significant 
relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer regional wine brand feeling,” which is 
depicted in Figure 7.10. 
Figure 7.10: Emotional path showing the relationship between regional wine brand 
image and consumer regional wine brand feeling 
 
 
Keller (2003, 2013) has highlighted that consumers develop emotional responses towards a brand that 
is built from the perceptions they gather during the information collection stage. Bianchi et al. (2014) 
found that emotional responses can be both negative and positive as they are evoked by either past 
consumption experiences or from consumers’ own subjective knowledge. In this study, the consumer 
brand feeling towards regional wine is being investigated along with the development of brand 
salience/awareness and brand image of regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.2.1. With regard to 
wine, Bruwer et al. (2017), Minton et al. (2017), Lockshin & Hall (2003), Lockshin et al. (2006) and 
Rasmussen and Lockshin (1999) found that a positive affective feeling towards a wine brand is derived 
from either past consumption experience or from perceptions developed while noting the wine’s 
extrinsic properties including labelling, medals and the design or shape of the bottle, which all assists 
in the formation of subjective knowledge of regional wine. They also noted that a consumer may find 
the brand appealing or likeable by looking at the label or at the design and may purchase it again for 
a special occasion or as a gift for someone’s birthday/wedding/anniversary/graduation ceremony etc. 
In this study, while the importance of subjective wine knowledge, which represents the brand image 
of regional wine is discussed in detail in Section 7.2.2.1, it is noted (Figure 6.6) that the items 
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measuring the consumer brand feeling of regional wine were “I consider myself highly loyal towards 
regional wine brands (Q21_46, standardized regression weight (β=0.83)”, “Even if a well-known brand 
has the same features as my preferred regional wine brand, I would prefer to buy my preferred 
regional wine brand (Q21_39, standardized regression weight (β=0.78)” and “Regional wine brand’s 
product claims are believable (Q21_44, standardized regression weight (β=0.74)”. This highlights that 
as a result of post-consumption evaluation consumers often elicit a positive emotional response as 
they develop a psychological bond between themselves and the regional wine brand. In this stage, 
they feel happy about their purchase and look forward to purchasing the same brand in the future. 
This finding supports the claim of Harmon-Jones et al. (2013) and Law et al. (2012) who noted that 
consumers’ positive emotions in the post-consumption situation influence their future purchase 
intention. 
In addition, it was also noted that the items with the highest standardized regression weight (β=0.83) 
measuring the consumer brand feeling for regional wine was “I consider myself highly loyal towards 
regional wine brands (Q21_46)”. This indicated that positive affective feelings often result in 
consumers developing a sense of loyalty to the brand. This influences their purchase decision because 
in this situation consumers start to differentiate their preferred wine brand from others. As a 
consequence, the preferred wine brand succeeds in attaining top of mind awareness for consumers. 
This was supported by the work of Pham et al. (2013), Rathnayake (2008) and Sogari et al. (2016) who 
highlighted that a consumer develops emotional ties with the wine brand during this process and this 
impacts the level of loyalty as well as the increased  likelihood consumer stays interested in purchasing 
the brand in the future. Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists 
between regional wine brand image and consumer regional wine brand feeling [(H4) (0.81, p<0.001)]. 
Keller (2013) noted that positive responses are reflected in situations where consumers think 
positively of the brand. He noted that these responses are driven by both the ‘head and the heart’ 
while developing purchase intentions. Moreover, in relation to wine, Johnson and Bruwer (2007) 
highlighted that consumers reflect positive responses for those wine brands that have succeeded in 
developing a strong image in their mind because those they tend to be more familiar with their 
regional characteristics. They also highlighted that, at the point of purchase, the ROO information on 
the labels or bottles about the brand names acts as an important cue in activating the level of 
association that consumers feel towards the wine brand. This result supports the quantitative study 
undertaken by Choi et al. (2017) in the context of coffee consumption who found that consumers past 
brand experiences (a part of the brand image) have strong direct effects on prestige (one of the 
positive emotional feelings reflected by consumers). Martenson’s (2007) quantitative work in relation 
to understanding the impact of corporate store image on customer satisfaction (a part of feeling) and 
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store loyalty in the context of retailing concluded that loyal consumers often feel satisfied when they 
perceive a retail store as neat and pleasant and when they feel that the same retail store understands 
their needs. Furthermore, Korchia’s (1999) qualitative research using French consumers illustrated 
that brand images for fashion brands contained cognitive, sensory and affective associations, which 
affects their future purchase intentions. Batra’s et al. (2012) mixed methods work also found that a 
positive emotional connection (associations which are a form of image) and a passionate desire to use 
are strongly associated with consumers’ affective feelings of love for a brand. 
This study has supported the theoretical relationships as discussed in the literature and has empirically 
supported the link between brand image and consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine. As 
a result, this theoretical link ads to the previous relationship of brand salience and brand image of the 
regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.2.1 thereby forming the second step in the emotional path 
of Keller’s CBBE model as outlined in Figure 7.11. Therefore, it is concluded from this discussion that 
consumers are likely to develop strong positive affective feelings (positive accessible reactions) 
towards a regional wine brand if they are familiar with the extrinsic properties of the brand and 
possess strong brand recall at the point of purchase. 
Figure 7.11: Emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model showing the first step (H2) leading to 




7.2.2.3 There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
feeling and regional wine brand resonance (Hypothesis H6) 
The sixth research question (RQ6) is: “Does consumer regional wine brand feeling influence regional 
wine brand resonance?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H6): “There is a positive significant 
relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance,” 
which is depicted in Figure 7.12. 
Figure 7.12: Emotional path showing the relationship between consumer regional wine 
brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance 
 
 
Keller (2001) has highlighted that brand resonance is explained as a profound relationship that is 
derived from the loyalty (a part of positive feeling) that consumers develop from their past 
consumption experiences and from their own affective feelings, which they possess for the brand. Dib 
and Simkin (2008) renamed the concept of resonance as consumer brand relationship and further 
asserted that the main intention of developing a stronger brand relationship is to gain a large 
proportion of loyal consumers. Huang et al. (2015) and Law et al. (2012) highlighted that 
emotions/responses that develop from consumers’ post-consumption often influences their future 
purchase intention. In this study, the brand resonance of regional wine is being investigated in 
addition to the development of brand salience/awareness and brand image of regional wine as 
discussed in Section 7.2.2.1 and 7.2.2.2. In relation to wine, researchers have found that consumers 
develop affective emotions from either past consumption experience or from existing accessible 
imagery associations in relation to ROO and its wine characteristics, which they attained at the 
information gathering stage (Barber et al., 2008; Bruwer et al., 2017; Mitchell & Hall, 2004, 2006).  
Mitchell and Hall (2006) found that trust is developed from positive past experiences where a 
consumer is fully satisfied with the wine consumption. Apart from trust, Bruwer et al. (2017) noted 
that consumers in this situation are also personally attached to their preferred wine brand and look 
forward to buying the same wine brand in the future. This behaviour has been labelled as an 
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‘attitudinal attachment’, which allows the wine brand to be resonant within consumers’ thoughts and 
may predict future purchase intentions (Chaudhuri & Holbrook, 2001; Lockshin et al., 2006; Minton et 
al., 2017).  In this study, as noted from Figure 6.6, while the affective emotional responses represented 
the consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine (see Section 7.2.2.2), the predictive factors of 
trust (factor loading=0.79) and personal attachment (factor loading=0.36) assist in the development 
of regional wine brand resonance. The items representing trust were “I will consume certain brands 
of regional wine, not others (Q21_6, standardized regression weight (β=0.82)”, “I limit my purchase 
to only favourite brands of regional wine in most wine retailers (Q21_4, standardized regression 
weight (β=0.65)” and “For gift giving, I will buy a particular brand of regional wine (Q21_7, 
standardized regression weight (β=0.70)” whereas the items for personal attachment were “Drinking 
wine gives me pleasure (Q6_17, standardized regression weight (β=0.96)” and “I definitely have a 
liking for wine (Q6_31, standardized regression weight (β=0.79)”. This suggested that positive 
emotions often result in transforming wine consumers into wine lovers where they view their 
respective preferred wine brand as one of their favourite possessions which gives them a sort of 
pleasure or satisfaction. As a consequence, it should predict future purchase intentions. This finding 
supports the work of Bianchi et al. (2014) who highlighted that consumer responses to wine brands 
are dependent upon past usage, which further leads to consumers towards being loyal to the wine 
brand. Also, it was noted that items “I will consume certain brands of regional wines, not others 
(Q21_6)” and “Drinking wine gives me pleasure (Q6_17)” had the highest standardized regression 
weights (β) of 0.82 and 0.96 respectively. This provides insights that suggest, consumers develop trust 
and personal attachment with their preferred wine brand because they feel confident and even look 
forward to the brand as something special in a broader context. This finding is supported by the work 
undertaken by Eisingerich and Bell (2007) who suggested that consumers feel confident in their wine 
purchase or consumption situations where they know the wine brand is reliable and competent. This 
further enables them to develop a long-term relationship with the wine brand thereby achieving 
higher levels of brand resonance. 
Furthermore, this study found that a positive significant relationship exists between consumer 
regional wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance [(H6) (0.82, p<0.001)]. Keller (2013) 
and Pham et al. (2013) pointed out that the ultimate relationship and level of identification that a 
consumer has with the brand is often characterized by the extent to which they attach their emotions 
or love for that respective brand. With regard to wine, according to Carroll and Ahuvia (2006), 
consumers who express a positive emotion towards a brand are more willing to repurchase the brand 
in the future. For brands that are based on subjective assessments including wine, researchers have 
highlighted that consumers express positive affective emotions for their respective wine brand, which 
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further leads to the development of an intense relationship between consumers and the respective 
wine brand itself (Bianchi et al., 2012; Carlsen & Boksberger, 2015).  This result supports the work of 
other researchers where authors have utilised quantitative techniques in order to establish the 
relationship between consumer brand feeling and brand resonance in the context of tourism 
destination and banking services respectively (Aziz & Yasin, 2010; Chekalina et al., 2018).  Sahin’s et 
al. (2011) quantitative study on global brands also confirmed the positive relationship between 
satisfaction (a part of affective feeling) and loyalty (a part of resonance).  Furthermore, Kim’s (2012) 
mixed method study also concluded that there is a significant relationship existing between consumer 
brand feeling and brand resonance in the context of fashion brand experience. This study has 
supported the theoretical relationships as discussed in the literature and has empirically supported 
the link between consumer brand feeling and brand resonance in relation to regional wine. As a result, 
this theoretical link adds to the previous relationships of brand salience/awareness and brand image; 
brand image and consumer brand feeling of the regional wine as discussed in Section 7.2.2.1 and 
7.2.2.2 thereby forming the final step in addition with the first and second step in the emotional path 
of Keller’s CBBE model as outlined in Figure 7.13. Therefore, it is concluded from this discussion that 
consumers are likely to develop trust and possess strong personal attachment towards a regional wine 
brand if they hold positive responses/feelings to that brand. 
Overall, from the preceding Sections (7.2.2.1, 7.2.2.2 and 7.2.2.3), it is concluded that the study has 
empirically tested and validated the emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model with regard to regional 
wine. To the researcher’s knowledge the emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model has not been 
empirically validated and thus, this is a contribution, which this thesis has made. 
Finally, this study has managed to empirically validate both the rational and emotional path of Keller’s 
CBBE model simultaneously, which to the author’s knowledge has not previously been successfully 
tested (see Figure 6.6). 
In addition to the discussion of the previous analyses, this study also tested the direct impact of the 
rational path on the emotional path in Keller’s CBBE framework. The discussion of this finding is 





Figure 7.13: Emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model showing the last step (H6) in addition 





7.2.3 There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand 
judgement and consumer regional wine brand feeling (Hypothesis H7) 
The seventh research question (RQ7) is: “Does consumer regional wine brand judgement influence 
consumer regional wine brand feeling?” along with the corresponding hypothesis (H7): “There is a 
positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer 
regional wine brand feeling”, which is depicted in Figure 7.14. 
Figure 7.14: Relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 
consumer regional wine brand feeling 
 
Keller (2013) pointed out that consumer brand judgement (a rational path component) and consumer 
brand feeling (an emotional path component) represent the brand response stage of the consumer-
based brand equity model. In this stage, consumers evaluate how they think and feel towards a brand 
(Keller, 2013).  Kim et al. (2014) noted that consumers’ opinion about a brand is based on either 
perceived information, which they have obtained during the information gathering stage or  past 
consumption experience. In relation to wine, researchers have stressed that consumers utilise their 
own perceived knowledge about the wines’ ROO and its quality characteristics to form opinions about 
their preferred wine (Barber & Taylor, 2013; Dodd et al., 2005).  The opinions provided by consumers 
about the wine and its ROO are discussed in detail in Section 7.2.1.2. Carroll and Ahuvia (2006) and 
Keller (2003, 2013) claimed that the feelings of the consumer are often characterized by the emotional 
responses, which consumers develop towards a brand post-consumption. These feelings can be 
positive and negative, and it is noted that consumers are more likely to repurchase or recommend the 
brand to others when they have developed positive feelings concerning the brand (Caroll & Ahuvia, 
2006).  In relation to wine, a consumers’ affective emotions towards a particular wine brand post-
consumption develop from the wines’ intrinsic quality factors comprising of taste, region of origin, 
grape variety etc. (Bruwer et al., 2017; Johnson & Bruwer, 2007; Lockshin et al., 2006).  These affective 
responses by consumers for regional wine have been discussed in detail in Section 7.2.2.2. Barber and 
Taylor (2013) and Bruwer et al. (2017) noted that the affective feelings of consumers towards a 
respective wine brand is derived from the positive opinions they possess in relation to a wines’ intrinsic 
characteristics. Although the CBBE literature has not directly investigated the relationship of consumer 
brand judgement and consumer brand feeling (to the researcher’s knowledge) Reynolds and Beatty 
(1999) concluded that when consumers perceive and evaluate employees of a firm as empathetic, 
they are more likely to develop positive emotions towards the firms brands thus creating some 
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affective bonds. Phillips and Baumgartner (2002) noted from their experimental study in relation to 
consumer goods purchases that if consumers judge the performance of a brand as good, they will 
experience positive emotions, whereas if they evaluate the performance as bad, they will experience 
negative emotions. Furthermore, Oliver (1993) found in terms of automobile purchase that positive 
consumption emotions are a result of preliminary positive judgements that are made in relation to 
the attributes of a brand. In the current study as shown in Figure 6.6, it was found that a positive 
significant relationship exists between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer 
regional wine brand feeling [(H7) (0.19, p<0.01)]. This implied that consumers express positive feelings 
towards a wine during consumption occasions if they possess positive opinions about the wines’ 
region of origin and its intrinsic characteristics including quality in-terms of taste. This finding concurs 
with the literature where Chocarro and Cortinas (2013) and Neuninger et al. (2017) noted that a 
consumers’ positive emotion/feeling about a wines’ region of origin and the evaluation of wine in-
terms of quality and taste is dependent upon either the nature of opinion that the consumer develops 
from the information gathering stage or from past consumption experiences. This also supports the 
work of Lee et al. (2018) where the authors have utilised quantitative techniques to establish the 
relationship between consumer brand attitudes (opinions) and consumer brand feeling (perceived 
superior product quality) in the context of luxury brand purchase intention. Kim and Lennon’s (2013) 
quantitative work concluded that reputation (reviews/opinions about an online retailer) positively 
affects consumers’ emotions (a part of consumer brand feeling) in an online purchasing context. 
This study supports the theoretical relationship as discussed in the fashion and online purchasing 
literature and also contributes to the CBBE literature by highlighting the empirical support of the link 
between consumer brand judgement (a component of the rational path) and consumer brand feeling 
(a component of the emotional path) in relation to regional wine (see Figure 7.15).  Therefore, it is 
concluded from this discussion that consumers are likely to hold positive feelings for a regional wine 
brand if they hold positive opinions about the quality of that regional wine brand. 
Overall, this study has empirically tested the link between consumer brand judgement and consumer 
brand feeling in relation to regional wine. This, to the researcher’s knowledge, has not been 
established in the CBBE literature previously and is another contribution this thesis makes. 
With the support of H7 as discussed in Section 7.2.3 and shown in Figure 7.15, there was a partial 






Figure 7.15: Relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement (a 
component of the rational path) and consumer regional wine brand feeling (a 





7.2.3.1 Mediating effect of consumer regional wine brand feeling (H7a) after H7 was 
supported (the consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional 
wine brand feeling link) 
The sub-hypothesis of the seventh research question along with the corresponding hypotheses (H7, 
Section 7.2.3) investigating the indirect effect of consumer regional wine brand feeling on the 
relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine brand 
resonance (H7a) is “Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between 
consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance”, which is depicted in 
Figure 7.16. 
Figure 7.16: Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediating the relationship between 
consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand resonance 
 
As evident in Figure 7.6 (R5, H5), Figure 7.12 (R6, H6) and Figure 7.14 (R7, H7), a significant direct 
relationship exists between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance, consumer brand 
judgement and consumer brand feeling and consumer brand feeling and brand resonance in relation 
to the purchase of regional wine. Each of these relationships has been noted in the branding literature 
(Barber & Taylor, 2013; Bruwer et al., 2017; Neuninger et al., 2017).  Although the CBBE literature has 
not directly  investigated the mediating effect of consumer brand feeling on the link between 
consumer brand judgement and brand resonance, a recent study by Yan et al. (2018) found that 
consumer emotions (part of consumer feelings) mediates the relationship between perceived quality 
(consumer judgement) and future purchase intention (brand resonance) in the context of online fast 
food casual restaurant industry. Wang et al. (2015) also confirmed that in the context of hotel 
bookings, opinions in regard to a hotel website quality has a strong influence on consumer purchase 
intentions (brand resonance), while the relationship between them is mediated by consumers’ 
emotions that are expressed online. In this study, as shown in Figure 6.9, it was found that a partial 
mediation exists because consumer brand feeling partially mediates the relationship of consumer 
brand judgement and brand resonance in relation to regional wine [c (direct effect (X->Y)= 0.338, 
se=0.037, p<0.05; c’(reduced direct effect through mediator M, H7a)=0.200, se=0.036, p<0.05; 
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Indirect effect (H7a: BootSE=0.026, LLCI=.089, ULCI=0.191)]. This suggests that while a consumer’s 
positive opinions about a preferred wine and its regional characteristics assist in the development of 
an intense consumer-brand relationship, it also indirectly predicts the intensity to which the same 
consumer develops positive emotions towards that respective wine brand pre and post consumption 
that  later reinforces the level of personal attachment. As a consequence, it allows the brand to attain 
a high level of resonance in the consumer’s mind. This finding concurs with the literature where 
Carlsen and Boksberger (2015) and Rathnayake (2008) noted that consumers inherit emotional ties 
towards a wine brand that are developed from either positive opinions or from past consumption 
experiences that directs the extent to which they are interested in repurchasing the same brand in the 
future. This finding also supports the work of Sun et al. (2016) where the authors have utilised 
quantitative techniques in order to establish the mediating effect of consumption emotions 
(consumer brand feeling) between perceived service quality (consumer brand judgement) and word 
of mouth referral intention (brand resonance) in a hotel hospitality context. Furthermore, DeWitt et 
al. (2008) concluded that consumers’ emotions (a part of consumer brand feeling) mediate the 
relationship of consumers’ evaluation of justice (i.e. justice perception or consumer brand judgement) 
and attitudinal loyalty (brand resonance) in the context of service recovery. Caruana’s (2002) 
quantitative work also concluded that customer satisfaction (a part of consumer affective feelings) 
plays a mediating role in the effect of service quality (consumer evaluation) on service loyalty (brand 
resonance) in the context of banking. This provides evidence that this study supports the theoretical 
relationships discussed in the service recovery, banking, hospitality and tourism literature and has 
contributed to the CBBE literature by highlighting the empirical support of the mediating effect of 
consumer brand feeling on consumer brand judgement and consumer brand resonance in relation to 
regional wine as shown in Figure 7.16. Therefore, it is concluded from this discussion that consumers’ 
positive feelings for a regional wine brand plays an important mediating role in the effect of consumer 
opinion about the quality of regional wine on consumers’ likelihood of developing trust and personal 
attachment towards regional wine. 
Overall this section confirms that partial mediation occurs in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE 
model where consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine indirectly effects the influence of 
consumer brand judgement on brand resonance. This according to the researcher’s knowledge has 






7.3 Chapter conclusion 
This study investigated the importance of region of origin as a brand and has empirically validated and 
assessed all components of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model in relation to regional wine 
consumption in a holistic manner. The findings and claims from previous research were critically 
analysed, discussed and compared to these recent results. It has empirically validated and confirmed 
the importance of the rational and emotional behavioural paths that assist in the development of an 
intense ongoing consumer-brand relationship with regard to regional wine (regional wine brand 
resonance).  Furthermore, this research has also confirmed a significant direct relationship that is not 
a part of Keller’s original consumer-based brand equity model. It shows that partial mediation exists 
in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE framework in relation to regional wine consumption. The 
following chapter, Chapter Eight will summarise the entire thesis and its findings and will outline the 
research limitations, the theoretical contribution and managerial implications of the study along with 





THESIS CONCLUSION, THEORETICAL AND MANAGERIAL CONTRIBUTIONS, 
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE AREAS OF RESEARCH 
8 Chapter 8: Conclusions, Theoretical and Managerial Contributions, Limitations and Future 
Areas of Research 
8.1 Introduction 
Chapter Eight is the final chapter of this thesis. This chapter will provide an overview of the thesis and 
a succinct summary of major findings, along with research limitations, the theoretical contributions of 
the study, relevant managerial implications and suggestions for future areas of research. 
The outline of this chapter is presented in Figure 8.1. 
Figure 8.1: Outline of Chapter Eight 
  
Section 8.2: THESIS OVERVIEW 
Section 8.3: CONTRIBUTION TO 
KNOWLEDGE 
Section 8.4: LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
Section 8.1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Section 8.5: AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 
Section 8.6: CHAPTER CONCLUSION 
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8.2 Thesis overview 
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the brand equity associated with region of origin by 
empirically validating and assessing Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model (CBBE) in relation to 
the consumption of regional wine. In order to achieve this aim, Chapter One provided an overview of 
this research study by introducing the area of interest and giving the rationale behind undertaking this 
investigation. It also covered the findings and contribution to theory and practice. Chapter Two 
described the review of the literature used to support the study and described the formation of the 
hypotheses to be tested along with the development of the theoretical framework that adapted the 
components of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity model. The discussion of the research design 
and the methodology used in this study was illustrated in Chapter Three. Also, the rationale for 
undertaking the structural equation Modeling (SEM) as the primary analysis technique was described 
in Chapter Three. In Chapter Four, the procedures applied for data cleaning, reliability assessment and 
validity testing were described. Following this, Chapter Five and Chapter Six provided the data analysis, 
results and interpretations in detail. Chapter Seven discussed the overall the overall research findings 
and concluded with a description of the major findings of the study. The summary of the major 
research findings and contributions of this study is outlined in the following subsections. 
8.2.1 Summary of major findings 
In Chapter Seven the findings of this research were discussed and compared to previous investigations 
and published results. All seven (7) hypotheses including the sub-hypothesis associated with the 
conceptual model (Figure 8.2, Figure 8.3 and Table 8.1) were supported thereby confirming that 






Figure 8.2: Conceptual model including seven (7 hypotheses) 
 
 
Figure 8.3: Conceptual model including the sub-hypothesis: Mediating effect of 
consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine (H7a) 
 








Description of Hypotheses Outcome 
One (H1) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand 
performance.  
Supported 
Two (H2) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand salience/awareness and regional wine brand image. Supported 
Three (H3) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand performance and consumer regional wine brand 
judgement. 
Supported 
Four (H4) There is a positive significant relationship between regional wine brand image and consumer regional wine brand feeling. Supported 
Five (H5) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and regional wine brand 
resonance. 
Supported 
Six (H6) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand feeling and regional wine brand resonance. Supported 
Seven (H7, H7a) There is a positive significant relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and consumer regional wine 
brand feeling. 
Consumer regional wine brand feeling mediates the relationship between consumer regional wine brand judgement and 






As a result, this research has two major findings: 
• Firstly, this research has empirically validated and assessed all components of Keller’s 
consumer-based brand equity model holistically in relation to regional wine consumption. As 
a function of this analysis the two distinct process paths, emotional and rational, that assist in 
the development of an intense ongoing consumer-brand relationship with regard to the 
branding of regional wine have been empirically tested and validated. 
• Secondly, this research has identified that partial mediation occurs in the brand response 
stage of Keller’s CBBE model, where consumer brand feeling in relation to regional wine 
partially mediates the influence of consumer brand judgement on brand resonance. 
Furthermore, the above two major findings have contributed to knowledge in both theory and 
practice, as described in the following section. 
8.3 Contribution to knowledge 
As evident from Chapter Six of this thesis, it is noted that all the hypotheses under investigation have 
been supported and the theoretical contributions and managerial implications of these are 
demonstrated as follows: 
8.3.1 Theoretical contribution 
The detailed literature review as presented in Chapter Two has examined the components of Keller’s 
consumer-based brand equity model, which is comprised of two linear paths, a rational path and an 
emotional path. Utilising the components of Keller’s model, constructs relating to regional wine were 
developed in order to reflect the overall phenomenon of how consumers think, feel and react towards 
regional wine brands is described from a CBBE perspective. The research gap that this thesis explores 
is the empirical validation and assessment of the entire range of conceptual links between the 
branding components present in Keller’s CBBE framework (Keller, 2016; Papu & Quester, 2017).  In 
order to investigate this notable research gap, the findings from previous research were discussed in-
depth to subsequently form the basis for the overall conceptual model (Chapter Two).  As evident in 
Figure 8.2, the hypotheses H1, H3 and H5 representing the rational path of Keller’s CBBE framework 
were supported by the results. This highlights an important matter:, regional wine consumers in 
Australia are often dependent on a variety of extrinsic information cues because these cues assist 
consumers in gathering information about the brand and its region, thereby allowing it to be salient 
in their minds. During this process, consumers also gain an understanding about the price and the 
overall performance of regional wine brands in the market. As a consequence of this they provide 
various opinions based on how well their preferred regional wine brand has performed in terms of 
intrinsic and extrinsic subjective assessments. This rational behaviour often predicts the extent to 
which consumers develop personal attachment and trust for their preferred regional wine brand. In 
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addition to this pathway, it was noted in Figure 8.2 that the hypotheses H2, H4 and H6 representing 
the emotional path of Keller’s CBBE model were also supported. This provided insights with regard to 
exposure to information about a regional wine brand from extrinsic cues, which often leads consumers 
to form a perception about the regional wine brand. This, as a result, aids brand recall and recognition 
during in the purchase or consumption setting. Consumers at this stage are often knowledgeable and 
may develop positive feelings towards the brand in cases where they have had consistently good 
experiences with their preferred regional wine brand. This positive affect leads them to develop trust 
and personal attachment towards the regional wine brand. Overall it is concluded that this study has 
been successful in empirically testing and validating both the rational and emotional path both 
independently and simultaneously as highlighted in the conceptual model in Figure 8.2. These paths 
outline the consumers’ mental behaviour paths (emotional and rational paths), which assist in the 
development of an intense on-going consumer-brand relationship with regard to the branding of 
regional wine. By doing this, this thesis makes an important and significant contribution to marketing 
theory because, to the best of the researcher’s knowledge, this overall phenomenon of how 
consumers develop an on-going relationship with a regional wine brand has not been published before 
in the strategic marketing and wine branding literature. 
Furthermore, as evident in Chapter Two and Seven of this thesis, the CBBE literature is yet to 
investigate two additional theoretical gaps that are not part of Keller’s consumer-based brand equity 
framework. These gaps are identified firstly as the nature of the direct relationship that exists between 
consumer brand judgement and consumer brand feeling and secondly the mediating effect of 
consumer brand feeling in relationship between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance. 
Although, other literature (as discussed in detail in Section 7.2.3 and 7.2.3.1 referring to fashion, online 
purchasing, service recovery, banking, hospitality and the tourism activities) has tested these two gaps 
empirically, they have not been investigated as a part of the full CBBE model. The findings and 
discussion of this research (Chapter Six and Chapter Seven) highlighted that this study empirically 
supported the direct relationship of consumer brand judgement and consumer brand feeling (H7).  It 
has also shown the indirect effects of consumer brand feelings and its impact on the influence of 
consumer brand judgement on brand resonance with regard to regional wine (H7a).  As a result of 
this, the findings of this study have contributed to brand management theory by identifying, in the 
brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model, an interaction between the rational and emotional 
paths, where an emotional path component “consumer brand feeling” acts as a partial mediator 
between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance with regard to the branding of regional 
wine. This to the best of the researcher’s knowledge has not been published previously in any CBBE, 
wine branding and strategic marketing literature. 
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8.3.2 Managerial implications 
Keller (2013, p132) noted that “building a strong brand requires establishing breadth and depth of 
brand awareness/salience; creating strong, unique and favourable brand associations; eliciting 
positive, accessible brand responses and forging intense and active brand relationships. Achieving 
these four steps, in turn, means, establishing the six brand building blocks, which form the structure 
of consumer-based brand equity (CBBE) model”. This study provides an understanding of the 
descriptive nature of consumers’ behaviour and how consumers think, feel and react towards regional 
wine consumption. By examining the relationship between the regional wine branding elements that 
form the rational and emotional paths of Keller’s framework through the testing of the conceptual 
model, this study helps decision makers, specifically the marketing managers and producers/exporters 
to devise appropriate marketing strategies/programs and branding strategies that develop a positive 
perception of regional wine brands in the minds of Australian consumers. 
In order to develop and maintain strong consumer brand equity, Keller (2013, p.102) emphasized that 
“most strong brands are built by going up both sides (rational and emotional) of the CBBE pyramid”. 
Achieving the right brand identity through strong brand salience/awareness is the important initial 
step that brand managers should undertake in order to ensure that the brand has developed sufficient 
tangible and intangible associations in the consumers’ mind. For example, with regard to wine from a 
brand building and marketing perspective, this study provides recommendations and suggestions for 
regional producers/exporters of wine about brand names, bottle shape and labelling as well as 
showing the importance of advertising in enhancing brand awareness. 
Consumers often pay attention to brand names and brand slogans that are easy to pronounce and are 
distinct and unique in nature (Keller, 2013).  Keller (2013) later commented that slogans act as hooks 
or handles that help consumers grasp the tangible meaning of a brand, thus leading to the brand being 
salient in their minds. These elements trigger the consumers’ memory at the point of purchase and 
assist them in recognizing the brand during purchase and consumption situations (Keller, 2016).  In 
addition, this study recommends that regional producers/exporters of wine who are competing in 
international and domestic markets should focus on developing descriptive and persuasive labels that 
are meaningful (containing information about the brand and its region of origin), likable and 
aesthetically pleasing in design. Research has identified that information on labelling, one of the 
extrinsic cues, assists in the development of understanding of the actual brand meaning (brand 
performance and brand image) of the respective brand (Keller, 2016; Keller, 2013). 
Furthermore, apart from focusing on generating a strong brand identity, which leads to the 
development of brand meaning, it is the creation of strong, favourable and unique associations that 
is also a real challenge for marketers. Price has been considered as one of the tangible brand-
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performance cues that customers associate with while gathering information that is transmitted 
through extrinsic cues. For instance, with a variety of brands including beer, wine and spirits it is noted 
that consumers often opt for a variety-seeking behaviour as they want to experiment with different 
brands that have performed well in the market in terms of price, based on the information that they 
have gathered during the awareness stage (Bruwer et al., 2017; Bruwer & Reid, 2002; Lockshin & Hall, 
2003).  In order to enhance the value of the brand and maintain long-term customer relationship, 
marketers selling these brands should focus on maintaining a competitive pricing strategy that reflects 
the relative quality of the wine to ensure consistent sales. For instance, from a point of purchase 
perspective, retail marketers should consider tailoring their promotional activity by focusing on 
price/quality, in order to enhance brand associations/brand meanings in the consumers’ mind. 
Strategies may include persuading consumers through the launch of specific price/quality promotions 
including price deals and coupons on an occasional basis as these promotional techniques often lead 
consumers to think primarily about the utility provided by the brand (i.e. brand equity). 
Keller (2013, p.117) stressed that “strong brands with meaningful brand meanings often produce 
positive brand responses”. Specifically, it is about what consumers think and/or feel about the brand.  
Responses are classified as either consumers’ subjective opinions about a respective brand or their 
affective feelings that are based on an assessment of intrinsic and extrinsic cues and past experiences 
associated with that brand. In the case of wine and other products (diary, organic food and olive oils) 
that are associated with region of origin effects, marketers/producers should tailor their competitive 
strategy based on aligning quality (actual and perceived quality) with relative price tiers and promote 
enhanced regional features or benefits that are valued by consumers. Consumers’ positive affect 
towards a brand enhances the emotional bond which consumers develop with the brand (Keller, 
2016).  In order to sustain this, it is recommended that marketers or promotional planners focus on 
developing characters/logos that are a part of the brand symbol when developing the labels and 
package design. For example, in relation to wine branding, the brand symbol can focus on the 
importance of the region and its characteristics as consumers often elicit positive affective feelings to 
a brand symbol that they are familiar with from past consumption experiences (Bruwer et al., 2017). 
Lastly, the final step of Keller’s CBBE is developing the ultimate relationship, which only occurs when 
consumer possess a strong brand identity, brand meaning and a positive response towards a brand. 
Keller (2013) stressed that marketers need to monitor the interactions, which consumers experience 
with their preferred brand as this is the stage where they can develop a strong level of loyalty towards 
the brand. This study highlighted that trust and personal attachment are indicators of 
resonance/future purchase intention. In order to develop and maintain this, marketers of wine brands 
should focus on segmentation strategies, where they can invest in marketing programs that are aimed 
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at understanding the segments that are interested in their brand and then utilise effective promotion 
and communication techniques in order to align their brand with the chosen target segments. For 
instance, in relation to wine, producers of Knight Granite Hills Merlot from Granite Hill Macedon 
Ranges, can host promotional events on an occasional basis where they first invite people for wine 
tours and later on promote the region and the wine brand from the region through wine tasting. This 
can enhance consumers’ positive feelings towards the brand and its region and thus can develop trust 
and personal attachment thereby creating loyalty towards the brand. 
Marketing managers should also encourage consumers to be a part of brand communities where 
favourable brand attitudes and intentions may be developed and enhanced. For example, developing 
online brand communities where consumers can share their experiences with company 
representatives or with prospective fellow customers who are associated with the brand. This can 
result in positive word of mouth and enhance consumers’ future purchase intentions. Also, managers 
can incorporate a customer service-oriented strategy in order to ensure that consumers are happy 
with the brand. For example, assisting consumers with online complaints about brands and their 
service delivery in general can assist in retaining consumers’ ongoing positive feeling with regard to 
that brand, thereby leading to trust and future purchase intentions. 
While, it is important for marketers to understand each of the stages of Keller’s pyramid and devise 
marketing strategies accordingly to build strong consumer brand equity in relation to brands including 
wine (as discussed in the previous paragraphs), this thesis also found that consumer brand feelings 
play a significant partial mediating role between consumer brand judgement and brand resonance in 
relation to regional wine. Consumer brand feeling is an important consumer response construct that 
has been investigated in the literature in detail (Carroll & Ahuvia, 2006; Keller, 2013).  This, in 
particular, informs brand managers to tailor their marketing strategies towards implementing online 
promotional strategies that are aimed at eliciting positive emotions from consumers. For example, 
marketing managers for brands like Peppery Shiraz and Crimson Cabernet Sauvignon in the regions of 
Granite Hill Macedon Ranges, Victoria and Riverland located east of South Australia’s Barossa Valley 
can utilise certain promotional techniques emphasising regional characteristics, such as via blogging, 
publishing white papers, and posting video content These can drive engagement and thus create 
strong emotional bonds between the consumers, the brand and the region. Also, implementing 
strategies through the use of specific social media channels can enhance consumer feelings towards 
a brand. For instance, organisations can encourage brand managers to promote their brand on Twitter 
(one of the effective social media channels) as it is a great way to generate interest and interaction 
between consumers and the brand. Precisely promoting wine regions and their brands through 
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hashtags on Twitter can enhance the full wine story, resulting in arousing positive feelings and 
developing loyal followers. 
8.4 Limitation of the study 
While this thesis has made contributions to marketing theory, including the brand management 
literature, by holistically testing the entire CBBE model and further outlining the mediation effects in 
the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model for regional wine brand consumption, it does have 
limitations that should be identified: 
• Sample size: This study primarily utilised the SEM (structural equation modeling) approach as 
the main analytic technique in order to arrive at the results. SEM researchers have suggested 
that this technique generally operates efficiently with a larger sample (Kline, 2016; Wolf et al., 
2013).  Although the sample (314 respondents) was large enough to undertake the analysis 
for this study, a greater sample size could enhance the robustness of the findings. 
• Nature of the study: This research is a cross-sectional study that may limit the generalization 
of the findings as the data is collected at a specific period of time, which may result in variation 
in replicated studies. Therefore, future research could include a longitudinal format. 
• Specific country focus: This research was conducted in Australia. However, future research is 
required to test the findings of this study on other national populations in order to have more 
generalizable results. 
• Common method bias: This study initially utilised the Harman one factor test to ascertain if 
any common method bias exists in the data before proceeding to the exploratory and 
confirmatory factor analyses. However, a methodological paper recently published by Hulland 
et al. (2018) suggested that this method has been discredited because researchers have 
argued that “it is not clear how much of the total variance a general factor has to account for 
before one concludes that method variance is a problem (p.106)”.  Therefore, future research 
could include the marker variable method (Williams et al., 2010), for example, in order to test 
for method variance. 
8.5 Areas of future research 
The limitations as highlighted in the previous section (Section 8.4) restricts the generalization of the 
results and thus provides avenues for future research as specified below: 
• Although this study empirically validated and tested Keller’s CBBE framework in relation to 
regional wine consumption in general in Australia, future research could empirically examine 
CBBE across a variety of different contexts including other brands that are based on subjective 
assessments (beer, spirits and dairy brands), banking services, B2B, automobile industry, 
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organic food purchase, holiday booking context, museum marketing, sponsorship and fashion 
brand experience. 
• While, this study has identified an interaction, which exists in the brand response stage of 
Keller’s model leading to consumer regional wine purchase intention (regional wine brand 
resonance), a recent study by Bhandari and Rodgers (2018) noted that positive judgement and 
emotions often reinforces eWOM and strong brand engagement, which in-turn enhances 
consumers’ future purchase intentions. As a result, future research could adapt constructs 
such as consumer engagement or consumer learning (eWOM) as a higher order outcome 
construct resulting from the relationship between consumer brand judgment and consumer 
brand feeling as noted in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model. Furthermore, 
future research can also test the impact of these constructs (eWOM or consumer 
engagement) on future consumer regional wine purchase intention. In addition to this, since 
an emotional path component “consumer brand feeling” occurred as a partial mediator in this 
interaction, future research can also test the full mediation effects of consumer brand feelings 
and its impact on purchase intention in relation to a variety of different context including 
other brands (beer, spirits and dairy brands), banking services, B2B, automobile industry, 
organic food purchase, holiday booking context, museum marketing, sponsorship and fashion 
brand experience in order to enhance its generalizability. 
• Given that this study followed a cross-sectional research design (which has been utilised 
previously in many branding and wine marketing studies), it is also recommended that future 
studies incorporate a longitudinal research format in order to confirm the causality between 
the constructs in relation to regional wine consumption. In other words, future research could 
measure changes in the descriptive nature of Australian consumers towards regional wine 
consumption and track their influence on purchase intention in relation to regional wine. 
Therefore, it is suggested for future research to undertake latent growth curve modeling in 
SEM (i.e. the technique which enables researchers to perform repeated measurements on a 
sample of individuals at various points in time) in order to assess changes over time (Byrne, 
2016; Kline, 2016; Wolf et al., 2013). 
• The present sphere of branding literature has started to touch upon the importance of brand 
love and its influence on consumer brand relationship (Albert & Merunka, 2013; Blackstone, 
2018).  The concept of brand love has been subsumed within the consumer brand feeling 
component of the CBBE framework (Albert & Merunka, 2013).  While CBBE studies have not 
investigated the moderated relationship of brand love and its influence on consumers’ future 
purchase behaviour,  a recent quantitative study by Kandeparker and Motiani (2018) noted 
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that brand love mediates the relationship of brand attitude and word of mouth in the context 
of fake and real buying contexts. Therefore, future research could examine testing an 
alternative model to outline the moderated effects of brand love on the rational and 
emotional path of Keller’s CBBE framework in relation to regional wine consumption. 
• Given the amount of adjustment of measures that was undertaken during the CFA as outlined 
in detail in Chapter 5, future research could focus on reassessing the model on a new sample 
in order to enhance the robustness of the findings. 
• Lastly, to the researcher’s knowledge, there are not too many studies that have looked into 
the moderation effects within the holistic CBBE model. Future research could examine the 
moderation effects of high versus low consumer involvement level, male versus female, heavy 
versus medium wine users, regional wine versus national wine brands, and different age 
groups as suggested by several other wine studies (Hollebeek et al., 2007; Quester & Smart, 
1996; Perrouty et al., 2006) that examined Keller’s CBBE model. 
8.6 Chapter conclusion 
This thesis intended to achieve the overall research goal of investigating the brand equity associated 
with region of origin by empirically validating and assessing Keller’s consumer-based brand equity 
model (CBBE) in relation to the consumption of regional wine. By utilising the structural equation 
Modeling approach as the main analytical technique, this study has empirically applied Keller’s CBBE 
framework to the wine market and thus confirmed the relationships between the key constructs in 
the model. Furthermore, this thesis has also identified the presence of partial mediation that occurs 
in the brand response stage of Keller’s CBBE model where consumer brand feeling in relation to 
regional wine partially mediates the influence of consumer brand judgement on brand resonance. 
Finally, this study has provided theoretical and managerial implications, acknowledged some 
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APPENDIX B: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
The data was gathered from the online panel data provided by a market research organisation called 
“Pureprofile”. The respondents were asked to join the panel on a voluntary basis and were given the 
option that they could withdraw from the research process at any time. The questions used for this 
research are provided below. 
 
Think about a particular wine from your favourite wine region that you have consumed and purchased 
in the last three months and answer the following questions below: 
 
Q. 1) Are you aged 30 years or over?  
1. Yes                                                                          Continue to question 2 if answered Yes 
2. No                                                                           Exclude if answered No      
 
Q. 2) Have you consumed regional wine that you purchased in the last 3 months? 
1. Yes                                                                        Continue to question 3 if answered Yes 
2. No                                                                 Exclude if answered No                                               
 
Q. 3) Please indicate the level of agreement you have with each statement regarding the purchase of 
regional wine. Rate on a scale of 0-10 (0= strongly disagree and 10= strongly agree) indicating your 




1 2 3 4 5 6 7  8 9 10 
(Strongly 
agree) 
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
SALIENCE/AWARENESS 
           
I often read wine magazines and 
publications. 
           
I regularly attend wine tasting 
festivals and events. 
           
Wine is a product which I can talk 
about for a long time.  
           
How important is the label when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
How important is the advice from 
salesperson when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
           
I often match my food and wine.            
290 
 
How important is the region itself 
when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
           
I buy my wine from wine specialty 
stores. 
           
How important is advertising when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
I think it is a good idea to own a 
premium wine tasting glass. 
           
I drink more cask wine than bottled 
wine. 
           
I am willing to spend over $60 on a 
bottle of wine. 
           
How important is the alcohol 
content when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
           
How important are medals and 
awards when purchasing wine from 
a region? 
           
How important is the advice from 
wine experts when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
           
How important is the grape variety 
when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
           
How important is the shape of 
bottle or design when purchasing 
wine from a region? 
           
How important is the likely 
consumption occasion when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
How important is the wine style 
when purchasing wine from a 
region? 
           
How important is the brand when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
How important is the age of wine 
(year) when purchasing wine from 
a region? 
           
How important is the vintage when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
How important is personal 
experience when purchasing wine 
from a region? 
           
How important is country when 
purchasing wine from a region? 
           
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
PERFORMANCE 
           
I buy as much as possible at a sale 
price when it comes to regional 
wine purchase. 
           
The lower regional wines are 
usually my choice. 
           
Before the purchase of regional 
wine, I look carefully to find the 
best value for money. 
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I usually watch advertisements for 
announcements of sales for 
regional wine. 
           
I check the prices even for 
inexpensive regional wine items. 
           
I pay attention to the sale and 
specials when it comes to regional 
wine purchase. 
           
I buy the lowest price of regional 
wine that I think will suit my needs. 
           
When it comes to choosing my 
most recent regional wine product, 
I rely heavily on price. 
           
I will shop at more than one store 
to get the advantage of the low 
price before purchasing any 
regional wine. 
           
I compare the price of at least a few 
regional wines before I choose one. 
           
It is important for me to get the 
best price for regional wines. 
           
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
IMAGE 
           
I choose my wine carefully.             
I am confident in my ability to 
select a wine.  
           
The wine I buy is important to me.             
I understand wine well enough to 
evaluate the brand.  
           
I have a preference for one or more 
wine brands. 
           
All regional wine brands are about 
the same.  
           
The more expensive regional wine 
is usually my choice. 
           
The higher the price of a regional 
wine, the better its quality and 
taste. 
           
I need a lot more information about 
a regional wine brand before I 
would decide to buy it. 
           
I know what regional wines look 
like. 
           
I can recognize regional wine 
among competing brands. 
           
I am aware of preferred regional 
wine brands which save time 
shopping around. 
           
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND JUDGEMENT 
           
A significant amount of wine is 
produced from my preferred wine 
region.  
           
The average level of quality across 
my preferred region has been 
noted to be consistently high.  
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There are some highly rated 
examples of my preferred 
particular wine style in this region. 
           
The wine style from this region has 
been well known among consumers 
for some time.  
           
My preferred wine style has been 
produced in the region for some 
years.  
           
My preferred wine style is from a 
region which has a well-defined 
taste profile. 
           
The style of my preferred regional 
wine is distinctive.  
           
My preferred region is well known 
for its unique wine style.  
           
The style of my preferred wine has 
a potential for getting stored for a 
longer period of time in order to 
improve its taste.  
           
There are few other regions 
existing in other parts of Australia 
producing a similar type of wine 
like my preferred wine region does.  
           
Only one or two notable wine styles 
are produced in my preferred wine 
region.  
           
The money saved by finding low 
prices is usually not worth the time 
and effort. 
           
I would never shop at more than 
one store to find lower prices. 
           
The time it takes to find lower 
prices is usually not worth the 
effort. 
           
Differences among the regional 
wine brands are hard to judge. 
           
The best brands among the 
regional wines are hard to judge. 
           
CONSUMER REGIONAL WINE 
BRAND FEELING 
           
Regional wine brands are likeable 
and pleasing.  
           
Regional wine brands product 
claims are believable.  
           
I know I can count regional wine 
brands being there in the future.  
           
Regional wine brands give me what 
I want, which saves me time and 
effort trying to do better.  
           
Regional wine brands don’t pretend 
to be something they are not.  
           
If another brand is not different in 
any way, I prefer to buy a regional 
wine brand. 
           
Even if a well-known brand has the 
same features as my preferred 
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regional wine brand, I would prefer 
to buy my preferred regional wine 
brand. 
I consider myself to be highly loyal 
to regional wine brands. 
           
I am more likely to purchase a wine 
from a region that I have visited. 
           
You can trust regional wine brands.            
I prefer to buy a regional brand of 
wine. 
           
REGIONAL WINE BRAND 
RESONANCE 
           
I have a strong interest in regional 
wine. 
           
Drinking regional wine is an 
important part of my lifestyle.  
           
Drinking regional wine gives me 
pleasure.  
           
I enjoy visiting wineries.            
I definitely have a liking for regional 
wine. 
           
I limit my purchase to only 
favourite brands of regional wine in 
most wine retailers.  
           
For most type of wine, there are 
certain brands of regional wines for 
which I have a definite preference.  
           
I will consume certain brands of 
regional wine, not others.  
           
For gift giving, I will buy a particular 
brand of regional wine.  
           
 
Q. 4) What is your age (in years)? 
18-24                    25-28              29-34                      35-40            41-45              
 
46-54                    55-65               65+           
 
Q. 5) What is your Gender? 
Male   Female 
 
Q. 6) Which of the following best represents your highest level of education? 
1. Left school prior to completing year 12    
2. Year 12- HSC (Leaving) 
3. Tafe certificate/ diploma/apprenticeships 
4. Bachelor’s degree 
5. Graduate/postgraduate diploma 




Q. 7) Which of the following best represents your occupation? 
1. Manager and administrator 
2. Professional 
3. Tradesperson 




8. Others (Please Specify) ………………………………………… 
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